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From the desk of
Executive Editor..
It is my privilege to take charge of  Executive Editor
of  ‘Abhivyakti’ the house journal of  Railway Staff
College. In this issue efforts have been made to make
the content which can be of  use in fields. Projects which
have been successfully implemented in field for improving
the working system and energy conservation have been
published with a view that the same can be implemented
in other divisions as well. Innovations and implementation
of  innovative ideas are taking place in fields, I would
like to urge all such divisions, where an innovative work
has been done, a, report may be sent to Railway Staff
College, so that it can be published in Abhivyakti for
benefit of all.

To give visual impact of  activities in Railway Staff
College photo gallery with heading “Gavaksha” is started
again with this issue. To encourage the talent of  probationary
officers, their creative contribution is also included in this
issue.

All efforts have been made to make this issue interesting,
however, scope of  improvement is always there and therefore,
I request for your valuable suggestions.

-Executive Editor
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Sector Skills
Council - Indian
Railways

Niraj Kumar* Introduction :
Under the skills development mission, the Government of
India has set up the National Skills Development Corporation
(NSDC) mandated with formation and governance of  the
Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) involving private sector. Sector
Skills Councils are expected to play a key role in development
of  curriculum, certification and accreditation that meet industry
standards. It is understood that the Ministry of  Railways
have been requested for an in-depth discussion with
representatives of  industries under Indian Railways (IR) to
assess the need for creating Sector Skill Councils (SSC)
pertaining to Railways.

The SSC proposes to complement the existing vocational
education system and address the skill gaps through the
following activities:

1. Conducting research – Building up skill inventory database
for the industry sector, skill-wise, region-wise, reviewing
international trends in skill development and identifying
skill gaps and technology to be taken up for teaching

* Mr. Niraj Kumar Retired as
Director General, Railway Staff College,
Vadodara on 31-12-2012
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2. Improving the delivery mechanism –Partnering
with educational& training institutions to train
trainers and upgrade skill sets of  existing industry
employees, and those in the industry value chain,
e.g., dealer and service networks.

3. Building quality assurance – Setting up a robust
and stringent certification and accreditation
process for industry sector facing skill
development institutes to ensure consistency
and acceptability of  standards.

It may be noted that there are hardly any industries
under IR except its own units engaged in production
and maintenance of  railway assets. However, the
relevance of  railway specific SSCs can be examined
in the context of  a large number of  industries who
are supplying large volumes of  materials to railways
for its production, operation and maintenance
requirements.
Railway Sector Industries:
Industries that support IR through supply of  goods
and services belong to a very large number of  varieties.
This can be appreciated from the indicative list given
below:
a) Metal forming like forging, casting, machining,

fabrication etc.
b) Moulding of composite materials
c) Machine maintenance including electrical and

electronic controls, hydraulic controls etc.
d) Textile
e) Housekeeping and Hospitality including catering

and cleaning
f) Petroleum products etc.
It may be appreciated that each of  these varieties
has widely varying skill requirements and at the same
time has a significant role in several other industry
segments, other than railways. It would therefore
be appropriate in the overall context of  sector specific
skill development that firms supplying goods and
services to IR become part of  respective industry
segment SSC and contributes to as also benefits
from them.

This, however, is not to say that IR does not need
to do anything towards national goal of  skill
development. This paper henceforth deals with
various issues that need to be considered for IR
contributing to National Mission on skill development
and suggests a direction that IR can take towards
this objective.
Skills used on IR
As the volume of  rail based transport produced
by entities that, strictly speaking, are not a part of
IR is negligible, IR can be treated as the ‘railway
industry’, as distinct from industries who are supplying
goods and services to IR. On IR four broad skill
sets are required:

i) Skills connected with operation of trains
ii) Skills connected with customer service processes
iii) Skills connected with support processes which

can also be called back office processes
iv) Skills connected with production/ acquisition

and maintenance of assets

Skills connected with operation of trains :
These skills are required for running and controlling
etc. of  trains and are required by none other than
IR. Typically railway employees’ categories required
to possess these skills are Loco Pilots, Station Masters,
Train Controllers etc. The manpower required to
be imparted these skills should normally match the
requirement of  IR as these skills will have no
requirement or employment opportunities in any
other industry or industry segment.

Skills connected with customer service
processes :
Customer service processes are normally unique to
an organization. This is particularly so for a public
entity like IR which has its own sets of  policies
and rules covering customer service processes which
understandably have significant differences from
customer services processes employed by other
industries in non- government sectors.  Typically
railway employees’ categories required to possess

Article
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these skills would be Enquiry-cum- Reservation
Clerks, Ticket Collectors, Travelling Ticket Examiners,
railway employees providing services like catering,
supply of  bed linen, on-board cleaning etc. IR has
rigid customer service process regulations. Therefore,
just like the employees with skills in train operation,
those trained in railway customer service processes
also have little employability in other industries or
industry segments.

Skills connected with back office processes :
These processes involve procurement of  goods and
services, management and development of  human
resource, accounting etc. It is obvious that these
processes on railways are also unique and significantly
different from the corresponding processes in private
sector industries and therefore like the earlier two
skill sets, here also persons trained in these processes
as followed on IR will have little employability in
other industries.

Skills connected with maintenance of assets :
These skill sets deal with production and
maintenance of  varieties of  railway assets like
buildings and structures, tracks and bridges, rolling
stocks and locomotives, signaling and
telecommunication gear etc. Although the end
result of these production and maintenance
processes may be highly specialized, these involve
application of  large number of  skills which have
significant commonality with other industries/
industry sectors. Skills in this set would include
designing and implementing electrical and
electronic circuits, hydraulics, carpentry, plumping,
fitting etc. Therefore, development of  skills in
these areas can serve the stated objective of  SSC
viz. to supplement the existing vocational education
system for the industry sector for ensuring that
trained manpower in adequate quantity and of
reasonably high quality becomes available at various
levels on a sustained basis.

Current activities on Indian Railways for skills
development :
IR trains a large manpower employed by them in
various skills belonging to all four skill sets discussed
above and can train even more. However, in cases
where the nature of skill does not lend itself to
enhancing employability outside railways, no purpose
is served by skilling manpower in excess of  IR’s
requirement. Therefore in respect of  such skills,
the skill training is often imparted in the post-
recruitment stage and is completed before such
individuals are given the responsibility of  discharging
functions associated with their role in the
organisation. Typical examples of  this are Loco
Pilots, Train passing staff  etc. Among railway specific
skills, not required elsewhere, are also some that
require fairly long spell of  training and in such
cases the recruitment is done as an apprentice that
precedes employment on IR, subject to successful
completion of  the skilling process.

Notwithstanding what has been stated in the
preceding para, railways are already contributing in
some measure towards the objective of  SSCs by
training manpower in skills that are needed not only
on railways but also in other industry sectors. These
relate to skills like fitting, trimming, carpentry,
electrician, plumping, welding etc.  On IR this activity
is presently undertaken in accordance with the
framework laid down by the ‘Apprentices Act 1961’
and on successful completion of skill training, these
persons are certified through an examination/ test
conducted by the National Council of  Vocational
Training (NCVT).  Though a part of  the manpower
so trained in the skills common between railways
and other industries are employed on IR in due
course, a part of  the output of  this skilling process
is also available to other industry sectors requiring
these skills.
How IR can contribute more in the national
mission of  skill development :
Having said that IR trains manpower in several skills
relevant to both railways and other industries, it

Article
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must be stated that it is possible for railways to
train much larger numbers with only marginal inputs
to its infrastructure engaged in this activity. There
is also a need for upgrading the quality of  skilling
activities undertaken in many units of  IR. It is
therefore relevant to understand the current
limitations in further increasing the numbers that
railways train and in ensuring that the standard of
skilling is of  a high order facilitating employment
in various industry sectors. These limitations can
be overcome with a few simple remedial measures
involving changes in the way the processes of  skilling
are presently handled; including the manner in which
candidates are picked up for imparting such skill
training; and in the accountability of the training
organizations in enhancing the quality of  skilling
by linking it to employability/ employment.

Managing of  skilling process :
Currently a candidate’s selection for skill training
on IR is popularly perceived as a near certainty
of  employment. This perception is reinforced not
only due to railway employment being the first
choice of  most of  the manpower so trained, but
also because the total number of  workforce trained
is not very large which makes the proportion
subsequently employed on the railways fairly high.
In fact a large part of  such skilled manpower prefers
to wait a couple of  years for a future employment
on IR rather than seeking employment in other
industries.

Notwithstanding the stipulations of Apprentices
Act 1961, several railway units end up skilling lesser
manpower than mandated either due to difficulties
in selection of the candidates to be trained or the
unstated desire of  the local railway management
not to train larger numbers than the approximate
future requirement of  the railway unit training them.
This is to avoid any future pressures in employing
the excess trained manpower in IR.  However, if
the mandate of Apprentices Act 1961 is complied

or exceeded organization-wide, the manpower so
skilled will be much larger in number; thereby
dispelling the perception of  an assured railway
employment and mentally preparing such skilled
manpower to willingly join other industries.

Quality of  skill training imparted :
The quality of  skill training imparted on Indian
Railways varies widely from railway unit to railway
unit.  There are some units, though in a small
minority, where the manpower skilled by them is
promptly employed by non-railway industries and
perhaps on terms equal to, if  not better than, IR.
On the other hand, there are a larger number of
railway units where the employability of  the
manpower skilled is not as good. One of  the main
reasons for the skilling process to be significantly
inferior to optimum is that the activity is undertaken
by entities for which the process of  skilling is not
the core activity. For example, in a manufacturing
or maintenance unit of the IR, the bandwidth of
management attention accorded to this activity
would typically be extremely low as the local
management has more than handful of  other issues
relating to their core activity of  production or
maintenance. Moreover accountability of  the local
management towards the quality of  skilling process
undertaken in their unit is also extremely low if
not non-existent. This is despite the fact that, in
the current scenario, a sizeable proportion of  the
manpower skilled by them are expected to become
employees of  the same local management in the
course of  time. In fact this feature also shifts the
focus of  the skill training more towards end output
of  the process involving these skills as used by
these railway units in production and maintenance;
thereby giving a more railway specific bias to the
skilling process. As a result, the core competencies
of  the trained manpower in the basic skills remains
limited to the minimum necessary for obtaining
NCVT certification.
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Possible corrective actions :
Correctives in the form of  skilling of  larger numbers
and enhancing quality of  skills imparted on IR can
therefore be best achieved by setting up a separate
entity whether by the name of  SSC or by any other
name where the Head of the entity and his/ her
team are held accountable both for training numbers
required on a sustainable basis and also enhancing
the quality of  skilling process. It may be appreciated
that in the context of  IR, increased numbers of
manpower trained and enhanced quality are closely
linked and achievable if  the head of  the SSC/ training
entity, by whatever name called is held accountable
for employability and employment outside IR, as
such larger numbers shall not find employment on
IR. Performance of  this SSC/ training entity including
that of  its Head can be evaluated based on levels
of  demonstrated employability/ employment of  the
manpower trained by them.

Recommendations :
IR should form a separate entity, either as a non-
profit company under the Companies Act or as
a Registered Society, who should take over all
activities of  skill development in various areas of

railway working discussed in this paper. IR’s current
assets available for skill development may be
transferred to this entity and marginal investments
required in additional infrastructure required as also
in up-gradation of  existing infrastructure may be
funded from the National Skill Development Fund.
The entity should engage itself  only with workforce
skill development and not involve itself  with
development of  supervisory or managerial skills.
Mixing these reduces focus on workforce skill
development activities. This entity should be headed
by a Chief  Executive who may have three second-
in-commands looking separately into (i) conducting
relevant research and building necessary database,
(ii) improving delivery mechanism and (iii) building
quality assurance; together with necessary support
staff. In addition they may borrow suitable
manpower from IR to work as direct skill trainers.
The targets for producing skilled manpower in
various identified skill sets for IR and at least an
equal number for non-railway industry may be set
with performance being appraised on the basis of
numbers trained and numbers employed in different
industries.
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Man Power
Management

V. S. Ghai* Introduction

The Indian Railway is a departmental commercial
undertaking of  the Government of  India. The formation
of  policy and over all control is vested in Railway Board
which is supervised by the Ministry of  Railways. Indian
Railway operations and management is vested in 17 Zonal
and 68 operating division. Apart from the Zonal Railways,
there are six production units engaged in manufacture
of  rolling stock and other related items. RDSO is the
sole research and development wing of  Indian Railway,
and production units with the status of  Zonal Railway.

Rail Infrastructure as on 31.3.2011
Indian Railway is one of  the gigantic public undertaking
and the largest rail structure in the world. The fixed assets
are 64,460 route kilometer, 8025 Railway Stations, 127768
Railway bridges, 19,582 electrified route Kms., 229381
wagons, 9213 locos and 53220 coaches.

Terms For Man Power Planning
Railway Board has a full pledged Man Power Planning
Directorate headed by Member Staff. It orders to achieveShri V. S. Ghai is working as ARO/M&C Dte/

RDSO/LKO
* Mr. V. S. Ghai is Sr.Fellow, Asian Institute

of Transport Management, New Delhi
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reduction in staff  strength, Railway Board have
appointed one Committee under Shri D. P. Tripathi.
The terms and conditions of  Man Power Planning
are appreciation or evaluation of  existing power,
forecasting of  man power requirements for the
future, in terms of  both quantity and quality. Taking
of  suitable measures to ensure, that man power
is deployed according to the requirement, of
specific jobs, and deployment of  surplus man
power at proper locations.

Man Power Strength
The Man Power Strength on Indian Railway
during the year 2009-10 was 13,66,644, which
was right sized to 13,32,163 in 2010-11, that
a reduction of  33,932 employees. The total staff
cost in 2007-08 was Rs.18108 crores which
improved to Rs.37203 crores in 2009-10, an
annualized growth of  32.6 per cent over 2007-
08, but the cost declined to Rs.32886 crores in
2010-11, decline of  21 per cent annualized growth
over 2007-08.

Group-wise Strength of  Staff
In Indian Railways the employees are classified
into four groups viz., A and B consisting of  officers
cadre, while C & D as non gazette cadre.

The man power strength of  Group ‘C’ staff  in
Indian Railway is 10,76889 during the year 2010-

11 in correspondence to 2.23 lakh man power
during the year 1950-51. It has increased
significantly. The man power strength of  group
’D’ staff during the year 2010-11 is 2, 34,466
against 6.87 lakhs during the year 1950-51. The
group ‘D’ strength has reduced by 78.6 per cent
as compared to 2009-10. The comparative staff
position is as under :

Working Cost
The gross working expenses during 2011-12 were
Rs.73650 crores against Rs.67, 000 crores during
2010-11 an increase of  1.8 per cent. The staff  cost,
which was Rs.5099 crores in 1990-91 rose to Rs.35714
crores in 2010-11 and further to Rs.39931 in 2011-
12, an increase of  11.9 per cent (statistical summary).
The man power cost to the total cost in Indian
Railway is at 50.59 per cent during the year 2010-
11, depicting a lion’s share to the total cost of  Indian
Railways. Fuel cost is 24.6 per cent and material
cost 5.66 per cent. Increase in working expenses
is mainly to meet the higher cost of fuel for traction
purpose, due to hike in rate in HSD oils, electricity
tariff, increased maintenance and operating cost,
higher lease charges and appropriation to fund to
meet the higher pension payment. The fuel and
material cost are inevitable, hence the man power
reduction is the only solution, to control cost. It

Total Staff  in units from 2006 to 2010

Year 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-10 2010-11
Zonal Rly 13,08813 13,04,490 12,95,945 12,72,049 12,40,249
Construction 28,095 28,061 27,219 26,509 25,467
Total 13,36909 13,32551 13,23164 12,98,558 12,55,716
ProductionUnits 60,701 61,867 62959 63,573 62483
Metropolitan 3649 3710 3650 4531 3964
Grand Total 14,01,259 13,98,128 13,89.773 13,66,644 13,32,163
Staff  Wastage 41,166 42,149 40,290 41,372 47,414
Staff  employed 38035 33,794 16961 7,440 ------

Source : Annual Statistical Statement 2010-11
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can be achieved by right sizing the man power strength
on one hand, and reducing the man power cost
on the other.

Reduction in Expenditure by obtaining energy
at economic Tariff
Railway has planned to set up its own captive 1000
MW Thermal Power Plant at Nabi Nagar, a coal
based 1320 MW Thermal Power plant at Adra in
Purulia District and 700 MW gas based power plant
at Thakurali in Maharashtra to control the operating
expenditure by obtaining electricity at economic tariff.

Modernisation of  Railway Workshops
Modernization of  workshops has led to improve
overall efficiency and reduction in staff  and unit
costs in workshops. This will be initiated at Golden
Rock, Parel, Ajmer and Kharagpur workshops.

Mechanisation of  Track Maintenance
It is estimated that 3000 new trains have been
introduced during the past 10 years affecting the
sectional capacity. The maintenance of  track is
uncompromising, thus the goods trains are held
up to give four to six hours block and track
maintenance is undertaken by increased use of
greater and improved mechanization, and reduces
the need of  gangmen who conduct a manual
checking of  the track.

Staff  Productivity
The productivity in Indian Railway is reflected
through PKMS and NTKMS. PKMS employee open
line in million has increased from 0.62 in 2008-
09 to 0.75 in 2010-11, registering an improvement
of  21 per cent. NTKM employee open line in million
has increased from 0.41 in 2008-09 to 0.48 in 2010-
11 registering an improvement of  17.1 per cent.
This indicates, improved staff  productivity.

Gross Revenue Receipts
The gross revenue receipt in Indian Railway is
Rs.96681 crores during the year 2010-11 in contrast
to Rs.263.30 crores during the year 1950-51. The

Gross revenue has increased substantially by 368
fold during the above period.

Net Revenue Receipts
The Net Revenue in Indian Railway was Rs.6346.14
crores in 2010-11 in contrast to Rs.47.56 crores during
the year 1950-51. The net revenue has increased
significantly by 135.6 fold during the above period.
The substantial net revenue is the contribution of
Indian Railway to Indian exchequer.

Passenger Kilometre per route kilometre
Indian Railway is not only labour intensive but also
capital intensive. Passenger Kms. Per route Km (in
Million & BG) has increased from 15.53 in 2008-
09 to 17.36 KM in 2010-11, registering an
improvement of  11.8 per cent. Route KM is more
or less constant over years whereas growth of  PKMs
are higher, and such it is an increasing trend, an
indication of  better track utilization, and growth
in passenger volume. The investment on Indian
Railway is as high as Rs.231615.25 crores during
the year 2010-11 reflecting the capital intensiveness
of  the industry.

Availability of  Man Power
The sanctioned strength of  man power as on
31.3.2011 was 1332163 but the actual staff  on roll
was 1100821. It indicates that 83.4 per cent staff
was actually on roll. Railway has committed one
per cent reduction of  staff  wastage, but during 2011-
12 only 0.74 per cent reduction was possible due
to lesser actual number of  staff  on roll.

Historic Perspective of  Man Power Management
Railway is continuously monitoring utilization of
its assets, and man power, to benefit consumer.
Although 12 Administrative Reforms Committees
gave their reports since August 1947, but man
management evolution started with second central
Pay Commission in 1954. Some recommendations
were as under :

The Second Pay Commission recommended the
pooling of  the secretariat and attached offices
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into a single headquarters organization resulting
in saving of  staff.

In 1964 the Santhanam Committee looked into
the problem of  corruption. Its recommendations
led to the establishment of the central vigilance
commission and amendment of the conduct
rules.

In 1966, Government set up the Administrative
Reforms Commission under the chairmanship
Shri Morarji Desai from 1966 to 1970. The
department of  personnel was set up, in which
the role of  the Department of  Administration
Reforms was defined, new system of  secretariat
working, including the desk office system was
introduced. Financial and administrative powers
were delegated to the maximum extent, and
the Bureau of  Public Enterprises was
strengthened.

Financial Management initiatives were
introduced in 1982 to measure the output, and
evaluate the workload, and assets utilization.

Assessment of  workload of  Zonal Railway, and
work of  Zonal Work Study Organizations.

In 1984 it was decided that states should not
be involved in any activities, which would be
more efficiently and effectively performed by
private business.

In 1988 the local education boards were
abolished and their functions were transferred
to elected boards of  trustees. Similarly health
authorities were replaced by regional health
authorities.

In November, 1989 the Government launched
a nationwide Excellent Work Culture Movement
which stresses quality as the foundation of
success for the service of  customers.

The Fifth Pay Commission suggested that
dearness allowance should be converted into
dearness pay, every time the cost of  living rises
by 50% over the base level. The Commission

also recommended the right sizing of  staff, and
suggested improved work environment by
increased use of  computer.

The Sixth Pay Commission was constituted on
October 5, 2006 under the chairmanship of
Justice B.N. Srikrishna. It not only evolved a
proper pay package to curb corruption, but
also ensured simplification of system, and
process, within the Government for efficiency.

The use of  government employees with specific
officers was stopped. Railway outsourced running
room staff. Telephones were provided to curtail call
man and trolley men. This curtailment was over
and above one per cent committed to Central Pay
Commission.

RITES Report on Man Power
Management (2003)
Indian Railways had recognized the importance of
man power more than a decade ago, when RITES
was appointed to undertake a diagnosis study to
identify its man power. In order to achieve reduction
in the staff  strength, RITES had suggested immediate
ban on recruitment, ad hoc cut in staff  strength,
voluntary retirement scheme, review the existing
vacancies, and surrender those which were not
necessary. Instructions were issued to achieve a
reduction of  three per cent, and two per cent in
operated strength, and restrict intake by one per
cent. Modernization of  Workshops had led to a
number of  staff  being rendered surplus. Railways
had emphasized the need of  setting up of  an effective
monitoring system at all levels. The Railways reduced
the man power strength through these measures.
More were rendered surplus by work study reports
due to change in technologies and by way of
modernization and computerization.

Rakesh Mohan Report suggested, Indian
Railways to function as business oriented and
customer drive institution, and also suggested
down-sizing of  staff.
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It recommended right sizing of  man power
and suggested increased use of  computerization
in operations and maintenance of  services.

The eleventh Five Year Plan marks a significant
change in Railway past investment strategy and
its productivity. Now the main aims of  capacity
augmentation are introduction of  heavier and
faster trains with 25 Tons to 30 Tons axle load,
introducing higher capacity wagons with better
pay load to tare ratios, running of  double-decker
container trains, double-decker passenger trains,
and running of  longer trains of  24 coaches.

Steps taken by Railway to Right Size Staff

Shri M.S. Gujral the former C.R.B. was the
first Railway official to initiate right sizing of
man power. Block loading was preferred to
improve turn round of  wagons and reduce
expenses by closing goods shed. Orders were
given not to detach the diesel engines of  through
trains. Thus curtailing the need of  big yards.
This resulted in reducing need of  shunting
engines and large number of  operating staff.
25 carriage and wagon maintenance yards and
many steam sheds were closed. Later two diesel
shed were also closed due to introduction of
electric traction. This resulted in saving large
number of  staff.

Railways have already corporatized many of
their operations through IRCTC, which is now
issuing reserved and unreserved tickets. Catering
in trains has been outsourced to private
contractors. Maintenance of  many railway
stations and colonies also stand privatized. The
cleanliness of  coaches at Carriage and Wagon
Workshops, and trains on run, has been switched
over to private contractors.

Norms for carriage maintenance activity were
revised in December 2001 from 3.3 men per
coach to 2.4 per coach for primary maintenance.
Availability of  yardstick for deployment in staff

in various activities and their correct application
is an essential tool for man power management.

The Railways have awarded licenses to private
parties for running container services.

Steps to Productivity
Railways place equal emphasis on productivity. The
improvement efforts taken  are as follows:

i) Wagon Turn Round
The turn round time of  a wagon is a function
of  several variable. For reducing the turn round
time, either the speed of  the train had to be
increased or the non travel time reduced or
both. Wagon turn round time has improved
from 5.19 days in 2008-09 to 4.97 days in 2010-
11 denoting a reduction of 4.2 per cent in
time, that a wagon takes to turn up for loading
again. This has been achieved as a result of
improved mobility of  wagons, and reduction
in detention on non travel activities such as
handling, loading and unloading of  goods. This
helped in marked increase in wagon loading
per day (BG) from 37601 in 2008-09 to 41633
in 2010-11 denoting and improvement of  10.7
per cent. This has enabled the substantial increase
in freight earning.

ii) Enhanced earning capacity
The notified earning capacity of  the net work
is being enhanced progressively. Running of
trains with carrying capacity +6+2 has been
universalized across Indian Railways barring a
few excepted routes. This enables loading of
22.33 Tonne/Axle. More than 30,000 Kms. have
been notified for running trains with CC+8+2,
enabling loading of  22.9 Tonnes/Axle. CC+8+2
routes have been notified for loading of  ores,
gypsum, limestone and dolomite, clinker, slag,
all types of  coal, stone,  cement, DAP and
NPK fertilizers.

iii) Running of  High Speed freight stock of
100 KMPH
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The Railways are now introducing, BOX NHL
and BCNHL wagons, which have been cleared
for running of  75 KMPH in loaded and 100
KMPH in empty conditions, thereby generating
more through-put.

iv) Long Haul Trains
Long Haul trains means combining two trains
has already started on Indian Railways. This
is going to be a strategy for overcoming line
capacity constraints.

v) Customer Oriented Freight Policies
In the recent past, Railways have taken number
of  steps to attract additional traffic. These steps
include concept of  Dynamic Pricing Policy
through which differential tariff  is charged to
take care of  demand during different period
of  the year, as well as between different region
of  the country. Besides, the freight incentive
schemes have been further modified to attract
traffic, particularly in traditional empty flow
directions. Incentive scheme for incremental
traffic and the procedure for availing the benefits
has been simplified.

VI) Capacity augmentation PPP Projects
Coal India Ltd. has planned to invest Rs.75
billion in the development of  Railway tracks
and related infrastructure to evacuate coal from
Chattisgarh, Jharkhand and Odisa. The work
is to be completed over the next three to four
years.

Approach to Man Power Reforms
To ensure reforms it is essential that focus of  the
Government should first be defined, and a step
by step approach is adopted. The first step is to
reduce the number of  department, the size should
be redefined in order to fit them for their newly
stated role. Recruitment to be reduced till the target

of  right sizing is achieved. The Government office
itself  will need a heavy dose of  restructuring. All
functions that do not involve formulation of  policy
should be delegated to agencies which may be Public
Sector Enterprise, autonomous bodies or
cooperative institutions. Technology is to be
upgraded to improve the railway revenue. The
dedicated Freight Corridor is constructed fast,
additional lines are provided en route, double line
and gauge conversion works are completed fast
to create alternative route. During the last three
financial years 2009-10 to 2011-12 3209 KM of
metre gauge/narrow gauge lines were converted
into broad gauge system and work on the conversion
of  5593 KMs is at different stage of  development.
The Railways have introduced a horticulture trains
between Jalgaon and Azadpur station. The train
will be of  80 containers with a running time of
26 hours. It will also reduce the wastage to 5 per
cent instead of 30 per cent.

Conclusion :
Man Power Planning is a global phenomenon.

The objective is, to right size the man power strength
on one hand and reducing the man power cost on
the other. At present the Reforms Committee
recommendations are sent to top management, which
are then sent to Units for implementation.
Subsequently, it is the responsibility of  the Unit
Manager, to come up with the measures to reach
these targets and report their progress back to
management on a regular basis. The advantage of
this system is that one comprehensive procedure,
organization structure, management style, technology,
material and capital eq1uipment, are arranged and
responsibilities are assigned, to ensure improvement
without delay. The disadvantage is that lot of  time
is wasted to implement the improvement effort. There
is a need for a demanding but realistic time table
for achieving the target.
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Evolution of Mobile
Communication

Mobile communications systems revolutionized the way
people live. A long way in a remarkably short time
has been achieved in the history of wireless. Wireless
access technologies is about to reach its fourth generation
(4G).

Communication Technology has undergone total change in
the past few decades. Beginning from simplex wireless VHF
with limited range and questionable reliability while moving,
the technology moved on to the digitization, which allowed
multiplexing high volume of  traffic with low power requirement
and practically no range limitations.  Evaluation witnessed
generations of  improvement each adding multiple features
in speed and data communication.

1G
Early mobile communication on VHF was by means of  Walki-
Talki sets with limited range. This is called first generation
of  mobile communication. The radio signals were analog.

One such standard is NMT (Nordic Mobile Telephone), used
in Nordic countries, Switzerland, Netherlands, Eastern
Europe and Russia. Others include AMPS (Advanced Mobile
Phone System) used in the North America and Australia,
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TACS (Total Access Communications System) in
the United Kingdom, C-450 in West Germany,
Portugal and South Africa,  Radiocom
2000 in France, and RTMI in Italy. In Japan there
were multiple systems. Three standards, TZ-801, TZ-
802, and TZ-803 were developed by NTT, while
a competing system operated by DDI used the JTACS
(Japan Total Access Communications System)
standard.

2G Second-generation wireless telephone
technology
In 1980s, many groups were trying to finalize
specification for better communication technology
to cater for the growing demand of  public. It was
realized that this could be only possible by digitizing
the radio signals. With this a second generation of
technology came into the market, this is known as
2G Technology.

Phone conversations were digitally encrypted and
were significantly more efficient on the spectrum.
Using digital signals between the handsets and
the towers increases system capacity in many key
ways.

Digital voice data can be compressed and
multiplexed much more effectively than analog
voice allowing more calls to be packed into
the same amount of radio bandwidth.

The digital systems were designed to emit less
radio power from the handsets. This meant that
cells could be smaller, so more cells could be
placed in the same amount of  space. This was
also made possible by cell towers and related
equipment getting less expensive.

The lower powered radio signals require less
battery power, so phones last much longer
between charges, and batteries can be smaller.

The digital voice encoding allowed digital error
checking which could increase sound quality
by increasing dynamic range and lowering the
noise floor.

The lower power emissions helped address health
concerns.

Going all-digital allowed for the introduction
of  digital data services, such as SMS and email.

Greatly reduced fraud. With analog systems it
was possible to have two or more “cloned”
handsets that had the same phone number.

Enhanced privacy. A key digital advantage not
often mentioned is that digital cellular calls are
much harder to eavesdrop on by use of  radio
scanners. While the security algorithms used
have proved not to be as secure as initially
advertised, 2G phones are immensely more
private than 1G phones, which have no
protection against eavesdropping.

Many groups were working on the specifications
for 2G communications.  One group which took
lead was GSM – Global System for Mobile
Communications.

Chronological Development of  GSM

Year Milestone
1982 GSM formed
1986 Field test
1987 TDMA chosen as access  method
1988 Memorandum of understanding signed
1989 Validation of  GSM system
1990 Pre-operation system
1991 Commercial system start-up
1992 Coverage of  larger cities/airports
1993 Coverage of  main roads
1995 Coverage of  rural areas

GSM is the most popular standard for mobile phones
in the world. Its promoter, the GSM Association,
estimates that 80% of  the global mobile market
uses the standard. GSM & is used by over 3 billion
people across more than 212 countries and territories.
Its ubiquity makes international roaming very
common between mobile phone operators, enabling
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subscribers to use their phones in many parts of
the world. GSM differs from its predecessors in
that both signaling and speech channels are digital,
and thus is considered a second generation (2G)
mobile phone system.

GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile
phones connect to it by searching for cells in the
immediate vicinity.

GSM Frequencies
GSM networks operate in a number of  different
frequency ranges. Most 2G, GSM networks operate
in the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz bands. Some
countries in the Americas (including Canada and
the United States) use the 850 MHz and 1900
MHz bands because the 900 and 1800 MHz
frequency bands were already allocated. Most 3G
GSM networks in Europe operate in the 2100
MHz frequency band.
The rarer 400 and 450 MHz frequency bands are
assigned in some countries where these frequencies
were previously used for first-generation systems.
GSM-900 uses 890–915 MHz to send information
from the mobile station to the base station (uplink)
and 935–960 MHz for the other direction
(downlink), providing 124 RF channels (channel
numbers 1 to 124) spaced at 200 kHz. Duplex
spacing of 45 MHz is used. In some countries
the GSM-900 band has been extended to cover
a larger frequency range. This ‘extended GSM’,
E-GSM, uses 880–915 MHz (uplink) and 925–960
MHz (downlink), adding 50 channels (channel
numbers 975 to 1023 and 0) to the original GSM-
900 band. 2G technologies can be divided into
TDMA-based and CDMA-based standards
depending on the type of  multiplexing used.

Main 2G standards
GSM (TDMA-based), originally from Europe
but used in almost all countries on all six
inhabited continents (Time Division Multiple
Access). Today accounts for over 80% of  all
subscribers around the world.

IS-95 aka cdmaOne, (CDMA-based,
commonly referred as simply CDMA in the
US), used in the Americas and parts of  Asia.
Today accounts for about 17% of  all subscribers
globally. Over a dozen CDMA operators have
migrated to GSM including operators in Mexico,
India, Australia and South Korea.

PDC (TDMA-based), used exclusively in Japan

Evolution from 2G to 3G
2G networks were built mainly for voice data and
slow transmission. Due to rapid changes in user
expectation, they do not meet today’s wireless needs.
Evolution from 2G to 3G can be sub-divided into
following phases:

2G to 2.5G
2.5G to 3G

From 2G to 2.5G (GPRS)
The first major step in the evolution to 3G occurred
with the introduction of  General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS). So the cellular services combined with GPRS
became 2.5G.

GPRS could provide data rates from 56 kbit/s up
to 114 kbit/s.

Applications
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) access

Short Message Service (SMS)

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)

Internet communication services such as email
and World Wide Web access

GPRS data transfer is typically charged per megabyte
of  traffic transferred, while data communication via
traditional circuit switching is billed per minute of
connection time, independent of  whether the user
actually is utilizing the capacity or is in an idle state.
GPRS is a best-effort packet switched service, as
opposed to circuit switching, where a certain Quality
of  Service (QoS) is guaranteed during the
connection for non-mobile users. It provides
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moderate speed data transfer, by using unused Time
division multiple access (TDMA) channels.
Originally there was some thought to extend GPRS
to cover other standards, but instead those networks
are being converted to use the GSM standard, so
that GSM is the only kind of  network where GPRS
is in use. GPRS is integrated into GSM Release
97 and newer releases. It was originally standardized
by European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), but now by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP).

3G
3G networks enable network operators to offer users
a wider range of  more advanced services while
achieving greater network capacity through improved
spectral efficiency. Services include wide-area wireless
voice telephony, video calls, and broadband wireless
data, all in a mobile environment. Additional features
also include HSPA data transmission capabilities able
to deliver speeds up to 14.4 Mbit/s on the downlink
and 5.8 Mbit/s on the uplink.

W-CDMA was developed by NTT DoCoMo as the
air interface for their 3G network FOMA. Later
NTT DoCoMo submitted the specification to the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as
a candidate for the international 3G standard known
as IMT-2000. The ITU eventually accepted W-CDMA
as part of  the IMT-2000 family of  3G standards,
as an alternative to CDMA2000, EDGE, and the
short range DECT system. Later, W-CDMA was
selected as the air interface for UMTS, the 3G
successor to GSM. The ITU has not provided a
clear definition of the speeds users can expect from
3G equipment or providers. Thus users sold 3G
service may not be able to point to a standard and
say that the speeds it specifies are not being met.

It is expected that IMT-2000 will provide higher
transmission rates: a minimum speed of  2Mbit/s
and maximum of  14.4Mbit/s for stationary users,
and 348 kbit/s in a moving vehicle

The ITU does not actually clearly specify minimum
or average speeds or what modes of  the interfaces
qualify as 3G, so various speeds are sold as 3G
intended to meet customers expectations of
broadband speed. It is often suggested by industry
sources that 3G can be expected to provide 384
kbit/s at or below pedestrian speeds, but only
128 kbit/s in  moving

3G Standards
International Telecommunications Union (ITU):
IMT-2000 consists of  six radio interfaces

W-CDMA also known as UMTS

CDMA2000

TD-CDMA / TD-SCDMA

UWC (often implemented with EDGE)

DECT

Mobile WiMAX

One of  the basic concepts in data communication
is the idea of  allowing several transmitters to send
information simultaneously over a single
communication channel. This allows several users
to share a bandwidth of  frequencies. This concept
is called multiplexing.

Access Schemes
As the wireless standards evolved, the access
techniques used also exhibited increase in efficiency,
capacity and scalability. The first generation wireless
standards used plain TDMA and FDMA. In the
wireless channels, TDMA proved to be less efficient
in handling the high data rate channels as it requires
large guard periods to alleviate the multipath impact.
Similarly, FDMA consumed more bandwidth for
guard to avoid inter carrier interference. So in second
generation systems, one set of  standard used the
combination of FDMA and TDMA and the other
set introduced a new access scheme called CDMA.
Usage of  CDMA increased the system capacity and
also placed a soft limit on it rather than the hard
limit. Data rate is also increased as this access scheme
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is efficient enough to handle the multipath channel.
This enabled the third generation systems to used
CDMA as the access scheme IS-2000, UMTS,
HSXPA, 1xEV-DO, TD-CDMA and TD-SCDMA.
The only issue with CDMA is that it suffers from
poor spectrum flexibility and scalability.

Time division multiple access (TDMA) is a channel
access method for shared medium (usually radio)
networks. It allows several users to share the same
frequency channel by dividing the signal into different
time slots. The users transmit in rapid succession,
one after the other, each using his own time slot.
This allows multiple stations to share the same
transmission medium (e.g. radio frequency channel)
while using only a part of  its channel capacity. TDMA
is used in the digital 2G cellular systems such as
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
IS-136, Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) and iDEN,
and in the Digital Enhanced Cordless
Telecommunications (DECT) standard for portable
phones. It is also used extensively in satellite systems,
and combat-net radio systems. For usage of  Dynamic
TDMA packet mode communication.

Time slots contain data
with a guard peirod if
needed for
syncronisation

Data stream divided
into frames

Frames divided into
tiem slots. Each user
is allocated one slot

TDMA frame structure showing a data stream
divided into frames and those frames divided
into time slots.

TDMA is a type of  Time-division multiplexing, with
the special point that instead of  having one transmitter
connected to one receiver, there are multiple
transmitters. In the case of  the uplink from a mobile
phone to a base station this becomes particularly
difficult because the mobile phone can move around
and vary the timing advance required to make its
transmission match the gap in transmission from
its peers.

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a channel
access method utilized by various radio
communication technologies. It should not be
confused with the mobile phone standards called
cdmaOne and CDMA2000 (which are often referred
to as simply “CDMA”), this uses CDMA as an
underlying channel access method.
CDMA employs spread-spectrum technology and
a special coding scheme (where each transmitter
is assigned a code) to allow multiple users to be
multiplexed over the same physical channel. By
contrast, time division multiple access (TDMA)
divides access by time. CDMA is a form of  “spread-
spectrum” signaling, since the modulated coded signal
has a much higher data bandwidth than the data
being communicated.

An analogy to the problem of  multiple access is
a room (channel) in which people wish to
communicate with each other. To avoid confusion,
people could take turns speaking (time division),
speak at different pitches (frequency division), or
speak in different languages (code division). CDMA
is analogous to the last example where people
speaking the same language can understand each
other, but not other people. Similarly, in radio CDMA,
each group of  users is given a shared code. Many
codes occupy the same channel, but only users
associated with a particular code can understand
each other.
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4G - Fourth Generation
4G is a term used to describe the next complete
evolution in wireless communications. A 4G system
will be able to provide a comprehensive IP solution
where voice, data and streamed multimedia can
be given to users on an “Anytime, Anywhere”
basis, and at higher data rates than previous
generations. As the second generation was a total
replacement of  the first generation networks and
handsets, and the third generation was a total
replacement of  second generation networks and
handsets, so too the fourth generation cannot be
an incremental evolution of  cur rent 3G
technologies, but rather the total replacement of
the current 3G networks and handsets. The
international telecommunications regulatory and
standardization bodies are working for commercial
deployment of  4G networks roughly in the 2012-
2015 time scale. At that point it is predicted that

even with current evolutions of  third generation
3G networks, these will tend to be congested.

There is no formal definition for what 4G is;
however, there are certain objectives that are
projected for 4G. These objectives include: that
4G will be a fully IP-based integrated system.
4G will be capable of  providing between 100 Mbit/
s and 1 Gbit/s speeds both indoors and outdoors,
with premium quality and high security.

Many companies have taken self-serving definitions
and distortions about 4G to suggest they have
4G already in existence today, such as several early
trials and launches of  WiMAX. Other companies
have made prototype systems calling those 4G.
While it  is possible that some cur rently
demonstrated technologies may become part of
4G, until the 4G standard or standards have been
defined, it is impossible for any company currently
to provide with any certainty wireless solutions
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that could be called 4G cellular networks that
would conform to the eventual international
standards for 4G. These confusing statements
around “existing” 4G have served to confuse
investors and analysts about the wireless industry.

4G is being developed to accommodate the quality
of  service and rate requirements of  coming
applications like Broad Band access, Multimedia
Messaging Service, Mobile TV.  4G Group has
defined following as objectives of  4G Wireless
communication standard.

A spectrally efficient system in bits/s/Hz.
High Network Capacity- More simultaneous
users per cell.
A nominal data rate of 100 Mbit/s while the
client physically moves at high speed relative
to the station and 1 GB per second while client
and station are in fixed positions.
A data rate of  at least 100 MBPS between
any two points in the worlds.
High quality of  service for multimedia support,
mobile TV.
Inter operability with existing standards.
An all IP, packets switch network.

4G Features
Access schemes
As the wireless standards evolved, the access
techniques used also exhibited increase in
efficiency, capacity and scalability. The first
generation wireless standards used plain TDMA
and FDMA. In the wireless channels, TDMA
proved to be less efficient in handling the high
data rate channels as it requires large guard periods
to alleviate the multipath impact. Similarly, FDMA
consumed more bandwidth for guard to avoid
inter carrier interference. So in second generation
systems, one set of  standard used the combination
of FDMA and TDMA and the other set introduced
a new access scheme called CDMA. Usage of
CDMA increased the system capacity and also

placed a soft limit on it rather than the hard limit.
Data rate is also increased as this access scheme
is efficient enough to handle the multipath channel.
This enabled the third generation systems to used
CDMA as the access scheme IS-2000, UMTS,
HSXPA, 1xEV-DO, TD-CDMA and TD-SCDMA.
The only issue with CDMA is that it suffers from
poor spectrum flexibility and scalability.

Recently, new access schemes like Orthogonal
FDMA (OFDMA), Single Carrier FDMA (SC-
FDMA), Interleaved FDMA and Multi-carrier code
division multiple access (MC-CDMA) are gaining
more importance for the next generation systems.
WiMax is using OFDMA in the downlink and
in the uplink. For the next generation UMTS,
OFDMA is being considered for the downlink.
By contrast, IFDMA is being considered for the
uplink since OFDMA contributes more to the
PAPR related issues and results in nonlinear
operation of  amplifiers. IFDMA provides less
power fluctuation and thus avoids amplifier issues.
Similarly, MC-CDMA is in the proposal for the
IEEE 802.20 standard. These access schemes offer
the same efficiencies as older technologies like
CDMA. Apart from this, scalability and higher
data rates can be achieved.

The other important advantage of  the above
mentioned access techniques is that they require
less complexity for equalization at the receiver.
This is an added advantage especially in the MIMO
environments since the spatial multiplexing
transmission of MIMO systems inherently requires
high complexity equalization at the receiver.

In addition to improvements in these multiplexing
systems, improved modulation techniques are being
used. Whereas earlier standards largely used Phase-
shift keying, more efficient systems such as 64QAM
are being proposed for use with the 3GPP Long
Term Evolution standards.

The performance of  radio communications
obviously depends on the advances of  an
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antenna system, refer to smart or intelligent
an tenna .  Recent l y,  mu l t ip l e  an tenna
technologies are emerging to achieve the goal
of  4G systems such as high rate, high reliability,
and long range communications. In the early
90s, to cater the growing data rate needs of
da ta  communicat ion ,  many t ransmiss ion
schemes were proposed. One technology,
spatial multiplexing, gained importance for its
bandwidth conservation and power efficiency.
Spatial multiplexing involves deploying multiple
antennas at the transmitter and at the receiver.
Independent streams can then be transmitted
simultaneously from all the antennas. This
increases the data rate into multiple folds with
the number equal to minimum of  the number
of  transmit and receive antennas. This is called
MIMO (as a branch of  intelligent antenna).
Apart from this, the reliability in transmitting
high speed data in the fading channel can be
improved by using more antennas at the
transmitter or at the receiver. This is called
transmit or receive diversity.

The Japanese company NTT DoCoMo has been
testing a 4G communication system prototype
with 4x4 MIMO called VSF-OFCDM at 100
Mbit/s while moving, and 1 Gbit/s while
stationary. In February 2007, NTT DoCoMo
completed a trial in which they reached a
maximum packet  transmiss ion rate of
approximately 5 Gbit/s in the downlink with
12x12 MIMO using a 100MHz frequency
bandwidth while moving at 10 km/h.

Wireless system generations

1G NMT · AMPS · Hicap · CDPD · Mobitex ·
DataTAC · TACS · ETACS

2G GSM · iDEN · D-AMPS · IS-95 · PDC · CSD ·
PHS · GPRS · HSCSD · WiDEN

3G UMTS (W-CDMA) · CDMA2000 (1xEV-DO/IS-
856) · FOMA · TD-SCDMA · GAN/UMA ·
WiMAX

4G LTE Advance

LTE- Long Term Evolution

Applications
At the present rates of  15-30 Mbit/s, 4G is capable
of  providing users with streaming high-definition
television, but the typical cellphone’s or smartphone’s
2" to 3" screen is a far cry from the big-screen
televisions and video monitors that got high-definition
resolutions first and which suffer from noticeable
pixelation much more than the typical 2" to 3" screen.
A cellphone may transmit video to a larger monitor,
however. At rates of  100 Mbit/s, the content of
a DVD-5 (for example a movie), can be downloaded
within about 5 minutes for offline access.

4G Wireless Standards
3GPP is currently standardizing LTE Advanced as
future 4G standard. A first set of 3GPP requiremens
on LTE Advanced has been approved in June 2008
The working groups are currently evaluating various
proposals for standardization. LTE Advanced will
be standardized as part of  the Release 10 of  the
3GPP specification.
According to GSA forecast, 119 commercial LTE
networks will be launched in over 50 countries
worldwide by the end of  2012.
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Atul Gupta* 1. Abstract :-
Indian railway make purchases of  approximately Rs. 30,000
crores worth of  material per annum including fuel and track
material.  In any purchases roughly 5% of  total cost is the
transport components.  Indian railway also arrange transport
for internal movement of  the material, total value is roughly
300 crores per annum.   Therefore, total requirement of
transport resources for movement of  material required by
railways is more than 1800 crores per annum.  This transport
requirement is made on case to case basis in peace meal
manner where as there is a scope of consolidating this entire
requirement and handling by one single agency so as to take
advantage of  economy of  scale, total cost and time
optimization.  The total saving of  Rs. 300 crores per annum
is expected by this effort.

2. Introduction :-
The paper is based on a third party logistic provider concept.
This concept is very gainfully employed by many industries
who manages their supply chain function.  The third party
logistics providers typically specialize in integrated operation,
warehousing and transportation services that can be scaled

Distribution Resource
Planning - 3 PL
initiative

* Shri Atul Gupta is a Sr. Professor,
Material Management at Railway Staff
Collage, Vadodara
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and customized to customer’s needs based on market
conditions and the demands and delivery service
requirements for their products and materials.

3. Present system :-
At present Indian Railway purchases material worth
approximately Rs30000/-  crores per annum which
includes :-
(i) Rs. 11000 Crores - Stock items for repairs,

Maintenance,Operation
and manufacturing.

(ii) Rs  8500 Crores - Fuel
(iii) Rs. 7500 Crores - For Non stock items

including construction
purchase, RSP, Repair
maintenance and
operation.

(Iv) Rs. 3000 Crores - Track material & fittings.

For arranging these purchases Indian Railways places
more than 2 lacs contract per year.  The supplier
of  these items engages transport on railway’s behalf
through small transport contract.  The entire transport
element of  Rs. 1500/-  Crores ( including track
material)  is arranged on a peace meal basis. General
convention is that the transporter charges the rate
on point-to-point basis, one way loaded and one
way empty return fare.

3.1 In addition to the purchase of  material through
outside vendors, railways also arranges the
transport and  distribution of  material from
various nodal stores depot to consumers, inter
depot transfe, transfer of  wheel set from Rail
Wheel Factory , Bangalore and transport of
scrap material to RWF Bangalore etc.  The
total value of  one transport chain on Indian
Railway Mateiral Management is roughly Rs.
300 Crores.

This transport is arranged by concerned depot on
a case to case  basis For example the Stores Depot.
in Vidhyavihar sends on an average 10 empty trip
of  truck to Matunga Deport to  collect material.
On the other hand, Matunga depot.  on an average

sends 5 empty trips of  truck to Vidhyavihar Depot
to collect material.

3.2.1 Even if  we take larger picture of  Central
Railway which comprises of  Depots  like
Matunga, Kalava, Kalyan, Manmad, Nasik road,
Bhusawal etc., at all these places the material
transfer between these stores depots take place.
In  these cases the depot, in the need of
material arrange transport on a case to case
basis for  collection of the material from other
sister depot as shown in the picture below.
The overall picture of  total transport
requirement of  a zonal railway is not known
to any single agency.  As such, the transport
contracts entered into by individual depot
officers for his own requirement  on case to
case basis.

This offers ample opportunities for consolidation,
planning, optimization, routing and scheduling.  A
hypothetical examples is illustrated  below.

Article
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Say for example Matunga has to send 5 Matric tonne
of  material to Bhusawal and enroute depot. Kalyan
has to send 4 MT of material to Manmad.  In
the present system Matunga and Kalyan both will
engage separate transport contract because depot
incharges are not aware of  requirement of  other
unit.  If   the total requirement of  entire zonal railway
is fed on a central system, it will be possible to
carryout the consolidation  route planning and
scheduling. Proposed system thus can be handled
by one single agency as illustrated below:-

By consolidating the total transport requirement of
railway  following benefits are expected : -
(i) Economy of  scale – Instead of  peace meal

contract on case-to-case basis, it is possible
to have region wise running transport contract.

(ii) Engaging a professionally managed large
Transport Operator and Multi Model Transport
facility.

(iii) Time and cost optimization of  the transport
resource, as total transport requirement at any
point of  time is known. It will be possible
to do routing and scheduling for the entire
transport network.

(iv) Having an open insurance cover.  Whereas
at present mostly the material is moving without
any insurance.

(v) Tracking of  material using RFID technology.

The total volume of  transport requirement for Indian
Railway Material is more than Rs. 1500 Crores per
annum. The entire transport requirement is highly

sub-optimally utilized.  The volume of  transport
involve can justify setting up a separate PSU which
can consolidate and manage this job in a more
scientific, effective and cost efficient manner.

4. Case Study of  Tata Motors:-
The private organization manages their material
requirement through third party logistic provider.
These third party logistic providers arrange all the
logistic requirements of  their principal.  For example
Tata Motors have outsourced the entire Material
requirement to third party logistic service providers.

Tata Motors procure material worth Rs. 18000 crores
per annum .  They purchase roughly 20000 items
from their 750 vendors.  Tata Motors enters into
contract for their material requirement from their
vendors.  The daily requirement is communicated
to vendors and 3rd Party Logistic Service providers
who arrange the materials from vendors.  If  necessary,
the inventory is also maintained by 3 PL service
provider who has opened a  ware house close to
the plant of  Tata Motors.  The benefits driven by
Tata Motors are as under:-

(i) Saving in inventory carrying cost.
(ii) Focusing on core activities of  manufacturing

of  Automobiles and outsourcing the activity
of  Logistic requirement  to a specialized agency.

(iii) Consolidation and optimization of total
transport requirement

5. Proposed solution :-
5.1 Indian Railway, therefore, sees’ an opportunity
in 3rd Party Logistic Market and can have a strategy
defined for new consolidated logistic requirement
for Indian Railway transport requirement to begin
with.  There is a scope of  minimum saving of  atleast
20% of  transport cost elements i.e. to the tune of
Rs. 300 crores per annum.

5.2 Indian Railway has more than 200 Stores
Depot. spread over all over Indian Railways .  Some
of  these depots Located at  important vital stations

Article
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can be utilized as central docking and distribution
centre.

5.3 A dedicated organization can be set up say
Indian Railway Logistic and Supply Chain
Management Organization with H.Qr at Gurgaon,
Haryana.  This will be set up as PSU to be owned
by Indian Railways. This organization will handle
following tasks.

(i) A centralized web based system will to be
designed with necessary security features. .

(ii) When the material is ready for dispatch, the
details will be entered into the centralized web
based system such as description of  material,
quantity, from-to, destination etc.

(iii) The central system will consolidate the
requirement and plan the feasible routes and
movement of  material.

(iv) Suitable supply chain management software
will be able to achieve optimum operation
through sensitivity analysis, transport cost
optimization  and transit  time optimization.
IT network will ensure to reduce the
redundancy.

5.4 Criteria for system design :-
Multi Model  transport requirement will be
considered.
Algorithm for route, time, and cost
optimization can be used.
Provision of  assigning priority to different
consignments.
Provision of   assigning the load factor for
peak route and lien routes.
Provision for transporting the material
separately such as Acid etc.
Provision for transporting light weight items
eg. Foam..
Complete tracking of  consignments through
RFID
Open Insurance cover from ware house to
ware house.
Setting up of  key performance indicators.

Setting up of  regional  Logistic centre on
important locations like  _
Northern Noida
Western Mumbai
Central Nagpur
Southern Chennai
Eastern Kolkata
Integration of  this web site with MMIS  or
ERP of  Indian Railway Material Management
Department. –
Direct data capture from supply orders placed
by Indian Railway.

6. Flow chart of  proposed system

7. Organizational chart of  HQ Office.
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8. Home Page of  IR SCM Organization :-
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High Speed
Railways

Uday Shankar Jha* Serious doubt on the efficacy of  Railways to cater the need
of  passenger’s services is looming large and demand for urgent
attention for policy planner and greater public.  High speed
railways could be a survival   mechanism in passenger services
in modern era when airways is giving tough competition
and improved prosperity has increased expectations from the
passengers.  Although Railway is considered to be more
environment friendly and energy efficient in absence of  high
speed railways passenger traffic was gradually moving out
and preferring airways particularly in medium and long distance
segment in developed countries.  Even in developing countries
like China,  India, Brazil, Russia etc. with growing prosperity
more people are searching out some alternative for existing
slow speed railways which is not only time consuming to
travel but also very difficult to get a confirm reserved seat
to different locations.  This article would evaluate the economics
of  high speed railways, its viability in developing countries,
prevailing problems and emerging solutions world vide and
would try to evaluate emerging trajectory in near future.
A high speed rail service, if  implemented properly can give
competitive advantage over existing fastest means of
transportation-Airlines for journey around 1000 kms or above

* Shri Uday Shankar Jha, IRTS is
Sr. DCM in Vadidara Division of
Western Railway
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which was traditionally being catered by overnight
train journey.  This sector was gradually whisking
away to the air transportation which was carrying
passenger in less than two hour.  Similarly, intercity
traffic in the range of  250 kms to 500 kms was
moving out in favour of  roadways in absence of
appropriate high speed railways.  With the help of
high speed railways these passengers can be brought
back to the railways.  However, the financial and
economic viability of high speed rail view of
demographic and economic condition are limited
as it depends on enough people being able to pay
a premium price to use them.  In absence of sufficient
number of  affluent people there could not be many
users to use this service.  In such situation the policy
planner has to target less affluent people or middle
and lower income people to attract them to high
speed rail by offering them some innovative scheme
for longer period of  time.

As per World Bank Report (2010 pp2), high speed
rail line has dual advantage.  At one hand it provides
valuable travel time savings to users.  On the other
had it released the capacity on existing line which
gives them opportunity to use the line capacity for
other transport user partially for freight services which
gives higher revenue to the railways.  Despite using
high energy high speed rail can earn carbon credit
if  it is able to win away air travel passengers to
its fold.  High speed rail can bring a series of prosperity
and higher industrial development in the entire area
due to better connectivity leading to higher real estate
price and increase in industrial production.

Definition of  High Speed Train
Globally those trains which are traveling at the
maximum speed of  250 kms per hour or more are
defined as high speed train.  Such trains are being
run on dedicated high speed lines.  This service
reduces travel time substantially and improves service
level in big terms.  Many a time these services provide
end connection and direct route availability.  Japan
was the pioneer with its Shinkansen trains followed

by France with TGV & Germany with Maglev trains.
Subsequently Spain, UK, Italy, Belgium, Netherland,
Taiwan & China have also developed high speed
trains. China was one for the late entrants but it
has developed a big scheme to cover many parts
of  the country and they have also successfully tested
high speed train for more than 450 Kms per hour
for commercial use. In the end of  2012 global length
of  high speed line is estimated nearly 13000 Kms.

Development of  high speed train
Japan
The transportation need of  1964 Tokyo Olympics
led to the development of  first commercial high
speed train in Japan.  The train services started in
Japan in 1950.  There was conventional freight and
passenger mixed use all over Japan and due to higher
population and rail use many lines became heavily
congested.  To meet the Olympic related transport
requirements additional capacity was needed. At that
time Japan decided to construct a separate 550 Kms
long passenger dedicated, electrified high speed line
on a new alignment with the help of  World Bank.
The construction work started in the year 1959.
Its service was opened well before 1964 Tokyo
Olympics. This Tokiado Shinkansen popularly known
as bullet train brought about quantum improvement
by substantial reduction in travel time and offered
much higher frequency of  services between Tokyo
and Osaka from 04 each day to an hourly services
and ultimately to three trains per hour. This
experiment was a financial success.  Within three
years, its revenue exceeded operating cost including
interest and depreciation. Subsequently Japanese
government set out a blue print for high speed
network of  approximately 7000 route Kms. The
average commercial speed of  Tokyo – Osaka service
is 200Km per hour with four intermediate halts.

Europe
Subsequently in France SNCF (French National
Railway) adopted Japanese model by building a
dedicated line on new alignment with electric traction
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in 1967.  British Railways introduced passenger
services capable of  operating at over 200 Km per
hour from London to Bristol in 1976. In 1981 service
between Paris and Lyon was started.  Between 1985
and 2007 services between France and Switzerland,
Belgium and Holland & France and Germany were
started with high speed network of  1700 route Kms.
In 2010, high speed route Kms was 5500 spanning
in countries like Spain, Germany, Belgium and
Netherland (World Bank 2010 pp4-5). Thus, France
was third country to have high speed railways in
1967.

Asia
After the experience of  Japanese and Europe HSR
train next step was taken by Taiwan, China & Korea.
The Korean line between Seoul & Busen was opened
in 2004 up to Daegu and completed in 2010.  The
high speed railway between Taipei and Kaohsiung
was opened in 2007.  The most phenomenal
growth of  high speed railways has been seen by
Chinese Railways.

China
Massive economic development in China increased
the demand of  infrastructural facility particularly
the railway transportation both in freight and
passenger transportation manifold. During 1990’s
railways in China was proving to be major bottleneck
in the development of  nations. Hence a deliberate
attempt was made to discourage short distance travel
in freight and passenger traffic. Due to this the average
distance travelled by passengers doubled from 275
km in 1990 to 534 in 2008. Even the maximum
speed of  conventional trains was increased from
100kmph to 160 Kmph on around 13000 km of
passenger routes.

The real thrust of  high speed railway came with
creation of  Guangshen Railway company as a
subsidiary of  the Guangdeng Regional Rail
Administration. Its first milestone was opening of
a trial section of  about 60kms of  high speed live
in 2003 between Quinhuangdo and Shenyang. This

was used to test various types of  track design and
EMU alternatives for even further trains. In 2004,
the company introduced first train at a maximum
speed of  200 Kmph between Guangzhou and
Shenzhen. Following its success express electric
multiple unit trains of  200kmph was introduced on
16,500 km of  track. In 2007 on over 6000km of
mixed use routes 140 train pair per day was launched.
These were operating at a top speed of  200 to
250 kmph and were having commercial speed of
over 150 Kmph by 2008 between Guangzhen and
Shenzhen.  80 trains were operating at an interval
of  every 15 minutes. Its coaches were different from
the conventional coaches, i.e. EMU coaches. These
have two classes.  First class accommodation has
2 by 2 reclining seats. On the other hand second
class has 2 by 3 seats combination. The price of
these services was higher than the normal express
trains. These services proved to be immensely popular
as the general ambience and riding qualities of  this
trains were world class. To gain at least some return
on investment the price charged on this services
were higher than normal express trains. The high
popularity of  these trains indicated that general public
of  ready to pay higher service cost if  these are
catered in proper manner. All round advancement
and evolution of  in the standards and management
of  various railway subsystem like signalling trains,
reception and dispatch, train control system,
telecommunication, electrical tractions, motive power,
rolling stock, track structure and track formation
and train operation led to progressive enhancement
to speed and performance. The growing technical
competencies in all these areas further boosted the
progress of  high speed rail.

One unique bold decision on the part of  Ministry
of  Chinese railway to separate rolling stock
manufacturing units from its own fold in year 2000
went in a long way to speed up the process.  This
facilitated international manufacturers in joint
ventures with Chinese counterparts to participate
in the bidding of  coach procurement.  This provided
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Chinese rail access to modern traction technology
over a relatively short period of  time.  Due to this
modern manufacturing plants and know-how transfer
in the design and manufacturing of  modern train
sets became easy to increase competition.  Deliberately
two or more joint ventures were established for each
product to encourage multiple suppliers to prepare
and compete for future high speed train business.
Ministry of  Chinese railway has declared long term
plan up to 2020 for high speed railway procurement
of  a relatively large volumes of  EMUs.  Initially
four major international manufactures – Bombardier,
Kawasaki, Hitachi and Alstom - established joint
venture with Chinese counterparts and all these were
awarded contracts for 200 EMU train sets each for
250 Kmph and 350 Kmph.

Separation of  Passenger and Freight Services
Chinese government also decided for separating
passenger and freight services on all congested main
routes and to developed fast intercity regional
passenger networks in densely populated areas.  Unlike
Indian Railway which has decided to develop
dedicated freight corridor the Chinese Railway
decided to construct high speed passenger dedicated
lines on which services are fit to operate at top
speed between 250 and 350 Kmph.  In China the
plan was made for four North-Souths and four East
-West corridors.  The total length planned by the
end of  2020 was for approximately by 16000 kms.
at the speed of  350 kmph.  Whereas, another 20000
kms were planned for mixed traffic high speed lines
with a target speed of  200 to 250 kmph.  China
has planned that all provincial level capitals and cities
having more than 5 lakh residents are served by
high speed railways.  This will cater to the need
of 90% of population of China.

New EMU Coaches
Unlike traditional railway coaches Chinese
government has decided for a set of  eight car train
with High speed AC drive EMUs, with high strength
aluminium alloy body shells weighing 8.5 tons.  China

has decided for four main EMU depots at Beijing,
Shanghai, Wuhan and Guangzhou.  China was
planning to procure about 1000 EMU train sets
latest by 2015 to cater the growing demand.  Help
of  several foreign firms have been obtained to
manufacture high speed trains.  Bombardier – Sifang
is a joint venture company between Canadian and
Chinese manufactures.  Kawasaki heavy Industries
of  Japan has also licensed a Chinese firm to
manufacture with transfer of  technology and
knowhow, Simens, Alstom General Electric, Hitachi
and other prominent rail coach manufacturers have
also secured business.  By the end of  2012 more
than 10,000 kms have been opened for high speed
rails of 350 Kmph or more commercial speed has
already been started.  Such services are helping not
only to its passenger, but also the freight traffic
is reaping its benefit as additional capacity has become
available on tradition rail routes.  This has given
a major boost to freight traffic.  Even now the
Chinese intercity has got better connectivity increasing
its economic competitiveness.

Service Performance Evaluation
Since high speed trains are running at a commercial
speed of 200 kmph or more upto 350 kmph or
even more, these have provided a quantum jump
in service level and substantial reduction in travel
time.  Initially such services are started with eight
EMU coaches and at an interval of  one hour.
However, if  there is more demand, then number
of  coaches and frequency can be increased upto
sixteen coaches and frequency can be increased upto
five services in one hour as in Japan in Tokaido
Shinkansen line where 119 pairs per day are plying.
However, if  number of  services increases then
associated passenger amenities items has to increase
to match peak hour demands including improved
accessibility by road or metro rail, ticketing and
separating arriving and departing passengers and
comfortable waiting areas and other related services.
If  these facilities are provided properly, then reduction
of  travel time becomes a greatest attraction to the
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public. They mentally become prepared to pay much
high price in comparison to traditional rail services.
Overall, even there is tremendous boost in demand
and many air travellers get attracted to it for its
comparative convenience, reliability punctuality and
flexibility of  services. On punctuality front, high
speed trains are more reliable.  It is much higher
in those countries where dedicated high speed
passenger lines have been constructed.  These services
in Japan are at the top where average delay on the
Tokaido line is of  only 10 seconds.  On safety front
also Japan is top performer where no death has
occurred from the start of  service for last 40 years.
Even in country like France, Germany etc.  it is
much better particularly in comparison to road and
air travel.  High speed of  rail helps in keeping
operating and maintenance cost much lower than
the capital cost.  Speed also delivers better equipment’s
and train crew turn round times.  Working ratio
i.e. operating cost (excluding depreciation) to revenue
of  40 percent and operating ratio i.e. operating cost
(including depreciation) to revenue of  55 percent
was achieved by Japanese railways.  Even TGV
Sudoest  Est line in France has been able to maintain
40 percent and 60 percent respectively.

High Speed Railway in India :
HSR in India at present is only at discussion level.
Although it started appearing in the Indian Railways
(IR)   wish list since 2005.  In absence of proper
financing mechanism, it is still in pre-feasibility study
mode. Initially Mumbai – Ahmedabad section was
identified, as here density of  intercity traffic was
one of  the highest and the paying capacity is much
better than any other part of  the country. However,
not much progress has been there even after the
lapse of  almost seven years. In the meantime, one
Japanese consortium – under the leadership of  METI
(Ministry of  Economy, Trade & Industry) Japan with
association of  Mitsubishi, Kawasaki, Hitachi Research
Institute -  has also moved a proposal to run Semi
High Speed Rail (SHSR) in the Mumbai – Delhi
section. Here, they have proposed to run train at

commercial speed of 150 Kmph whereas the present
maximum speed has been something around 87
Kmph. This is proposed to be achieved by improving
existing railway line. This would entail improvement
in railway points and crossing, signalling, track and
bridges.
On the other hand, the IR has also selected a Japanese
consortium to undertake feasibility study for running
the train at 300 Kmph on the 869 Km long Chennai-
Bangalore – Thiruvananthpuram   section. Five
different sections have also been studied by different
agencies to run the bullet trains. Systra Fran , France
has studied Pune – Mumbai – Ahmedabad  (650
Kms)  section. UK based consultant – Mott
McDonald has been engaged to conduct the pre-
feasibility study of  the longest Delhi – Agra –
Lucknow – Varanasi -  Patna (991 Kms) section.
Spanish consultant Eneco  has been entrusted the
task of  studying shortest Howrah – Haldia (130
Kms) section. Delhi – Chandigarh – Amritsar (450
Kms) is another identified section. A separate
National High Speed Rail Aauthority  on the pattern
of  the National Highway Authority was also on
the cards (The Free Press Journal, Feb 2012).  In
the meantime, the Chief  Minister of  Maharashtra
has also proposed for high speed railway between
Mumbai – Nagpur (738 Kms) section at a cost of
‘. 1.3 lakh crore at a speed between 300 – 350 Kmph
(The DNA, July, 2012). As per one estimate, the
construction cost of  one Km would be ‘.100 crore
which is around 10 to 16 times higher than the
conventional rate of  IR.  At this level of  investment
ridership revenue at best would be able to cover
only operating cost.  In such a situation, the state
government, the sovereign bank, Planning
Commission and other Financial institutions have
to play a pro-active role if  at all this is going to
happen in India.

Precondition for High Speed Rail
If  the economy of  any nation is having strong
undercurrent of  higher growth and existing road
and rail network is congested, specially the Trunk
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route, then high speed rail provides an opportunity
for faster development by contributing to economy
in several manner.  The released capacity due to
construction of  high speed rail provides an
opportunity for the existing rail network to cater
to the freight services which otherwise could not
have been provided and economy had to ultimately
suffer on this account. Further, high speed rail in
passenger service provides an opportunity to
passenger services in a faster manner, making people’s
labour more productive.  In any case, the congested
network requires expansion in capacity and
construction of  high speed network to cater to
services in speedier manner. However, this benefit
is or will be achieved if  the distance between two
cities is more than 500 – 700  Km apart, because
for lesser distance, people will always prefer road
journey, particularly for distance less than 100 kms.
Further, the recovery of  high investment would be
possible only when higher number of  services are
plied between such cities, at least 20 or more pairs
in each direction. Such network can only sustain
when the existing market has sufficient purchasing
power including premium high speed services at
a much higher cost. If  any economy has very limited
middle or higher class, high speed rail network cannot
sustain. In such a situation, countries particularly
BRIC countries like Brazil, Russia, India, China, and
other fast developing countries including Malaysia,
Taiwan and  Thailand provide a conducive situation
for the development  of  fast passenger rail network.
Coming back to India in this perspective, we can
say the construction of  Dedicated Freight Corridor
is not with the above economic criteria. Indian

Railways should have constructed Dedicated High
Speed Passenger network and the released capacity
of  existing network should have been utilized for
the freight traffic.

Last but not the least, any service of  high speed
rail system can ultimately sustain only when entire
system is operationally robust. There should be higher
number of  services which will also maintain
punctuality and safety over the ambience (World
Bank 2010 – pp20).  Meeting the challenge is a
complex task. This requires seamless interaction of
diverse technology in the area of  foundation, bridges,
tunnels, track, power system, communication,
signalling, train set, train management, train safety,
ticketing, passenger amenities, and systematic
passenger/crows movement. At present, at global
scale none of  the underdeveloped or developing
countries is able to fulfil all these conditions.

Hence, we notice that barring few developed countries
, there is hardly any high speed network. Some of
the countries among these can aspire and meticulously
plan for and implement high speed rail network,
at least in those areas where there is high passenger
movement. Since rate of  returns is going to be much
less in comparison to heavy investment, such projects
need a long term commitment of  public budgetary
contribution along with commitment and discipline
to implement such a gigantic infrastructure project.
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Heritage and
Preservation Issues

V. S. Ghai* Introduction
Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live today,
and what we pass on to future generation. Our heritage
is both irreplaceable sources of  life and inspiration. Railways
are considered as significant contributories of our cultural
heritage, like ancient archeological monuments and sites.
Industrial remains provide evidences of  historical
phenomenon that affected human civilization from time
to time. It demonstrate stages of  technological
developments, help in understanding the history of  the
society and influences on its growth and developments,
and demonstrate the changes in the nature of  work and
in working conditions and practices.

Industrial Heritage
Industrial heritage consists of  the remains of  industrial
culture which are of  historical, technological, social,
architectural or scientific value. These remains consist of
rail lines buildings, machinery, workshops, mills and
factories, mines, and site for processing transmitted and
used. It makes use of  all products that are more suitable
or increase understanding of the industrial past and present.

Shri R.K.SHARMA, IRSEE, Professor/Information
Technology at Railway Staff College, Vadodara

* Mr. V. S. Ghai is Sr.Fellow, Asian
Institute of Transport Management,
New Delhi
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Industrial archeology
It is an interdisciplinary method of  studying all
the evidences, material, documents, structure,
human settlements, and urban landscapes created
for, or by industrial process. It makes use of  those
methods of  investigation that are most suitable
to increase understanding of the industrial past
and present.

World Heritage Site
The site becomes a world heritage site, when it
is inscribed on the United Nations, Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organizations (UNESCO),
World Heritage List, for its outstanding universal
value. The heritage site should be of  natural
significance, which is so exceptional, as to
transcend national boundaries and to be of
common importance for present and future
generations of  all humanity, and of  outstanding
universal value.

Property and Specific Provision Railway Act 1989
Goods Sheds at Tindharia, Kurseong, Ghoom,
Mahanadi, were either abandoned or dismantled.
The key challenge is to identify and preserve the
railway site that makes it worthy, and assets of
World Heritage Status. Central Government
Property and the specific provision of  the 1989
Railway Act protect, and maintain the tangible
assets and properties such as locomotives, carriages,
buildings, etc. These legal and regulatory measures
are, however, applicable to all such assets, spread
over Indian Railways irrespective of  whether they
belong to a World Heritage Site or not.

How to preserve Heritage
As per UNESCO operational guideline for
implementation of  World Heritage Convention
(2008) the practice of  protection and preservation
of  Heritage Site or properties should be based
on preserving its heritage value. Lack of  awareness
and sensibility about heritage preservation and
absence of  suitable management structure affect

heritage preservation. It is difficult to obtain the
technical understanding and significance of  a site,
as the work may be hidden or even relocated
from the original site. Industrial works are usually
built for a specific purpose, and once that purpose
is no longer required that skill may disappear.
The social standard of  today are far more stringent
than what was foreseen when such machinery was
developed. Processing and preservation of
machinery is costly, and difficult to preserve within
its original context.

Framework of  Site
The World Heritage Sites are to be managed within
the broad framework of  World Heritage
Convention (1972),  UNESCO Operating
Guidelines (2008), and other related international
charters and conventions. It needs suitable changes
in policies and processes, with the objectives of
protection, and preservation of  heritage sites.

Railway as Industrial Heritage
Railways long history has produced a rich heritage
aspect of  modern society. It can be considered
as socio technical system in which, it is nearly
impossible to separate out the social and technical
aspect.

Heritage Railways
Heritage railways, like other technology well
continue to exist in the social context and had
outlived its rationales of  profit making. These are
far more than collection of  obsolete rolling stock,
and are like open air museum where visitors can
experience many aspects of  the past, which are
both entertaining and instructive.

Hill Rail Charter
IRCTC operates Hill Rail Charters and Rail Steam
Charters on the World Heritage Darjeeling
Himalayan Railway, Nilgiri Mountain Railway
(OOTY), Kalka Shimla Hill Railway and Neral
Matheran Railway. The Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway is famous for sound, smell and romance
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of  a by-gone era. It is beautifully shown in the
film BARFI which depicts it as an integral part
of  Darjeeling. Earlier the railway line was shown
in films like A Passage to India; Zamane Ko
Dikhana Hai, Sadma, Aradhna and Dil.

Railway Heritage Monuments
By the end of  the last century several Transport
monuments made their way on to this list. Four
sites of  Indian Railways have been declared as
World Heritage site by the UNESCO. Darjeeling
Himalayan Railway inscribed in 1999, Mumbai CST
building inscribed in 2004, Nilgiri Mountain
Railway in 2005, and Kalka Shimla Railway
inscribed in 2008. The question now arises, as
how these railways that have apparently lost
economic rationale can be preserved as World
Heritage Site.

Darjeeling Himalayan Railways: The First
Asian Heritage Site
Darjeeling Himalayan Railway is the first and still
the most outstanding example of  a hill passenger
railway (UNESCO 1999). It introduced new form
of  faster and cheaper mode of  transportation in
a difficult hilly terrain. It connects Siliguri in the
foothills of  the Himalayan Mountain range in the
North Eastern part of  India with Darjeeling. It is
a marvel of  engineering that provides an ingenious
engineering solution to establish a rail link across
a hilly terrain of  great beauty. It gave innovative
solution (Z. reverse, troops). It is a living museum,
and still playing its part as a public transport system.
It was commissioned in 1881. It rises from 373
feet at New Jalpaiguri to its summit of  7407 ft.
at Ghum in the Eastern Himalayas on a two feet
gauge. There are 456 bridges and 872  curves that
cover about 70 per cent of  its total length. The
maximum curve is of  120 degree. It has about 150
unmanned level crossings, and a ruling gradient of
1 in 22. Until introduction of  motor vehicle in 1930s,
DHR acted as the sole driving force behind the
social-economic growth of  the region.

Locomotives
Fourteen B class, 2 feet Narrow gauge steam
locomotives keep the Darjeeling Himalayan
Railway alive. The colour of  the locomotive kept
changing over the years. The engines were originally
painted olive green although during the World
War II they were coated black. Between 1952-
57, a brick red livery was adopted and from 1958
blue has become the symbol of the B Class DHR
locomotive. Diesel locomotives were introduced
in 2000 to minimize cost of  train operation. The
remains of  steam locomotive shed in Ghum were
dismantled in 2000.

Kalka-Shimla Railway
The Kalka Shimla line was built to connect with
the summer capital of  India. It is the only true
mountain railway employing conventional motive
power, and laid out to give a straight run through
from terminus to terminus. Its gauge is 2 feet
6 inches, and Shimla is the queen of  Indian Hill
Station. It is situated 7,500 feet above sea level.
The Kalka Shimla Railway was built to serve the
old summer time capital city and the Indian Army
headquarter at the cost of  Delhi Ambala Kalka
Railway Company. Work on building the line began
in 1899 and it was finished in 1903. There are
103 tunnels. The ruling gradient is 1 in 33 and
the sharpest curve has a radius of  119 feet. The
first locomotive on the KSR were two 0-4-OTS
and ten 10-4-2TS with tractive efforts of  6841
and 8064 lb respectively. They came from sharp,
steward and co. ltd. of  Galsgow, and the design
was a modified version of  the engine used on
the 24 inch DHR. By 1918, there were 30 engines.
The line was purchased by the State at a cost
of  Pounds 3,00,000 on lst January 1906, but the
Company continued to work it under the direct
orders of  the Indian Railway Board up to 31st
December 1906. It was made over to North
Western Railway administration with effect from
1-1-1907.

Article
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Rail Cars – End of  Road
Four rail cars were constructed between 1927 and
1930 by the British. This offers a panoramic visual
feast to tourists flocking to the State round the
year. Now the wheels are giving way due to wear
and tear. The car along with three other trains
Shivalik Deluxe, Himalayan Queen, Kalka Shimla
Passenger is reaching destination in 4 hours and
25 minutes passing through 864 bridges, 102
tunnels and at least 900 sharp curves and turns.
The rail car booking was closed in April 2012.
Indian Railway is trying to get wheels and other
parts for the car.

Kangra Valley Railway
The line was built for the transportation of  heavy
machinery for the powerhouse stations and works
of  the UHI Hydro-electric scheme at Joginder
Nagar in Mandi State. Preparation for the
construction of  the Kalka Valley Railway  started
in February 1926, and was inaugurated by
Governor of  Punjab on 3rd February, 1926. The
total line was however opened towards the end
of  1928. The 2 feet 6 inches gauge Kangra Valley
Railway starts from Pathankot, the terminus of
5 feet 6 increase branch lines from Amritsar. It
is the rail head for the hill station of Dalhousie
and the glorious Kulu Valley. It is 104 miles long
single branch line. Pathankot is 1,809 feet above
sea level and Nagrota is at an altitude of  2,891
feet. It has one of  the most beautiful valley of
flower. The Buddhist and Hindu temples are
located at Brajeshwari, Baijnath, Jawalamukhi and
Chamunda devi.

Ooty line – Nilgiri Mountain Railway
The 46 Km. long metre gauge railway line
connecting Udgamandalam to Mettupataiyam is
the Nilgiri Mountain Railway. Its first section up
to Conoor was completed in 1899 at a cost of
Rs.59 lac. It served as a popular gateway from
the sweltering heat of  the plains for the British
in India. It has 208 hairpin bends, 76 lubricating

points across 249 bridges, and one tunnels, cutting
through mountain sides. The train with four
passenger coach composition was run with steam
engine, which stopped at eight places for water.

Matheran Light Railway
Neral-Matheran Railway is 86 years old line which
connects Neral to Matheran. It is a tiny hill resort,
close to Mumbai. It is a quiet and peaceful hill
resort which is out of  bounds to vehicular traffic,
all through the year making it unusual and peaceful
retreat. This line is in waiting to be World heritage
site, but the question now arises how these railways,
that have apparently lost economic rationale can
be preserved as World Heritage Site.

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus –World’s Most
Beautiful Heritage Station 
The present day Headquarters of  Central Railway
popularly known as Victoria Terminus (now
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus) is an architectural
marvel and one of  the finest stations of  the world.
This is the most photographed building after Taj
Mahal, and was designed by Frederick William
Stevens, a consulting architect. This building was
originally planned as the office of  GIP railways.
The construction of  the building was started in
May 1878, and was named after Queen Victoria.
It was built at a princely sum of  Rs.16,13,863
for the office and Rs.10,40,248 for the station.
It was designed in the Gothic Style adopted to
suit the Indian context. The Gothic style offers
the colour and complexity of Mughal and Hindu
architecture. The crowning point of  the whole
building is the Central Main dome carving up
as a final at its apex, a colossal 16’-6" high figure
of  a lady pointing a flaming torch upwards in
her right hand, and a spoked wheel low in the
left hand symbolizing progress. The land required
for the station and terminus was estimated to
be about 80 acres. The next important modification
came in March 1929. The former station, which
adjoined it, was reserved for suburban traffic and

Article
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used to have 6 platforms in March 1929. Governor
Sir Frederick Sykes, opened the remodeled VT
Station and has 13 platforms and the last five
being exclusively used for through trains to and
from various parts of  India. Double discharge
platforms were provided in May 1990 and by
January 1991 all the suburban platforms were made
double discharge. Further additions were made
in February 1994 by making total number of
platforms to 15.

National Rail Museum
The First and the only Museum of  its kind in
the heart of  India’s Capital came into existence
on 1st February 1977. It is spread over 11 acres
land. The Museum house, life time exhibits in
the open area ranging from vintage steam, diesel
and electric locos, coaches, saloons, wagons and
cranes dating as far back as 1862. About 100 real
size exhibits are displayed in the open areas of
the Museum Yard while the smaller exhibits
consisting of  static and working models.

Regional Rail Museums
Encouraged by the success of  National Rail
Museum, Regional Rail Museums have also been
set up at Kolkata, Chennai, Nagpur and Mysore.
A Rail Museum at Lonavla for Western Region

is also being set up. In addition one Museum
of  Steam engine has been set up at Rewari on
Northern Railway and a Mini Museum at Ghum
on the Darjeeling Himalayan Railways.

Movement Therapy
Movement Therapy is being used throughout the
world as a treatment. Rail journey on hill railways
is also considered as movement therapy. It  is
considered as a treatment for blood pressure,
tension and is used as treatment to ensure peace
of  mind, as the nature, sun shine, pure air, and
rains are immortal items given by God.

Conclusion
The heritage values of  heritage lie in its influence
on the social and economic development of  the
region.  It is expressed by the inscription criteria.
A heritage site is defined as works of  man or
the combined works of  man and nature which
are of  outstanding universal values from the
historical, aesthetic enological or anthropological
point of  view. The Himalayan Railways are an
outstanding example of  the influence of  an
innovative transportation system on the social and
economic development of  a multi-cultural region,
which was to serve as a model for similar
development in many parts of  the world.

Article
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Innovative way of
Energy Conservation

M. L. Makwana* CONCEPT :
Energy conservation by Switching OFF Power supply of
all Signals of  stations on Pratapnagar – Chhotaudepur section
(E-Route : a low train density route 100 km) after dispatch
of  trains to block section and Switching ON supply before
arrival of  train from adjacent stations i.e. complete energy
saving during interim idle periods when no train movement
or Shunting is  performed on the station.

INTRODUCTION
Indian Railways (IR) is the principal transport medium in
the country which carries both bulk goods as well as passenger
traffic.  With a network spanning over 63,000 Kms it is
one of  the largest and the busiest rail networks in the world.
For sustaining the ever increasing growth of  Indian Economy,
Growth of  Indian Railways is absolutely essential. Already
the power consumption in Indian Railways is around 2.5
percent of  countries total annual consumption and the demand
is ever increasing.

There is tremendous potential to adopt energy-efficient
practices for bringing down energy consumption in the Indian
Railways. One such scheme is switching off  power supply
feed to Signals at stations during intervals when no train
operation is being performed especially in low density routes

* Shri M. L. Makwana, IRSSE is
Sr. DSTE in Vadodara Division of
Western Railway
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where such intervals are of  considerable for long
durations. To begin with, this proposal has been
planned to be implemented on the E route corridors
of  Indian Railways where train density is very low.

This is a small step in exploiting energy saving
potential of  Indian Railways. This initiative will not
only lead to saving of  electricity and reduction of
expenditure of  Railways but above all will make
sure that Indian Railways has taken that one right
step towards Environment Conservation.  As it is
rightly said “A journey of  a thousand miles begins
with a small step”.

By putting ideas of  Shri N.K.Shukla, DRM/BRC
into reality, the above scheme has been successfully
implemented on 100 Km Broad Gauge line between
Pratapnagar – Chhotaudepur section over Vadodara
division. The section is E-Route low train density
section with only 3 pair of trains presently plying
in the section which leads to virtually no train
movement for approximately 12 to 20 hrs. Power
supply feed to signals at stations in the section gets
switched OFF automatically after dispatch of  trains
to block section and is switched on only before
arrival of  next train.

1.0 Earlier System
After Commissioning of any station or section for
train operations all the Signals of station or section
are continuously lit and at any given time it shows
one aspect depending upon the requirement therefore
All signals are lit continuously whether it is required
for train operation or not  thus wasting the energy
of  Signals for unused portion. Thus in the idle
periods also all signals are lit continuously which
not only consume continuous electricity but also
reduce the active life of  component used for lighting
signals  which can be enhanced if  these components
are switched off.

Continuous glowing of  Signals leads to following
problems :
a) Continuous lighting of  all signals for idle period

wastes electricity of  entire section thus Railways

pays the electricity bill for unused portion lighting
of Signals

b) Continuous lighting of  all signals reduces life
of  all the active component of  Signals

c) Requirements of  spares parts of  signals
components increases

d) Continuous lighting of  all signals requires regular
maintenance.

2.0 New System
New system of  Energy conservation has been
implemented since last one year for Switching OFF
Power supply of  all Signals of  stations on Pratapnagar
– Chhotaudepur section (E-Route: a low train density
route) after dispatching of  trains to block section
and Switching ON before arrival of  train from
adjacent stations i.e during idle periods when no
train movements or Shuntings are involved on the
station without compromising on train operation
or train safety.

Working of  New system
How it is achieved
A. How the Power Supply of  all Signals will

switched  off  Automatically
When train starts from Pratapnagar station
towards Dabhoi station after getting line clear
from Dabhoi station, Power supply of  all Signals
of  Pratapnagar station shall switched off
Automatically as soon as train passes last stop
signal (Advance Starter Signal No.S-27) i.e after
clearance of  all track circuits in the route in
sequence along with Advance starter and after
opening of  Interlocked L.C. No.4 in the route.

B. How the  Power supply of  Signals  shall
be restored  and when

(i) As Lighting of  Signals on the station may
be required for shunting purpose in the yard

(ii) Lighting of  Signals may also be required for
Train which has been dispatched to the block
section and required to be push backed on
the station.
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(iii) Lighting of Signals shall be required before
reception of  any train on the station , for that
line clear is to granted to adjacent station through
block instrument and for operation of  block
instrument , ON aspect of  Advance starter
and Home signal are proved therefore Signals
are to turned ON before granting line clear,

Hence one push button has been provided to
switch on Signal supply to ON  position then
train can be received on proper Signals Hence
one Push button has been provided by which
Power supply to Signals can be switched OFF
manually by the on duty ASM.
4.0 Benefits of New System
Switching OFF glowing of  Signals has lead to
following benefits :
a) Saves electricity of  entire section thus saves

in Paying the electricity bill for unused portion
lighting of Signals

b) Enhances life of  all the active component of
signal

c) Requirements of  spares parts of  signals
components shall reduce

d) Reduces regular maintenance.
5.0 Savings with New System
A. Calculation of  Idle time in PRTN- CTD

section :
5.1 Time table of  train working schedule at

Pratapnagar Station.

1. 07.10 08.55 06.30 – 07.15 hrs 45 min
08.15 – 09.00 hrs 45 min

2. 10.10 11.55 10.00 – 10.15 hrs 15min
10.45 – 12.00 hrs 1.15 hrs
14.30 – 14.45 hrs 15 min

3. 18.15 20.00 18.00 – 18.30 hrs 30 min
19.00 – 20.45 hrs 1.45 hrs

3. 18.15 20.00 18.00 – 18.30 hrs 30 min
19.00 – 20.45 hrs 1.45 hrs

4 Shunting Period 2.30 hrs

     in Yard

  Total time 8.00 hrs

Sr.
No.

PRTN

Dn Train Up train

Time duration for
signal supply in

ON position

Total Time duration
for signal supply
in ON position

Total hours required forSignal power supply
in ON position:  8.00 hrs.
Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF: 24– 8  = 16.00 hrs.

5.2 Time table of  train working schedule at
Dabhoi Station.

Total hours required for Signal power supply
in ON position: 4.30 hrs.
Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF : 24– 4.30 = 19.30 hrs.

5.3 Time table of  train working schedule
at Chhuchapura Station.

1. 07.55 08.00 07.00 – 08.15 hrs 1.15 hrs
08.02 08.02 08.15 – 09.00 hrs 45 min

2. 10.55 11.00 10.00 – 11.15 hrs 1.15 hrs
11.02 11.02

3. 18.58 19.03 18.00 – 18.30 hrs 2 hrs
19.05 19.05

   Total time 8.00 hrs

Sr.
No.

PRTN

Dn Train Up train

Time duration for
signal supply in

ON position

Total Time duration
for signal supply
in ON position

1. 08.35 07.25 07.00 – 09.00 hrs 02 hrs
08.37 07.27

2. 11.35 10.25 10.00 – 12.00 hrs 02 hrs
11.37 10.27

3. 19.38 18.25 18.00 – 20.00 hrs 02 hrs
19.40 18.27

   Total time 06 hrs

Sr.
No.

CCP

Dn Train Up train

Time duration for
signal supply in

ON position

Total Time duration
for signal supply
in ON position

Total hours required for Signal power supply
in ON position: 06.00 hrs
Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF: 24 – 06 hrs = 18 hrs
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5.4 Time table of  train working schedule at
Bodeli Station.

1. 09.05   - 06.30 – 07.30 hrs 1.0 hr.
  - 07.05 08.30 - 10.15 hrs 1.45 hrs.

2. 12.02   - 11.30 – 12.15 hrs 45 Minutes
12.04 10.05 17.30 - 18.15 hrs 45 Minutes

3. 20.05 18.03 19.30 – 20.45 hrs 1.15 hrs
20.07 18.05

   Total time 05.30 hrs

Sr.
No.

BDE

Dn Train Up train

Time duration for
signal supply in

ON position

Total Time duration
for signal supply
in ON position

Total hours required for Signal power supply
in ON position:  05.30 hrs
Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF: 24 – 05.30 = 18.30 hrs.

5.5 Time table of  train working schedule at
PAVI Station.

1. 12.33 06.32 12.00 – 13.15 hrs 1.15 hrs.
12.35 06.34 05.45 - 07.15 hrs 1.30 hrs.

2. 20.36 17.32 20.00 – 21.15 hrs 1.15 hrs.
20.38 17.34 16.45 - 18.15 hrs 1.30 hrs.

   Total time 05.30 hrs

Sr.
No.

PAVI

Dn Train Up train

Time duration for
signal supply in

ON position

Total Time duration
for signal supply
in ON position

Total hours required for Signal power supply
in ON position : 05.30 hrs

Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF: 24 – 05.30 = 18.30 hrs.

5.6 Time table of  train working schedule at
Chhotaudepur Station.

1. 13.10 06.00 12.00 – 13.15 45 Min.
05.45 - 07.15 1 hr.

2. 21.10 17.00 20.30 – 21.15 45 Min.
16.45 - 17.45 1 hr.
 Total time 03.30 hrs

Sr.
No.

CTD

Dn Train Up train

Time Of Power
supply ON

Duration Of Power
supply ON

Total hours required for Signal power supply
in ON position : 03.30 hrs
Total idle hours of  Signal Power supply can
be switched OFF : 24 – 03.30 = 20.30 hrs.

Summary of  Idle periods at 6 stations in
Pratapnager – Chhotaudepur section

Sr.
No.

Station Total Idle hours of power supply can
be switched off

1 PRTN 16.00 hrs.
2 DB 19.30 hrs.
3 CCP 18.00 hrs.
4 BDE 18.30 hrs.
5 PAVI 18.30 hrs.
6 CTD 20.30 hrs.

TOTAL IDLE HOURS PER DAY : 111 hrs
TOTAL AVERAGE IDLE HOURS OF 6 STATIONS PER DAY : 18.30

HRS

B.   Cost saving Calculation of  Signals:
Total load = 02 Amp.
current of  Signals
Voltage = 230 V
Power (P) = Voltage x Current x
Factor  Power

= V x I x Cos 0
= 230 x 2 x 0.9
= 414 W
= 414

1000
= 0.414 KW

Energy = p x h (Power x time)
Consumption (E)

= 0.414 Kwh

Total average Idle = 18.30 hrs.
hours of  signal power
supply can be
switched off

= 0.414 x 18.30
= 7.5762
= 8 unit (Approx)

Total energy unit = 8 unit
saving per day
Rate of unit = Rs.8 /unit.
approximately of
MGVCL (GEB)

   For Commercial purpose.
= 8 x 8
= Rs.64/-per day saving.
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Total saving of = Rs.1920/-
Rs. per month
Total saving of  6 = Rs.1920/- x  6
stations per month = Rs.11520/-
Yearly saving of = Rs. 11520 x 12
six stations = Rs.1,38,240/-

C. Calculation of Enhancement of Life of LED
Signal :
Life of LED signal    :  1,00,000 hours
Life in term of  years :  1,00,000/ 24 Hours
X 365 days = 11.41 Years
Total hours saved per day per station = 18.30
Hours
Enhancement in life of  LED signal by 300
%

D.  Saving on account of  Enhancement of  Life
of LED Signal
Cost of LED Signal : Rs 7200/-
Life of LED Signal : 11.41 Years
Cost per year : Rs 631/-
Cost per Months : Rs 52.58 /-
Cost for 9.24 months : Rs 485.84/-
No of Signals in : 85 Nos
PRTN-CTD section
Total saving : Rs 41296.33/-

E. Calculation of Enhancement of Life of LED
Signal :
Life of LED signal : 1,00,000 hours

Life in term of  years : 1,00,000/ 24
Hours X 365 days
= 11.41 Years

Total hours saved per  = 18.30 Hours
day per station
Enhancement in life of LED signal
by 300 %

F. Maintenance of RED aspect of LED Signal
shall be reduced accordingly.

G. Diesel Consumption for D.G. Sets on PRTN
– CTD Section

Energy conservation may also be further enhanced
in this section by Not switching ON DG sets before
arrival of  train if  local supply is available as presently
DG sets are switched ON before arrival of  train
even if  Local supply is available therefore wasting
of precious Diesel.

Cost saving calculations :
SSE/Signal/PRTN issued monthly 50 liters.
Diesel per station.
Cost of Diesel = 50 ltrs x 45.90

(Price of Diesel)
= Rs.2295/- per month

Total number of = 6 Nos.
stations between PRTN – CTD
Monthly saving = Rs.2295 x 6
of 6 stations

= Rs.13, 770/- per month.
Yearly Saving = Rs.13, 770/- x 12

= Rs.1, 65, 240/-

S.N. DESCRIPTION Unit Qty for Qty for Rate Amount

one Stn 6 Stn

1 Q - Series Relay Nos. 5 30 3268 98040

2 1 Sq.mm flexible wire Mtrs. 200 1200 4.5 5400

3 Condenser 1000 UFD No. 1 6 200 1200

4 Resistance 100 ohms 5 W No. 1 6 50 300

5 G type fuse (1.6 amp) Nos. 3 18 11 198

6 Wooden Box for push button Nos. 2 12 200 2400

7 Push button Nos. 2 12 300 3600

8 Circuit Breaker No. 1 6 4226 25356

             TOTAL COST : 1, 36,494

4.0 Materials used for 6 stations to  implement New System

Total one-time cost in Rs 1, 36,494
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Conclusion
From above it can be seen that with
a very small initiative of  switching
off signals at stations during non
operation of trains with just one time
investment of  Rs.  1,  36,494/
considerable savings of  Rs. 1, 38,
240/. Per year can be saved in energy
bill only, besides the savings in terms
of increased life of LEDs of signals
and saving in use of  diesel for DG
set is additional. On IR there are
many such sections where this
concept can be applied to achieve
good results as shown above.
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Uday Shankar Jha* Indian Railways (IR) is both a contributor and product of
Indian Economy. It has been shaped by the need of  economy
during British period, when there was no major source of
transportation. Even the condition of  road was not well
developed during that period.  From a very modest beginning
in 1853, when the first train steamed off from Mumbai to
Thane, a distance of  34 kilometres Indian Railways have
grown into a vast network of  7,083 stations spread over
a route length of  63,974 kilometres with a fleet of  8,889
locomotives, 51,030 passenger service vehicles, 6,505 other
coaching vehicles and 2, 19,931 wagons as on 31st March,
2011. The growth of  Indian Railways in the 158 years of
its existence is thus phenomenal. It has played a vital role
in the economic, industrial and social development of  the
country. The IR has been a good integrating force. It is
most convenient mode of  transport for long distance and
is most suitable for carrying heavy and bulky goods like
coal, iron ore, iron and steel, other minerals, fertilizers, food
grains, cement etc. It carries raw materials from different
mines and quarries and other interior areas of  the country
to the industrial centers and back to the market. These days
it also plays important role in connecting port and hinterland.

Indian Railways As
A Contributor of
National Economy

* Shri Uday Shankar Jha, IRTS is
Sr. DCM in Vadidara Division of
Western Railway
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It links up various regions of  economy and increases
spatial mobility of  people. Thus the IR plays a crucial
role in economic development.

The Theoretical Analysis of  IR

The basic functioning of  IR can be evaluated on
the prism of  general equilibrium theory. This theory
specifies the conditions under which the decisions
of utility maximizing consumers and profit
maximizing firms will lead to the inevitable,
spontaneous establishment of equilibrium in all
markets simultaneously. This is established only when
competitive forces led to the equality of  marginal
benefit and marginal cost in the market for every
single commodity and service. There is a direct link
between general equilibrium theory and welfare
economies.

Thus, general equilibrium is both productively, as
well as allocation wise efficient. From a consumer’s
point of  view, the proper functioning of  market
is beneficial. However if  the conditions of
competitions are not attained, it is possible for
conditions of  general equilibrium to hold. There
are four conditions under which the market fails.
They are – (a) monopoly and market power (b)
externalities (c) public goods, and (d) severe
informational asymmetries.  These all condition exists
in case of  infrastructure facilities, particularly in
railways in India. In this perspective the development
of  railways in India has not been on the line of
the competitive demand and supply theory. Rather
it has been developed as monopoly of  state, or
as ‘natural monopoly’ as it was felt that the growth
could be more balanced and equitable if  the railways
function under single organization due to economies
of  scale.

Growth during British Era and Post Independent
Era

Once the IR was accepted as ‘natural monopoly’
and got total government support that it made a
very robust growth. From 39603 KM in 1900, it

had gone up to 61232 KM in 1925 (This included
railways lines of  present day Pakistan and Bangladesh).
At the present time the situation has changed
drastically. In terms of  route KM it has increased
marginally from 54376 KM in 1947 to 63974 KM
in 2009-10. Investment on IR no longer occupies
a position of  budgetary preponderance as in the
pre-independence period.  While the government
expenditure on railways as a percentage of  total
public investment stood at 53.7% and 58.3%
respectively in the period 1860-1918 and 1919-1946,
according to 8th plan it stood at 6.1%. During 9th
and 10th plan it went down further to 5.7% and
5.5 % respectively. During 11th plan (2007-2012)
it is likely to be somewhere around 5%. (The transport
sector allocation during 11th plan is Rs 572443
crore).This kind of  restrictive availability of  fund
for development has resulted in stunted growth of
IR as illustrated in the following table : -

Table No. 1 Growth of  Railways and
Roadways

Article

1950-51 36.1 9.72 53596 19628 205596 400 82 34
1960-61 43.9 16.51 56247 28439 307907 525 168 57
1970-71 54.8 4.30 59709 35145 383990 915 343 94
1980-81 68.3 13.25 61240 38333 400946 1485 554 162
1990-91 84.6 51.50 62367 38511 346102 2327 1356 331
2000-01 102.7 192.50 63028 42675 222193 3374 2948 634
2006-07 112.2 395.22 63300 51210 216638 4141  - -
2007-08 113.8 458.14 63300 53310 215554 4326  - -
2008-09 115.4 528.21 63611 54330 212835   -  - -
2009-10 117.0 613.32 63974 56826 219931   -  - -
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Source : Economic Survey 2011-12. Table No. 0.1,
1.26, 1.27A. 1.28
It is clear from the above table that between 1950-
51 and 2009-10 there has been three and half time
increase in the population, five time increase in the
GDP, seven time increase in the length of  road,
fifty eight time increase in the number of  trucks,
and twenty eight time increase in the number of
buses.  But in IR the growth has been abysmally
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low. In absence of  proper financing and lack of
capital IR’s route length has increased only 1.18 time,
number of  coaches increased only 2.35 time and
number of  wagons increased only 1.11 time. Now,
when population is growing and economic activities
are growing, particularly in last 10 years, it is not
possible to retain the same customer base. Although
the IR has improved its productivity in absolute
term as shown in the following table its market
share has declined as shown earlier.

Table No. 2 Growth of  Railways

Source : Economic Survey 2011-12. Table No. 1.26,

The reducing market indicates the IR needs to do
serious thinking about its continuance in future. It
is not that, the IR has not identified all bottleneck
points, which have been affecting its performance.
These bottleneck points may exist either in its rule
or in its operating practices. This leads to idling
of  its stock on the one hand and unmet demands
on the other hands. Although IR is gradually doing,
proper managerial approach with goal of  optimization
of  loading and earning to resolve such bottleneck
is required. But then there is a limit and such measures
now can help only in having some marginal increase
in its productivity. Undoubtedly, IR now badly needs
surplus capacity generation to attract to retain its
customer base and to attract or win back those

1950-51 93 44 139 1284 67 98

1960-61 156 88 281 1594 78 132

1970-71 197 127 601 2431 118 296

1980-81 220 159 1551 3613 209 828

1990-91 341 243 8247 3858 296 3145

2000-01 504 316 23045 4833 457 10515

2005-06 682 442 35535 5725 616 15126

2006-07 745 483 41073 6219 695 17224

2007-08 804 523 46426 6524 770 19844

2008-09 837 552 51749 6920 838 21931

2009-10 892 601 56937 7246 904 23488
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customers who have moved out of  its fold. As shown
in the Table No. 2 that there has been massive increase
in the number of  trucks, buses and road length.
Roadways are always ready to provide customized
and personalized services to the customers on demand
and with different kind of  guarantees. Due to this,
as shown in the Table No.1, the share of  road traffic
has grown phenomenally. For the IR, it has not
been possible to cater its all present and potential
customers, despite having very heavy demand, as
per their needs as there is always shortage of  wagon
and passenger coaches in most of  the months,
particularly in peak seasons, which are, nowadays,
more than six months a year. Due to this these
customers move to roadways for meeting their
demand despite paying higher charges and lot more
inconveniences. The kind of  budgetary support,
which IR gets from the Government of  India and
the kind of  surplus IR has been able to generate,
are far from meeting the developmental requirement.
The following table no. 3 gives the detail of  budgetary
support received from the Government of  India.

First Plan 1951-56 422 280 66.4 142 10.3
Second Plan 1956-61 1043 467 44.8 576 10.3
Third Plan 1961-66 1685 545 32.2 1140 10.3
Annual Plan 1966-69 762 320 42 458 10.3
Fourth Plan 1969-74 1428 397 27.8 1031 10.3
Fifth Plan 1974-79 1525 384 25.2 1141 5.3
Annual Plan 1979-80 1251 316 25.0 766 6
Sixth Plan 1980-85 6585 2783 42.3 6587 6.1
Seventh Plan 1985-90 16549 7089 42.8 16549 7.6
Annual Plan 1990-91   -  -   - 4892 8.4
Annual Plan 1991-92   -  -   - 5393 8.3
Eight Plan 1992-97 32306 18832 58.3 7313 6.3
Ninth Plan 1997-02 46405 16352 35.2 15472 5.3
Tenth Plan 2002-07   -   -   - 64709 5.5
Eleventh Plan 2007-12   -   -   - 572443
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Table No.3 Plan Outlay by Internal
Generation & GOI Support
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Source : Economic Survey 2010-11. Table No. 2.4
to 2.10 and Status Paper 2002 and Raghuram (2002)
Thus, we find that after independence, IR has not
got sufficient fund for the proper development. Since
the government decides the different rates, particularly
the passenger fare it has not been possible to generate
more funds by raising freight or fare in a rational
manner. The budgetary support, whatever the IR
has got from the Government of  India, remained
to be a paltry sum to meet some minor requirements.
This kind of  situation demands some serious
deliberation on the budgetary support received by
the IR from the government of  India. Since India
has adopted planned economy after independence,
it would be prudential to see plan wise growth and
development of  the IR.

Plan Development : First & Second Plan
According to Mishra S. K. & Puri V. K. (2010.
pp92-96) at the time of  Independence, the IR was
under severe strain as an important part of  railways
was divided between India and Pakistan, including
track coaches wagons and locomotives. Hence the
First Plan (1951-56) was devoted mainly to the
rehabilitation and modernization of  rolling stock
and of  fixed assets. On account of  the heavy
replacement demands, the need for expansion could
not be fully met in the First Plan. Hence during
this plan nothing new was done and attempt was
to improve the existing stock. The Second Plan
(1956-61) had a mix plan. Along with substantial
provision for rehabilitation of  aged assets, the
emphasis in this plan, shifted to the programmes
required to augment line capacity on different
sections of  the railways and to the procurement
of  additional rolling stock to meet the growing
demand for railway transport arising from the
increased production in the agriculture and industrial
sectors of  the economy. Hence the second plan
was the first attempt in the expansion mode. With
improving industrial and agricultural production the
demand of  transportation was increasing in massive

proportion and the condition of  road was not so
good to cater this need

Third & Fourth Plan
Third Plan (1961-66) envisaged a rapid expansion
of  railways due to their importance of  industrial
programmes (particularly, the carrying of  heavy goods
like coal, iron ore and other material for the steel
plants, etc). It was also recognized that in view of
the difficulties of coping with anticipated increase
in traffic with steam traction in the regions where
the coal fields and the new steel plants are situated,
electrification and dieselization had become an
operational necessity.  Provision was accordingly made
for the electrification of  a number of  sections on
the Eastern, South-Eastern, Central and Southern
Railways. The basic objective of  the Fourth Plan
(1969-74) for the railways was to provide in full
for the increase in traffic expected, to modernize
the railways equipment and practice within the limits
of  the funds available and to convert 1,676 km.
of  meter gauge to broad gauge in areas of  rapid
economic development and high traffic potential.
The expenditure on rolling stock, track renewals
and the line capacity works constituted about 70
per cent of  the expenditure on railways in the Fourth
Plan. Up to Fourth plan the IR got 10.3% budgetary
support from the government of  India. But after
this, support started decreasing. Initially it was slow.
Later support started decreasing rapidly.

The Fifth to Eight Plan
The Fifth Plan (1974-79) recognized the important
role that railways had to perform in developing the
transportation systems in the economy and provided
for an outlay of  ‘. 2,350 crore of  which around
68 per cent was to be for rolling stock, track renewals
and line capacity works. The Sixth Plan (1980-85)
kept an outlay of  ‘5,100 crore for railways of  which
‘ 2,100 crore was to be for rolling stock and ‘ 500
crore for track renewals.  The actual expenditure
in the Sixth Plan was around ‘6,585 crore. The
budgetary support from the government of  India

Article
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during fifth and sixth plan was 5.3% and 6.1%
respectively. However this increased during seventh
plan when the support increased to 7.6%. Thus the
railways recorded an excellent performance during
the Seventh Plan (1985-90) in terms of  additional
transport effort, rehabilitation of  the system, financial
performance, and better productivity, technological
up gradation, modernization and industrial relations.
The main thrust in the Eighth Plan (1992-97) for
railways was on capacity generation. Some other
aspects which received special attention during the
Eighth Plan were rehabilitation, modernization,
energy conservation, manpower planning, financial
viability, safety and customer satisfaction through
better quality of  services.

Journey so Far
When we evaluate the performance of  the IR up
to this period .i.e. during the planning period covered
by the first eight five year plans (the period from
1950-51 to 1996-97) the passenger output  measured
in terms of  non-suburban passenger kilometres
increased by 5.4 times and the freight transport
measured in terms of  net tonne kilometer increased
by 6.3 times. However, in this period the network
had grown by only 1.17 times in terms of  route
kilometres and 1.36 times in terms of  track kilometres.
Other inputs, such as wagons, coaches and
locomotives had grown by 2.0 to 2.6 times only.
The increase in transport output was thus brought
about by more intensive utilization of  the available
assets, technological up gradation and improvement
in productivity. However, the share of  railways in
total traffic steadily declined over these years. It came
down from 89 per cent in 1951 to 40 per cent
in 1995 in respect of freight traffic and from 68
per cent to 20 per cent in respect of  passenger
traffic. Better utilization of  assets is a good trend.
But reducing market share is a major problem and
is in fact a survival question of  the IR. Reducing
market share indicates marginality of  Railways in
over all transportation or logistics management. Even
up to this period no serious attempt could be under

taken to capture back the reducing market share.
There was phenomenal growth in number of  road
vehicle and the condition of  many national highways
and state highways improved substantially. This also
gave tougher competition to Railways resulting in
gradual loss of  market share in favor of  roadways.
 Ninth & Tenth Plan
According to Mishra S. K. & Puri V. K. (2010.)
the main thrust of  the Ninth Plan (1997-02) was
on strengthening the capacity of  the Indian Railways
as the prime carrier of  long distance bulk freight
and passenger traffic.  To this end, the IR was
concentrating on electrification of  dense corridors,
improvement in operations, optimal assets utilization,
increasing container facility and raising manpower
productivity. The IR had set a target of  525million
tonnes of  freight traffic to be achieved during the
period 1997-2002.  There was a strategic shift in
the objectives of  IR under the Tenth Plan (2002-
07) so that it regains some of  the business it has
lost to other modes of  transport over the past few
decades. With this purpose in view, the thrust was
on modernization and technological up gradation
of  the railway system.  It was also decided to make
Indian Railways more user-friendly and market-savvy
organization.

Despite all these planning for last sixty years the
Report of  working Group on Railways (Railway
board, 2007 pp 17) accept that IR faced with the
uphill task of  lifting bulk traffic. With the available
stocks the IR could concentrate only with the bulk
traffic. But at the same time market for piecemeal
traffic has been growing. Due to over engrossing
with bulk traffic the IR has not given sufficient
attention in the strategy for bringing such high value
traffic. The movement of  this traffic had been
neglected, which resulted in slip of  grip of  total
freight movement of  the country. Despite all stated
goal and claim the problem of  lack of  infrastructure
facility at major goods sheds and heavy congestion
at major passenger terminals has not been solved
properly. The freight terminals need higher level
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of  mechanization to cater to the increasing demand
in which nothing substantial has been possible to
be done. IR has yet to achieve a satisfactory level
of  assets reliability. This is critically affecting
transportation capability. The high probability of
failure combined with randomness with which such
failure occurs affects the operations adversely.  IR
has still a long way to go for developing manpower
properly in consistence with emerging technology.
The Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) Document
observes that the infrastructure deficit for the railways
is reflected in saturation of  routes and slow speeds
for freight and passenger traffic. The objectives for
the railways during the Eleventh Five Year Plan have
been laid down as follows : (i) Capacity enhancement
( to achieve this objective, the strategy includes
measures to maximize utilization of existing capacity
in the short-run, construction of  Dedicated Freight
Corridors (DFCs)  and separating freight from
passenger traffic, route-wise planning and capacity
augmentation on the high density network, and
augmenting production capacity for locomotives,
coaches and wagons); (ii) technology up gradation
(to achieve this objective, the strategy includes
extending the Freight  Operation Information System
to all loading points, switch-over to 22 .9 tonne
axle load wagons and special wagons for movement
of  automobiles and bulk commodities etc.); (iii)
achieving higher maintenance standards (through
renewal, rehabilitation and replacement );and (iv)
safety and passenger amenities. The total projected
outlay for the Eleventh Five Year Plan for the Ministry
of  Railways is Rs.1,94,263 crore at 2006-07 prices
which is to be financed through  gross budgetary
support to the extent of  23 per cent.
11th Five Year Plan: (Report - Railway Board 2007
– pp 19):  The main object in the five year plan
was identifying creation of  adequate transportation
facility to handle projected growth in the medium
term and long term of  both passenger and freight
traffic and provide improved services to both the
segments.  For this, Railway was supposed to build

logistic park container and other freight terminals
through PPP with increased use of  IT-enabled
services. For passenger segments, IR was supposed
to make strategy to consolidate the rail share for
long distance and medium distance services by
increasing commercial speed of  passenger trains and
introduction of  fast services between metropolitan
cities at 150 kmph. For capacity enhancement, the
work of  DFC and improving capacity of  golden
quadrilateral and diagonal was supposed to take place.
New production facility for coaches, locomotives
and wagons was supposed to be built up with higher
capacity and better speed potentiality.  Some of
the other operational strategies in 12th Plan were
as under :

Further Improvement in wagon turnaround

Forging partnership with industries to set up
logistic path including setting Agri-retail chain.

Premium service to bulk industries like steel,
cement etc.

Running double / triple stack container for
variety containers cargo including car carriers.

Developing existing new terminals to handle
bulk commodities.

Developing rail linkage with ports for improving
additional traffic.

To handle passenger traffic, the following
strategy was supposed to be adopted :

Increasing capacity of  the coach and train
composition  to 24 coaches
Decongest major passenger terminals.
Running high-speed trains on selected routes
at 150 - 160 kmph.
Identifying high-speed passenger corridors for
Intercity traffic, in corridors like Mumbai-
Ahmedabad, Delhi-Chandigarh-Amritsar,
Delhi-Jaipur, Chennai-Bangalore, Chennai-
Coimbatore – Ernakulam .
Improving suburban services.
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For capacity enhancement, 15 new lines were
identified, 52 works of  gauge conversion were
supposed to be expedited and 108 works of  doubling
were to take place.

Under traffic facility work, 17 works of  separator
/ bypass were identified. 1772 sheds were identified
for improvement. For all these works, ‘77,050 crore
was required. (Railway Board 2007 pp 53). However,
the document has not given any specific sources
from where this amount is to be received by the
Railways. In absence of  sound financial condition,
IR has not been very successful in implementing
the above goal of  11th Five Year Plan and not
many works have been completed. Although work
in many projects started, those works remained
unfinished.

Total plan outlay for IR was proposed at ‘2,51,000
crore. (pp101). In this, IR forecasted that railway
would get budgetary support up to 34 % and internal
resources would generate 30 – 36 % and accordingly,
extra budgetary support would be 30 – 36 %. Extra
budgetary support means market borrowing through
IRFC ,funding for DFC,  participation  of  RVNL
/ other SPBs,  viability gap funding, wagon investment
scheme, PPP and rolling stock released from
manufacturers.  As the experience shows, resources
mobilization through budgetary support and extra
budgetary support has been on lower side.  IR had
to be dependant more on internal resource generation.
Due to implementation of  sixth pay commission,
the resource generation of  IR was also very limited.
Hence, financial condition of  IR continued to be
very critical.
As per Planning Commission document, accelerated
development of  transport infrastructure, the major
objective in the 12th Plan would be to augment

the capacity and set up the best infrastructure. The
construction of  DFC would be expedited. The
investment strategy would aim at developing high
density rail corridor so that high-speed rail network
is developed. In Roadways, substantial progress would
be made by developing express ways.  Connectivity
to ports would be increased. Transport sector would
be motivated for implementing self-financing capacity
policy relating to pricing and user charge.

In the above analysis it was seen how the IR
has been provided support from the government
of  India thru different Five year Plans. It would
be interesting to see how the IR has contributed
to the Indian Economy in different dimensions
of  economy.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT : RAILWAYS
Due to reducing market share the IR’s contribution
has also started declining in various fields of
economy of  nation. In terms of  gross domestic
product (GDP) which refers to the market value
of  all final goods and services produced within
a country in a given period of  time the decline
of  contribution of  IR is most visible. At current
price in 1970-71 the contribution of IR use to
be 1.98%. This came down to 0.94% in 2005-
06. Although there was some improvement after
wards in 2009-10 it was hovering at 0.98%. Table
no. 04 gives a detail comparative analysis of
contribution of  IR in GDP at current and constant
prices. Since GDP indicates the economic health
of  a country the contribution made by the IR
indicates how much IR as infrastructure / logistics
service provider has contributed in well being of
the country. The declining contribution indicates
that the IR is gradually becoming weaker in the
contribution of  making country strong.
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Table No. 04 : GROSS DOMESTIC
PRODUCT : RAILWAYS

(Source : National Income Statistics, Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy, Mumbai-July 2011
pp33)

NET DOMESTIC PRODUCT
The similar trend is also noticed when analysis of
contribution of  IR in Net domestic product is made.
Net domestic product means production based on
ownership. It is product produced by enterprises
owned by a country’s citizens. Since the IR is owned
by central government, particularly after
independence, it is more similar to GDP. However
this includes all the indigenous contribution made
by IR. At current price in 1970-71 the contribution
of  IR in NDP use to be 1.62 %. This came down
to 0.77% in 2005-06. Although there was some
improvement after wards in 2009-10 it was hovering
at 0.89%. Table no. 05 gives a detail comparative
analysis of  contribution of  IR in NDP at current
and constant prices.

Old series ( Base year )  : 1999 – 00)

1970-71 850 4.55 1.98 7,442 3.05 1.57

1980-81 1,597 1.33 1.21 10,278 2.75 1.60

1990-91 8,238 14.05 1.60 15,332 4.53 1.46

2000-01 21,443 1.52 1.11 21,996 4.14 1.18

2004-05 29,645 10.13 1.03 28,257 7.29 1.18

2005-06 30,771 3.80 0.94 30,731 8.76 1.17

2006-07 37,416 21.60 0.99 33,800 9.99 1.18

2007-08 43,754 16.94 1.01 36,941 9.29 1.18

New Series (Base year : 2004-05)

2004-05 29,162 - 0.98 29,162 - 0.98

2005-06 30,771 5.52 0.91 31,339 7.47 0.96

2006-07 37,429 21.64 0.95 34,831 11.14 0.98

2007-08 43,608 16.51 0.95 38,236 9.78 0.98

2008-09 47,478 8.87 0.90 41,161 7.65 0.99

2009-10 60,144 26.68 0.98 45,035 9.41 1.00

At Current Prices At Constent Prices

Rs.in
crore

% Chg.

%
Share

in
GDP

Rs.in
crore

%
Chg.

%
Share

in
GDP

Table No. 05 : NET DOMESTIC
PRODUCT : RAILWAYS

Old series ( Base year )  : 1999 – 00)

1970-71 655 2.66 1.62 5,179 2.30 1.17

1980-81 965 0.31 0.80 7,010 2.56 1.20

1990-91 5,863 17.00 1.26 11,788 6.39 1.20

2000-01 16,552 0.87 0.96 17,260 5.19 1.03

2004-05 21,968 6.55 0.86 23,079 8.43 1.09

2005-06 22,349 1.73 0.77 25,384 9.99 1.09

2006-07 28,509 27.56 0.85 28,259 11.33 1.11

2007-08 33,801 18.56 0.89 31,139 10.19 1.12

New Series (Base year : 2004-05)

2004-05 21,696 - 0.82 21,696 - 0.82

2005-06 22,915 5.62 0.76 23,643 8.97 0.81

2006-07 28,529 24.50 0.81 26,542 12.26 0.83

2007-08 34,144 19.68 0.83 30,021 13.11 0.86

2008-09 36,398 6.60 0.77 32,370 7.82 0.88

2009-10 48,778 34.01 0.89 35,734 10.39 0.90

At Current Prices At Constent Prices

Rs.in
crore

% Chg.

%
Share

in
NDP

Rs.in
crore

%
Chg.

%
Share

in
NDP

(Source : National Income Statistics, Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy, Mumbai-July 2011
pp62)

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION
Due to decreasing market share the IR’s role in
different aspect of  economy has also started
decreasing. For instance the gross capital formation
of  railways with respect to all industry started
declining. According to World Bank “Gross capital
formation” (GCF) (formerly gross domestic
investment) consists of  outlays on additions to the
fixed assets of  the economy plus net changes in
the level of  inventories. Fixed assets include land
improvements (fences, track, colony land, good sheds,
parcel sheds, other surplus land kept for future need,
drains, and so on); plant, machinery, and equipment
purchases; and the construction of  roads, and the
like, including schools, offices, hospitals, railway
residential dwellings, and commercial and industrial
buildings. Inventories are stocks of  goods held by
firms to meet temporary or unexpected fluctuations
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in production or sales, and “work in progress.” During
1970-71 it uses to be 4.60% at current price it declined
to 1.10% in 2000-01. However after that there was
gradual increase, it increased to 1.34% in 2007-08
with base year of 1999-2000. At constant price this
percentage use to be 4.14 in 1970-71 which came
down to 1.12% in 2000-01 and 1.23% in 2007-08.
However there was some improvement in
performance of  IR and this resulted into
improvement in gross capital formation of  railways
as it went up to 1.53% in 2008-09 and 1.49% in
2009-10. Table no. 06 gives a detail comparative
analysis of  contribution of  IR in GCF at current
and constant prices.

Table No. 06 : GROSS CAPITAL
FORMATION : RAILWAYS

Old series ( Base year )  : 1999 – 00)

1970-71 332 18.57 4.60 3,856 9.79 4.14

1980-81 808 1.25 3.00 3,854 -5.14 2.77

1990-91 3,038 16.62 2.21 6,213 7.75 1.93

2000-01 5,430 2.32 1.10 5,287 -0.38 1.12

2004-05 13,036 19.84 1.36 9,023 3.38 1.21

2005-06 15,344 17.70 1.27 10,174 12.76 1.13

2006-07 18,227 18.79 1.25 11,668 14.68 1.14

2007-08 23,734 30.21 1.34 14,567 24.85 1.23

New Series (Base year : 2004-05)

2004-05 13,124 - 1.30 13,124 - 1.30

2005-06 15,409 17.41 1.26 15,044 14.63 1.27

2006-07 18,329 18.95 1.23 16,982 12.88 1.24

2007-08 22,229 21.28 1.21 19,308 13.70 1.20

2008-09 29,661 33.43 1.56 23,653 22.50 1.53

2009-10 32,337 9.02 1.45 25,850 9.29 1.49

At Current Prices At Constent Prices

Rs.in
crore

% Chg.

%
Share

in
GCFIND

Rs.in
crore

%
Chg.

%
Share

in
GCFIND

(Source : National Income Statistics, Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy, Mumbai-July 2011, pp176)

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION BY
RAILWAYS
To have a deeper understanding it would be better
how the IR has performed in terms of  gross fixed
capital formation (GFCF). GFCF is measured by

the total value of  a producer’s acquisitions, less
disposals, of  fixed assets during the accounting period
plus certain additions to the value of  non-produced
assets (such as land assets) realized by the productive
activity of  institutional units. In this way GFCF is
a measure of  gross net investment (acquisitions less
disposals) in fixed capital assets by enterprises or
government within the domestic economy. A gross
fixed capital formation will exclude any assets that
cannot be properly designated as fixed capital assets.
Table no. 07 gives a detail comparative analysis of
contribution of  IR in NDP at current and constant
prices. As shown in the table in 1970-71 GFCF
uses to be 4.85% which declined to 1.15% in 2000-
01. After that there was reversal in trend and it
reached to 1.59% in 2009-10. Such lower percentage
of GFCF indicates that the IR has not been able
to do much in terms of  fresh fixed capital accusation
say in terms of  additional new lands, more number
of  wagons, coaches & locomotives and production
industries associated with IR. In such condition the
path to future expansion has slowed down heavily.

Table no. 07 : GROSS FIXED CAPITAL
FORMATION BY RAILWAYS

Old series ( Base year )  : 1999 – 00)

1970-71 309 3.34 4.85 3,621 -2.50 4.27

1980-81 732 0.14 2.74 3,564 -4.99 2.59

1990-91 3,047 18.84 2.32 5,232 10.17 2.02

2000-01 5,479 6.99 1.15 5,332 4.12 1.17

2004-05 12,975 21.26 1.45 8,980 4.61 1.27

2005-06 15,045 15.95 1.35 9,956 10.87 1.20

2006-07 18,129 20.50 1.35 11,601 16.52 1.22

2007-08 23,699 30.72 1.48 14,546 25.39 1.35

New Series (Base year : 2004-05)

2004-05 12,975 1.39 12,975 1.39

2005-06 15,045 15.95 1.34 14,695 13.26 1.36

2006-07 18,129 20.50 1.35 16,802 14.34 1.36

2007-08 21,945 21.05 1.34 19,064 13.46 1.33

2008-09 29,407 34.00 1.64 23,451 23.01 1.61

2009-10 32,074 9.07 1.59 25,648 9.37 1.65

At Current Prices At Constent Prices

Rs.in
crore

% Chg.

%
Share

in
GFCFIND

Rs.in
crore

%
Chg.

%
Share

in
GFCFIND
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(Source : National Income Statistics, Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy, Mumbai-July 2011,
pp206)

NET CAPITAL STOCK
A deeper understanding of  IR’s health would come
Net capital stock is the stock of  assets surviving
from past periods, and corrected for depreciation
is the net or wealth capital stock. The net stock
is valued as if  the capital good (used or new)
were acquired on the date to which a balance
sheet relates. The net stock is designed to reflect
the wealth of  the owner of  the asset at a particular
point in time. Hence, the notion of  “wealth” stock
which seems more telling than ‘net’ stock because
there are other types of  “net” capital measures,
for example the productive stock is ‘net’ of
efficiency losses of  capital goods due to ageing.
The net stock is the measure that enters balance
sheets of  institutional sectors. In economic
statistics and accounts, capital formation can be
valued gross, i.e., before deduction of  consumption
of  fixed capital (or “depreciation”), or net, i.e.,
after deduction of  “depreciation” write-offs. Table
no. 08 gives a detail comparative analysis of
contribution of  IR in Net capital stock by Railways
at current and constant prices. As shown in the
table in 1980-81 NCS uses to be 4.88% which
declined to 3.72% in 2000-01. After that there
was reversal in trend and it reached to 10.8%
in 2006-07 as the IR has come into relative
comfortable situation. However after that the
momentum could not be maintained and it again
went down to 4.60% in 2009-10.

Thus in different segment of  Indian economy the
contribution of IR has decreased consistently and
continuously. The situation became more critical and
grim after year 2000.Although there was some
improvement during 2008 or 2009, the trend was
not maintained and deterioration continued further.
In view of  its in house management this trend was
quite natural.

Old series ( Base year )  : 1999 – 00)

1980-81 19,177 4.88 1,00,079 4.70

1990-91 62,764 8.84 3.78 1,08,241 1.09 3.22

2000-01 1,27,772 3.72 2.21 1,23,741 0.45 2.22

2004-05 2,02,210 22.21 2.28 1,36,321 2.90 1.94

2005-06 2,22,030 9.80 2.18 1,41,148 3.54 1.85

2006-07 2,36,944 6.72 2.02 1,47,275 4.34 1.76

2007-08 2,67,847 13.04 1.96 1,56,040 5.95 1.69

New Series (Base year : 2004-05)

2004-05 1,96,100 2.10 1,96,100 2.10

2005-06 2,07,975 6.06 1.98 2,03,679 3.86 2.00

2006-07 2,30,442 10.80 1.88 2,12,965 4.56 1.91

2007-08 2,61,684 13.56 1.83 2,23,982 5.17 1.82

2008-09 3,08,801 18.01 1.82 2,39,421 6.89 1.77

2009-10 3,22,994 4.60 1.66 2,56,480 7.13 1.74

At Current Prices At Constent Prices

Rs.in
crore

% Chg.

%
Share

in
NCS

Rs.in
crore

%
Chg.

%
Share

in
NCS

(Source : National Income Statistics, Centre for
Monitoring Indian Economy, Mumbai-July 2011,
pp276).

Although IR has tried some alternative strategies
like market borrowings through the Indian Railways
Finance Corporation and schemes like ‘Built Own
Lease Transfer’ (BOLT), and ‘Own Your Wagon’
these schemes have never caught fancy of  the
investors. Only in recent time ‘Public Private
Partnership’ has got some attention of  the investing
public with some successful examples of
government –public partnership as it was seen in
the case of  Pipava Railways or Kutch Railways.
No doubt, one can work on PPP model for attracting
more capital, the IR may look to its internal capacity
for generating more revenue for better performance
and required growth to retain and further improve
its market share. A look on the internal revenue
generation would provide some perspective for this
proposition.
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Problems and Issues in Railway Development
Falling market share :
According to the White Paper released by the
Ministry of  Railways in December 2009, the market
share of  rail transport has reduced drastically from
89 per cent in 1950-51 to 30 per cent in 2007-
08. The road sector has been the biggest gainer
with its share increasing from 11 per cent 1950-
51 to 61 per cent in 2007-08. However, the railways
have maintained their traditional dominance in
the carriage of  bulk commodities (for example,
66 per cent in case of coal in 2007-08, 66 per
cent in iron ore, 75 per cent in fertilizers and
45 per cent in cement). In this context, an
important observation made by the White Paper
is that 88 per cent of  the railways freight traffic
is accounted for by eight bulk commodities with
the share of non-bulk commodities being only
12 per cent of  the total traffic. For improving
the market share of  railways, a focused strategy
aimed at providing better services at competitive
tariffs is required. In addition, it is also necessary
to provide faster, transit and efficient handling
at terminals.

As far as the passenger segment is concerned, it
is facing increasing competition from better roads
and low cost, no-fills airlines. Accordingly, railways
need to provide an adequate number of  faster intercity
and medium distance services to face the competition
and win back business.

Inadequate capacity network and infrastructure :
The biggest constraint that railways face today is
of  inadequate network capacity and infrastructure.
In fact, capacity creation on railways over the years
has not kept pace with the transport output. Over
the period 1950-51  to 2007-08, route kilometres
has increased  by just 18 per cent and track-kilometres
by 11 per cent while freight and passenger output
has gone up by more than 12 and 11 times
respectively.  This clearly shows that additional
infrastructure has not kept pace with the increase

in traffic output. In addition to this infrastructure
constraint, the White Paper highlights the following
factors as well.

Common corridor for both freight and
passenger traffic :
With freight trains and slow moving passenger trains
on the same corridor, it is extremely difficult to
run fast passenger services.  Further with the
emphasis on passenger traffic (presently 60 per
cent of  the total train-kms), passenger trains take
precedence over running of  freight trains. On some
of  the major trunk routes, introduction of  new
passenger trains directly affects freight train
movement. It is no surprise, therefore, that the
average speed of  freight trains was only 25.7 kmph
in 2008-09. it may be noted that one MEMU train
in one trip hardly makes ‘ one lakh earning. But,
when such passenger trains are running all goods
trains making approximately ‘ 30 to 40lakh per
trip has to wait giving precious path to a passenger
train. In busy sections more goods trains  have
to wait pass one passenger train.

The meter gage and narrow gauge network :
Though accounting for 19.2 per cent of  the total
route kms contribute only 2 per cent and 0.2
respectively of  the total passenger and freight traffic
output of  Indian Railways. It is worth mentioning
that almost all Meter guage and Narrow guage
sections are heavy loss making section. Such sections
are not even able to meet their fuel expenditure
i.e. the cost of  diesel, not to think of  maintenance
and procurement cost of  track, coaches,,
locomotives. The IR needs to take gradual steps
to close down such section one by one. Further,
if  any section is being converted into broad guage
then it should be ensured that such sections are
connected to more than one section where it should
be possible to run some freight trains on real demand
basis and not on imaginary traffic projection which
never realizes.
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Skewed traffic patterns on the railways :
With more than 55 per cent of  the traffic moving
on the golden quadrilateral and its diagonal connecting
the four metropolitan cities of  Delhi, Kolkata,
Mumbai and Chennai, and the Delhi-Guwahati routes
which form less that  20 per cent of  the total Indian
Railways network. This has saturated the high density
route with more than two-thirds of  the section
showing a utilization of  over 100 per cent in 2007-
08. Freight transit time on these high congested
routes is severely affected. A number of  mineral
and port routes are severely congested. Somewhere
in 2007 a grand project of  ‘Dedicated Freight
Corridor’ (DFC) was announced with a target of
completion of  within five years i.e.2012.Till 2012
its progress has been  rather very limited and despite
several correction in its targated date of  completion
of  2018 would be rather difficult to achieve even
for Delhi-Mumbai and Howrah Amritsar sections

Cross-subsidization :
Freight earnings today account for over 66 per cent
of  the total traffic earning of  Indian railways. Freight
traffic on Indian railways is among the highest in
the world (it is four times as compared with US
railroads, more than three times as compared with
Russian railways and more than twice as compared
with Chinese railways). One of  the main reasons
for this is that passenger fares are very low in India
as compared with most of  the foreign railways with
result that there are substantial losses in passenger
operations (the loss on coaching operations was as
high as ‘13,958 crore in 2008-09. High freight rates
cross subsidize the low passenger fares.  This makes
the fare-freight ratio of  Indian railways one of  the
lowest in the world (it was only 0.26 in India in
2008-09 while it was 1.2 in China and 1.4 in Korea).
High freight rates result in high prices of  transported
goods creating inflationary pressures in the economy.

The Problem of  funds and cost over runs :
As on April 1, 2009 the balance funds required
to complete the projects (new line, gauge conversion

and doubling projects) was as high as ‘79,462 crore.
Given the fact that the average annual plan
expenditure under these categories of  projects in
the last two years was about ‘9,000 crore, at the
current rate about 9 years will be required to complete
the projects on hand.  According to the White
Paper2009, the above are rough abstract estimates
and the actual funds required could be much more.
Moreover, there is a constant pressure to undertake
new projects (mostly in the form of  new lines) by
various sections of  the society.  According to the
White Paper, “The severe scarcity of  funds against
the requirement has led to the spreading of resources
thinly over a large number of  projects, and all these
projects are delayed due to shortage and uncertainty
in the availability of  funds, leading inevitably to time
and cost overruns”. At times, there is cost escalation
of  projects.  This is due to many reasons like :
(i) escalation due to price rise during the execution
of the project ; (ii)  material modifications as dictated
by site conditions, changes in requirements,
technology change/enhancements etc ;  (iii)  long
gestation period of  many infrastructure projects ;
(iv) weaknesses in project management etc.  As a
result, a serious resources crunch emerges. This is
very serious state affair The IR needs to identify
those projects which are financially viable and critical
in adding its carrying capacity or running of  more
goods trains or connecting all the busy routes. Such
projects should be completed in a time bound manner.
In other projects no money should be invested until
a third party takes a responsibility for that.
Lack of  Technology upgradation :
In a situation of  limited resources, significant saving
in investment and in cost of  operation, along with
improvement in quality of  services can be realized
by inducting modern technology. The existing
technology of  both electric and diesel locomotives
is considerably old.  There is a need for introduction
of  higher horse-power electric and diesel locomotives,
which are also more fuel-efficient. In view of  the
rapid growth of  technology, it is necessary for the
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IR to build a technology base of  our own, capable
of not only selecting and assimilating the latest and
most appropriate technologies, but also of  developing
further, continually, so as to achieve near self-
sufficiency in the technological know-how.

In addition to the above problem and issues, it is
also necessary to emphasise some other factors that
have affected the operations of  railways adversely.
These include lower capacity utilization of  wagons,
rampant corruption, strikes on various pretexts, etc.
Also, the incidence of  failure of  equipment while
on run is fairly high.  This bring about ‘quasi-paralysis
of  corridor’ and consequent wastage of  transport
capacity.  This leads to under-utilization of  costly
assets and even somewhat nullifies the investment.
Thus, there is an imperative need to improve design,
manufacture and maintenance capabilities. The failure
frequency has to be reduced to near zero.

Here important critical question is- due to decreasing
market share of  IR in both freight and passenger
services who is at loss. Despite the fact that the
IR has made tremendous improvement in  absolute
number i.e. tonnage in freight and millions of
passenger transportation,  the IR’s contribution has
come down to twenty percent by the end of  first
decade of  twenty first century what it used to be
more than  eighty percent during middle of  twentieth
century.  The proportional reduction in carrying
capacity of  freight and passenger transportation
potentiality of the nation has resulted in major
bottleneck in transportation sector. Due to this, there
is acute shortage situation in logistic management.
As per   one estimates, Indian companies have to
bear an extra expenditure of 10% on logistic
management due to high congestion in both freight
and passenger sectors. It takes much longer period
to reach any commodity to the destination. This
increases the time period of  commodity ‘In-Transit’.
This also increases ‘Cycle Time’. Hence, the inventory
size also has to be increased manifold.  Similarly,
in passenger segment, it is very difficult to get
confirmed reservation in almost all busy sectors in

almost all months in different classes of IR.
Consequently, the demand is being catered by road
and air transportation which is more or less much
disorganized with high safety risk and costlier
respectively. The question is who suffers? Ultimately,
it is the country which has to pay very heavy price
in terms of  the efficiency and slower industrial
development including implicit social cost being
generated out of  higher accident related disability
or death and worsening financial condition due to
inefficient market working.

 One of  the important issues here is to examine
why the IR has reached such a stage where there
is not much financial source to sponsor its
development activities. Presently, the IR has more
than five hundred projects which have been started
at one point of time or other with some initial
investment. Most of  these projects have been left
in between due to lack of  sufficient funds. Such
kind of  situation has resulted in blockage of  huge
funds without giving any financial result or other
spin off  benefit. Further due to incomplete status,
the project cost also increases phenomenally, making
it further more difficult to complete the project.

As far as private partnership in public project (PPP)
is concerned, attempts have been made earlier in
the form of  Providing several section for new lines,
gauge conversation, advertisement, running of
catering units, operation and maintenance of  retiring
rooms, operation and maintenance of  driver and
guard Rest Room, mechanized cleaning of  stations,
coaching depots, trains etc. The Expert Group
(Railway Board2012 pp 5) has recommended to
develop PPP models in various areas of  Railways
to attract private investment to augment core
capabilities related to Stations and Terminals, High
speed rail corridors, Elevated rail corridor, Private
freight terminals, Leasing of  wagons, Loco and coach
manufacturing units, Captive power generation,
Renewable energy projects (solar, wind etc.), Railway
Hospitals, Railway Schools, and Laundry
Merchandizing. It was anticipated that these initiatives
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should provide significant additional resource
mobilization, lead to speedy growth and augmentation
of  railway capabilities and improve collaboration and
efficiency.

However, till now, the response has not been very
positive as any private investor would like to get
very high returns almost more than fifteen percent
per annum. However, in any railway project, this
much high return is not possible in many projects,
as there is very high sunk cost and long gestation
period. Due to this in initial years any private investor
is not able to make any substantial profit, many
times for years together. Further, any profit in future
depend on the economic condition of  the country
at the time (i.e. boom period or downslide) and
sector specific policy of  various departments of  the
Government of  India during those years. Since there
is no certainty that these two conditions would always
be favorable all the time, hence investors are very
hesitant to invest in IR related PPP project.
Furthermore, there are certain areas where there
is higher probability of  profit like port connectivity
projects or projects on the Golden Quadrilateral
or diagonals. But such areas are not being offered
by the IR as IR would never be desired that high
profit yielding projects are offered to PPP projects.

Next question would be why budgetary support of
Government of  India has been reduced. Initially,
the IR was the prime mode of  transportation. Hence,
the government was also supporting it wholeheartedly.
Particularly, during British period, as the railway was
a mode through which the colonial power was taking
Indian raw materials and previous products to Britain
and was passing finished product to India. However,
after the independence in 1947, the priority of  the
Government of  India changed.

 Main emphasis came to eradication of  poverty,
agricultural development, industrial development,
welfare activity etc. Consequently, there was reduction
in budget for Railways, Gradually; development of
roadways, including national highways and state

highways etc. also became part of  planning process.
Even at the level of  Centre, Prime Minister Gramin
Road Yojana started. However, no such specific
scheme has started with respect to Indian Railways.
Many poverty eradication schemes could have been
linked with different railway schemes, projects or
welfare schemes. That was also not done. For instance,
Mahatma Gandhi National Rojgar Guarantee Scheme
(MNREGA) project related to Railways could have
been linked. However, nothing of  that sort   has
been done. So was the case earlier with different
poverty eradication schemes. Similarly, for the
industrial development activity, many promotional
schemes were executed, but none of  the schemes
for development of  Railways in backward region
has been linked to that. Planning Commission can
take positive decision that in future different various
poverty eradication programs can be linked with
Railways and development of  Railways can be made
a part and parcel of  such scheme.

Due to poor economic condition of  the country,
Indian Railways (IR) has had to face conditions in
which for providing different welfare measures, IR
had to expend huge amount without getting any
financial return. For instance IR has to provide facility
of  monthly season ticket and quarterly season ticket.
This is highly subsidized, where approximately 6%
fare is collected from the passengers and 94% is
contributed by the Railways. This is for the common
welfare of  the working people. However, for this
IR does not get any monitory benefit. Similarly, many
passenger services particularly short distance trains
barring Rajdhani, Shatabdi, Garib Rath and Duronto
express trains are loss making enterprises. At an
average ‘.40 is collected from the passengers out
of 100 expenditure made on them. Due to this
financial loss of  IR on passenger services has gone
up to ‘ 20, 000 crores in 2010-11.  However, IR
has not got any financial compensation or incentive
from Ministry of  Finance or any other department
or ministry of  welfare etc.  It may be noted that
during recent time, Ministry of  Railways has been
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communicated by Ministry of  Finance to raise
passenger fare. Planning commission has also
recommended for the same. Hence, it is high time
that IR should gradually move towards being self-
dependant and self-sufficient and generate more
revenue for financing different developmental
projects. What is the way out ?

Self-generation of  Revenue :
 In the above analyses we have seen that IR was
earlier much dependant on government support.
However, gradually that support has declined.  In
this situation, the realistic approach would be, to
be self-dependant for revenue generation in such
a manner that there are enough funds for capital
expansion as well. In this perspective it would be
better to plan our revenue in such a manner that
money is spent on operating expenses and on
replacement of  old stock.  Rather it should also
have some provision for future expansion of  IR.
This means the earning if  Railway should cater to
the needs of  Operating expenses, Replacement and
capital expenses

For this, there is needed change in managerial attitude.
Indian Railways has to clear cut demarcate its budget
for all these purpose.  If  in future the IR does
not change its position on this line, then the future
expansion will always be doubtful and it will have
to be dependent on other agencies including the
government for its future development.

Passenger Services to be self-dependant :

Corollary to last paragraph is to say that segment
wise all services of  IR should be self-dependant.
One of  the major services of  IR i.e. – Passenger
Service is incurring loss of  about Rs20000/- per
year by 2011.It would be prudent to check such
losses on priority basis.   For this several measures
should be initiated like, rationalization of  passenger
fare and linking it with actual expenditure, gradually
increasing passenger fare in General and Sleeper
class to match it with actual expenditure, running
more passenger trains with more IIIAC coaches which

give maximum profit to IR, running more long
distance trains and canceling short distance trains
particularly trains with a length of  100 kms etc.
Since India is a democratic country all these steps
cannot be initialized in one go.  Still the mood of
the nation is required to be changed by continuous
propagation and gradual increase in fare component
and taking into confidence different democratic
institutions.

Closure of  uneconomic branch lines :
Presently the IR is having more than 200
uneconomical branch lines including in MG & NG.
Among these barring a few lines which is having
heritage value like lines running between
NewJalpaiguri - Darjeeling, Kalka - Shimla,
Mettupalaiyam – Udhagamandalam, Pathankot –
Joginder Nagar, Neral – Matheran etc.  All other
lines are not serving any meaningful purpose as with
the substantial improvement with road services.
These services are rarely patronized and having no
genuine passenger in bulk quantity. Hence these are
required to close one after another

The problem of  Rail-Road Coordination
Rail and road transport are complementary to each
other. Taken together, they form the principal means
of  connecting all parts of  the country with one
another. The road transport provides an important
link between farmers in the village and the local
mandis or the nearest railway station.  The railways,
on the other hand, provide connections between
the areas of production and the areas of consumption
separated from each other by long distances. Since
railway cannot reach every nook and corner of  the
country, they need the assistance of  road transport.
Trucks and other means of  road transport must
collect goods from production centers and bring
them to the railway station. At the railway station,
goods would be loaded on trains and sent to far
flung places. Once they reach their destination, they
will again need the assistance of  road transport to
deliver them to the distribution centers. In a similar
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way one cannot think of  road transport in isolation.
Heavy machinery, iron and steel, cement, coal and
other minerals etc which are heavy and bulky goods
cannot be transported by trucks. This requires
assistance of  railways.

This shows that railways and road transport are
complementary to each other.  However, they have
tended to become competitive everywhere and railways
have been the loser.  As stated earlier, this is on account
of  the fact that road transport has certain important
advantages over rail transport. For instance, road
transport provides door to door service. Therefore,
loading and unloading charges are comparatively low
and possibilities of  theft are reduced. In addition, goods
reach their destination faster. The operational and
maintenance coast of  road transport is also much lower
as compared to rail transport.  In the case of  road
transport, there is complete flexibility in adjusting route
and time table according to the needs of  individual
customers whereas railways follow a laid down route
and operate according to a fixed time table. Moreover,
the railways are subject to many legal restrictions and
regulations in the overall interests of  public safety. The
formalities involved in booking and release of  goods
are numerous causing considerable delays.  What is more,
transporters develop personal relations with regular
senders of  goods. This enables them to provide certain
personalized services which no railway system can
provide.

 On account of  the above reasons, railways have
lost ground to road transport over the years and,
as stated earlier, the share of  road transport in
freight traffic as well as passengers traffic has
increased steadily. However, now once again, rail
transport has been attracting increasing attention.
This is due to the reason that constantly increasing
prices of petroleum and petroleum products are
imposing heavy burden on the balance of  payments
of  the country.  A large amount of  foreign
exchange is being spent on the import of  petroleum
and petroleum products. Moreover, the consistently
increasing number of  vehicles on road is leading

to heavy congestion on roads leading to
considerable wastage of  time in traffic jams on
the one hand, and increasing air and noise pollution
on the other hand.

In conclusion in can be said that both rail transport
and road transport are important and play crucial
role in the country’s development. In fact, the entire
transport system of  the country should be viewed
in an integrated way and so developed that overall
transport costs are minimized.
The Expert Group (Railway Board2012 pp 14-16)
has recommended following organizational reforms
to empower officials, speed up the decision making
process and introduce professional project
management systems in IR.

1. Re-organize Railway Board along business
discipline to reflect Chairman as Chief  Executive
Officer and Members for Safety, Business
development/Commercial, Technology/ ICT &
Signaling, Freight, Passenger Services,
Infrastructure, Finance, HR, and PPP

2. Create commodity wise Key Account Directors
under Member Freight for major commodities
like coal, iron ore, steel, food grain, fertilizers
etc. Coal is 45% of  total freight traffic and
needs special attention.

3. Create Key Account Directors of  suburban,
long distance passenger etc. under Member
Passenger.

4. Ensure autonomy, flexibility and accountability
at all levels with clear P&L responsibilities

5. Make provisions for handling of  all
parliamentary functions (liaison functions with
government, including handling of  Parliament
questions) by a Joint Secretary level officer in
the Ministry, which would set the RB free to
focus exclusively on business issues

6. Empower Zonal Railways along with
accountability. The present system of  seeking
sanction for Capital investment to be included
in the Works and Rolling Stock Programs of
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railways from the Railway Board/ Ministry
should give way to a more decentralized decision-
making in critical areas, like safety, traffic facility,
passenger amenity and other areas, by delegation
of  powers at the zonal level. Further, GMs
of  Zonal Railways to be empowered to take
decisions, within a framework of  rules and
investment limits. The Zonal Railways should
also be made accountable for return on capital,
transport output, profitability and safety.

7. Revamp accounting systems so that separation
between the cost of  infrastructure services
and the operational activities and rational
pricing is achieved and train wise, route- wise
profitability analysis is available. This would
help assess the usage charge of  infrastructure
and rolling-stock resources and also in accurate
allocation of  overheads. This would also help
in computation of the cost of operation of
trains and ser vices and appraisal of
profitability of  various business lines.

8. Re-engineer Business Processes to streamline
the decision-making process to bring about
accountability, result-orientation and
responsiveness at all levels and develop IT tools
with this objective in mind.

9. Modernize procurement processes and
benchmark products and suppliers

10. Review the existing PPP policy framework
in the light of  hitherto poor response and
PPP experience.

11. Create a post of Member (PPP) responsible
for project development and processing of  all
PPP projects to facilitate their speedy sanction
by the Government and award of  concession.
The Member should have a multi disciplinary
team of  officers, including finance, to deal with
various railway projects.

12. Establish a Committee for approval of  PPP
projects to be headed by Chairman Railway
Board with Financial Commissioner, Member
(PPP) and the concerned member to whose

area of  responsibility the project belongs. The
process and procedure followed should be
similar to that of  PPPAC followed in
Government of  India. The Board should decide
and approve the projects and they should not
be examined or referred back by the members
to their respective directorates. The projects
thereafter should follow the normal procedure
of  approval by PPPAC and CCI.

13. Appoint a ‘PPP Ombudsman’ to resolve any
disputes that may arise between the      private
sector and the government in interpretation and
enforcement of  provisions of  the agreements.
The Ombudsman should be a quasi judicial
authority and should have the authority to give
directions which are binding on all parties.

14. Constitute a Railways Tariff  Regulatory
Authority in order to provide a level playing
field to all stakeholders.

15. Establish a separate Authority/SPV/
Organization for implementation of  Major
Projects such as development of  high speed
corridors, redevelopment of  railway stations etc.

16. Build capacities, for the officers at the Zonal
railways to manage PPP projects. A PPP cell
should be constituted in each zone to identify,
develop, implement and monitor projects at the
zonal level.

17. Computerize all Railway business/ operations
including financial management, inventory, HR
and other assets

18 Implement ‘Mission Mode’ approach for all 15
focus areas with clear objectives, measurable
milestones, tangible deliverables, and well defined
timelines. Each of  the 15 Missions should be
headed by a Mission Director for a three-year
term, with autonomy to take decisions in their
respective areas. All the Mission Directors and
associated teams should report to the Railway
Board. Each Mission should be provided with
appropriate budget and operational autonomy

Article
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to implement. Each Mission Director should
use standard project management tools to
manage and monitor.

19 Set up a High Level Committee to facilitate
co-ordination amongst the 15 missions, fast-
track implementation and address bottlenecks,
coming in the way of  implementation.

Thus these recommendations were quite
revolutionary in nature and likely to be epoch
changing for the IR. However, in present socio-
politico condition it is quite unlikely that these
recommendations are going to be accepted in one
go. It is quite possible that some of  these
recommendations may be accepted , slowly one by
one, particularly those which does not disturb much
the existing inter departmental or intra departmental
orders, whereas many others will be placed in file
and will be forgotten as happened in the past with
several recommendations of  several other committee.

The Expert Group (Railway Board2012 pp 13) has
assessed the total investment requirement as‘.5,60,396
crores for the proposed modernization initiatives.
Railway sub-group of  XIIth five year plan has estimated
additional requirement of.‘ 4,42,744 crores for various
other investments proposed to be undertaken during
the 12th FYP and not covered under modernization
initiatives. Table no. 9 below provides a summary of
the total investment requirements (both for
modernization and as recommended by the XIIth plan
sub-group on Railways). It outline an investment of
‘ 8,39,000 crores, during the XIIth FYP, which includes‘
3,96,000 crores of  modernization plan investment
recommended by the Expert Group.

It is a quantum jump from investment levels of
‘ 2,03,000 crore in the XIth plan and ‘ 84,000 crore
in the Xth plan. The Expert Group recommends
for the main sources offunds for IR are internal

Table No.9 : Sources of  funds

generation (revenue surplus), gross budgetary support
(on which IR currently pays an annual dividend
of  7%) and extra budgetary resources comprising
market borrowings, bonds and PPPs.]. To  bridge
the gap of  Rs. 16,469 crores

the following funding pattern was recommended:-
Disinvestment in Railway PSUs, Re-densification/
commercialization of  surplus land in existing railway
colonies in different locations. A few pilot projects
could be immediately explored. Commercial
exploitation of  railway schools and hospitals should
be done without displacing any of the priorities
from the point of  view of  IR employees. Management
contracts (on the basis of  revenue sharing) could
be tried for some of  the larger hospitals/ schools
with a view to achieve significant up gradation of
standards Modernization surcharge from passengers
on a per passenger km basis. Although it seem to
be quite attractive these suggestions, the
implementation remains to the question of future
and its acceptance by the IR management and
employee, the Finance Ministry , The Planning
commission or in general the government of  India
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Sources of funds Rs. in Crore
1. Gross Budgetary Support 250,000
2. Internal Generation 201,805
3. Leasing/Borrowings 101,000
4. PPPs 229,024
5. Dividend rebate 24,000
6. Road Safety Fund 16,842

Total 822,671
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Travelogue :
Valley Of Flowers

Kaushalendra K. Khadanga* The long awaited study tour finally commenced on 13th
July. I had selected Valley of  Flowers group, as trekking
was a major part of  the tour. We left Vadodra at 1830 by
Ahmedabad Sampark Kranti express. We were a group of
35 people including one family. Two senior faculties had
accompanied with us, one of  them with his family. There
were 4 attendants. A full AC coach was booked. It was attached
at the end of  the rake. It was a different feeling as all 35
were in a single coach along with the faculties and attendants.
Reached Delhi by 1030 on the next day and again boarded
the train by 2230. This time our coach was attached at the
centre, near to H1 coach in the Mussourie express. Both
the ends of  the coach were locked from inside.

Day 1 : Haridwar to Joshimath
Reached Haridwar at 700
hours. Four rooms were
booked at the Rest House for
us to freshen ourselves. By 9
we started off  for Joshimath
in 3-14-seater tempo travelers.
As this was the period of
saawan, there were hundreds
of  Shaivite followers, draped

V. S. Ghai is Sr. Fellow, Asian Institute of
Transport Development* Shri Kaushalendra K. Khadanga

is a IRSME Probationer.
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in orange clothing’s, chanting bol-bum, on the streets.
The streets were jammed and we had a horrid time
in finding our way out. This caused a slight delay
in our journey.

Joshimath is around 280kms from Haridwar. The
hilly road was under construction at many places.
It was all along the historical river Ganga till
RudraPrayag, and along Alaknanda-the tributary of
Ganga, from Rudraprayag till the end. The journey
was comfortable. Few of  my batch mates suffered
from hill sickness and puked. Driving was not allowed
after 8pm because of  danger of  landslides. So we
were initially apprehensive, of  not reaching on time.
However, we had acquired special permission from
the local police and we reached Joshimath by 2230
hours. A dinner was arranged for us by the IBEX
army cantonment. The officer in charge was an army
colonel who was a friend of  our course director.
After dinner, we went to our hotel rooms and slept
off, after a long journey.

Day 2 : Trekking from Govindghat to Ghangaria
Next day we left Joshimath for Govindghat (20km)
from where our trekking was supposed to start. After
breakfast at Govindghat, we started to trek by 1130
hours. The trek length was for 13kms. We carried
jackets and raincoats as the weather could have gone
bad any time. There was a helicopter service for
Rs3500. There were local pony services by locals
for Rs 700- 800. Also there were people who offered
to carry our bags on their back.

Initially, walking was easy. But after about 1-2kms,
the path became steep. Breathing became heavier
and heavier. However, it was fun walking in groups.
The feeling of  walking for some time and then
figuring out that we have walked for just 0.5 km
was terrible. Slowly the entire group was divided
into many subgroups, depending on the speed of
people.

At places there were chilled water running through
pipes that came directly from the top. The roaring
sound of  the river Alaknanda was awesome. The

view of  adjoining mountains and snow capped far-
off  mountains was breathtaking. The flow of  river
was enormous. People were flocking at such sites
and taking nice photography in their expensive SLRs.
I had burrowed a 12 megapixel camera from my
good friend, which proved to be handy.

At places, the terrain was really difficult. We had
to stop after every 500 metres. There were numerous
places for serving breakfast, tea, snacks and water,
although the rates were enormous. A bottle of  mineral
water would cost Rs 40 and a tea, Rs 20. We had
actually pooled in money. So the person who was
in charge of  it had a busy time in buying stuffs
for the group.
The last 3-4 kms was the most difficult part. It was
steep and because of  high altitudes, paucity of  oxygen
was taking its toll on us. The frequency of  stoppages
increased. It was getting colder too. The bags behind
us were getting heavier. Heavy breaths and steeper
path was the highlight of  this path.

We finally reached Ghangaria at 1700 hours. It took
us nearly six hours to complete the trek. Some of
our group members reached as late as 1900 hours.
Our course director reached the last along with a
few officers. The most  commendable trip was
undertaken by Amoghvarsha, son of  one of  the
faculties, who was with us. A 7th grade student
climbing the difficult track with poise and dignity
without a single sign of  tiredness was a treat to
watch. He and his father, our faculty, were a source
of  inspiration for all of  us.

Finished dinner by 2100 hrs. Ghangaria is a small
village with a few no. of  hotels to cater to the
needs of  tourists. There is a small Gurudwara too.
There were some people with the charge of  massage,
as they knew visitors would be tired of  the long
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trek. They rendered leg massaging for Rs 50 and
full body massaging for Rs 300. I opted for leg
massaging and it was indeed a relief. Night was
cold, but the blankets were warm.

Day 3 : Ghangaria to Valley of  Flowers
Morning of  the third day
was scheduled for the trek
to the Valley of  Flowers.
It was around 3 kms from
Ghangaria. It is now a
World Heritage site. The
valley branches off  from the
main path to the Hemkund
Sahib. A wildlife guard of  the Forest Department
issues entry permits to the valley, charging Rs 150
per person. It is around 3500 metres above sea level.

The trail passes through forests and meadows and
across rivers and an avalanche slope, before the floor
of  valley opens up. The valley is carpeted with wild
flowers during the monsoon season. There are around
287 species of  plants and their flowers, most popular
are the Himalayan Blue Poppy, which is native to
the region. Visitors pause to photograph flowers
and drink from a mountain spring.

There are stories about fairies who carry off  anyone
who wanders deep
into their domain.
There are other
stories about flowers
in the valley with
fragrance potent
enough to make
anyone, who inhales
it, faint away. In
Hindu mythology,
the valley was created
when the Gods
showered flowers

down from the heaven. Local people say that the
valley has been host to great sages who attained
enlightenment while meditating there.

We started off  at 900 hrs and returned by 1400
hrs. Hemkund sahib was 6 kms from Ghangaria.
The trek to Hemkund Sahib was considered to be
more difficult than the last 3kms of the trek to
Ghangaria. One of  our faculties, Vijay Sir, went
to Hemkund Sahib, all alone, this day, starting at
500 hrs. He returned by 1030 hrs and then went
to Valley of  Flowers. He is one of  the fittest persons
I have ever seen. I decided to go to Hemkund the
next day. I planned accordingly. In the evening, we
had a small campfire. There were events of  antakshri,
passing the parcel and dumbcharades. It was all fun.
The day ended at 2300hrs.

Day 4 : Hemkund, Govindghat and Badrinath
Defying all fears
of the difficult
terrain, wild
bears, cold
weather and
time constraint, I
started off  for
Hemkund sahib
at 400hrs in the
morning. It was
dark. I had arranged for a torch. A group was
approaching from whom I confirmed that they were
going to Hemkund. I joined them

The path to Hemkund Sahib was very tough. It
was generally covered with loose boulders. The slope
was around 40 degrees and on top of  it, it was
all dark. It was frightening. My hands were freezing
because of  the cold. I was starving. It was difficult
to proceed as rest was mandatory after every 100
metres. Our speed was around 2km/hr. So initially
I planned to cover the

distance within 3 hrs and reach by 7. After 3 kms,
I stopped to buy a Parle biscuit which costed me
Rs20. It was so cold, that due to shivering, I was
unable to tear off  the packet. The two sardars
accompanying me were constantly motivating me.
The surrounding scenery was beautiful.
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By the time I reached,
it was 645 hrs. The fear
of not being able to
make it to the top was
constantly hitting my
mind. But after I
reached, I felt relaxed.
There was a
Gurudwara. It is
believed to be the
highest Gurudwara in the world, at an altitude of
4600mts. There was “langar”, the traditional Sikh
free service, offering hot tea and “khichdi”. Behind
the Gurudwara, there was a serene lake, surrounded
by seven snow capped mountains. Iwas spotlessly
clean.

It was spotlessly clean. Devout sardars were taking
bath in its ice cold water. Locals believe that whenever
anybody drops any dirt into the lake, the divine
eagles come and take the dirt out. It is by this divine
duty of  eagles, the lake remains clean. In winter,
it freezes. Sikhs believe that Hemkund (meaning
“frozen lake”) was the place of  meditation of  the
tenth and last sikh guru, Guru Govind Singh, in
his previous incarnation. From there, the guru was
summoned by the God to be reborn into the world
to teach the people true path. Sikhs feel inspired
to traverse the difficult path, both in body and spirit,
and feel closer to God at Hemkund.

Another popular
story told by locals
and visitors alike, is
that, Lakshmana, the
younger brother of
Lord Rama was
brought to
Hemkund, after
being wounded in a
battle with

Meghnad, son of  Ravana. Ram bhakt Hanuman,
was the able to find a life saving herb. When the

herb was administered, he miraculously survived.
In celebration, Gods showered flowers which fell
onto earth and took root in the valley of  flowers.

Another story is told about Lakshmana’s previous
incarnation of  a seven headed snake who meditated
in the lake at Hemkund and Lord Vishnu slept on
his back. The Lakshman temple, here, is also believed
to be the one at the highest altitude in the world.

I went around the pond and after spending for about
45 minutes I decided to walk back. Reached Ghangaria
by 910 hrs. Walking down was relatively easy. By
the time I reached Ghangaria, my batchmates had
left. I took breakfast there and again started walking
down towards Govindghat which was 13 kms down.
On the way I met my batch mates. Reached
Govindghat by 1300 hrs and had lunch at the
Gurudwara. By 1500 hrs, we all boarded the bus
to go to Badrinath. It was 22kms from Govindghat.
However the road was really dangerous and risky.
One slight mistake by the driver would prove fatal.
At one point, due to landslide, the road was blocked.
They were clearing the road by placing detonators.

the abode of  Lord Vishnu. We checked into a hotel.
After resting for a while we set off  for the main
Temple, which was 1 km from the hotel. We took
bath at the Hot Springs near the temple. It is believed
that taking bath at the hot natural springs would
cure all skin diseases. After that, we went for darshan.
To enter into the sanctum sanctorium, they were
charging Rs 275 per person.

We finally reached Badrinath by 1800 hrs. It is one
of  the 4 holy dhams in Hindu Mythology, others
being Puri,
Dwarka and
Rameswaram.
Badrinath dham
is the abode of
Lord Vishnu. We
checked into a
hotel. After
resting for a
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while we set off  for the main Temple, which was
1 km from the hotel. We took bath at the Hot
Springs near the temple. It is believed that taking
bath at the hot natural springs would cure all skin
diseases. After that, we went for darshan. To enter
into the sanctum sanctorium, they were charging
Rs 275 per person.

We had darshan from outside. The Shiva temple,
in the vicinity, is considered to be one of  the oldest.
Legends say that in olden times, there was just
one priest for Badrinath and Kedarnath. Kedarnath,
which is one of  the 13 Jyotirlings in India, is just
13 kms from Badrinath on a mountainous track.
The priest would perform the daily rites at Badrinath,
and then through the mountainous track, he would
go to Kedarnath and perform the daily rites there.
He would keep shuttling between the two places.
One day, God, to test his patience, planted a fruit
bearing tree on the path. The priest, when he was
going to Kedarnath, one day, saw the tree. He
ate the fruit of  the tree, which he shouldn’t have,
and died. Since that day, the mountainous track
between Kedarnath and Badrinath was closed for
ever, as the path was made inaccessible by God.
These days’ pilgrims have to take a round trip of
200 kms, via Chamoli, to go to Kedarnath from
Badrinath. We then returned to our hotel to have
dinner and slept off.

Day 5: Mana Village and Joshimath

Morning was difficult to get up. Our legs were all
tired.  We checked out of  the hotel and went to
Mana village, India’s last village. It was around 50
km from
I n d o
T i b e t
border.
We went
to Vyas
c a v e s
a n d
g a n e s h

caves.

It is believed that, in these caves Lord Ganesh wrote
the Mahabharata, listening from Vyas. Adjacent to
Vyas cave, there was the India’s last tea shop. We
all had tea at the famous tea shop. Photography
was not prohibited.

We then went to the confluence of  Alaknanda and
Saraswati. The mythological river Saraswati goes into
hiding at this confluence. There is a local story that
after winning the Mahabharata war, the Pandavas
were crossing the river Saraswati at this point.
Draupadi could not cross the river. Therefore Bhim
built a standby bridge with the help of  a big stone.
It is preserved by the name “Bhim pool”. The locals
grow cabbage, potatoes etc in the summer. They
stay for 4-5 months in the village during summer.
In winter, the land gets filled with snow. So the
entire habitation goes down to Joshimath or Chamoli
and settles for winter. During this time, they stitch
woolen clothes like jackets and shawls and then sell
them during summers at the Mana village. These
are considerably cheaper than those in cities.

By 1200 hrs we left the Mana village and went to
Joshimath, the place from where we had started.
Reached Joshimath by 1400 hrs. Had lunch and rested.
In the evening, we went to the Sankaracharya math
and returned to the hotel.

Day 6 : Haridwar
Left Joshimath by 6 in the morning and reached
Haridwar by 1830hrs. We were on time to see the
evening arati at the holy Ganges. We then took bath
at the Holy Ganges and wiped off  all our sins.
The water was very cold. Our coach was attached
with the Mussourie express as before. By 2300 hrs
we boarded the train. Reached Delhi by 800hrs,
the next day and again left Delhi by 1400 hrs. We
reached Vadodra on Day 7 at 4 in the morning.
With this our tour ended.
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Project Report

Computerized Caution
Order System in Indian
Railway

1. INTRODUCTION
Railway organisation is having a huge network of  railway
lines on which many thousands of  trains are running per
day. To ensure safe and timely movement from one point
to another, it is the prime objective of  Railways to maintain
its track/bridges/L-xing/signals timely and in lean hours so
that traffic may get less affected. Whenever, track of  a particular
block/division comes under maintenance, a caution is asked
by service department from the control for speed restriction.
Control then informs the concerned station for imposing
caution orders to a particular location in a block section.

What is a caution order ?
A Caution Order (or caution notice) is a written notice issued
by a station master (or other official) to the driver and guard
of  a train, formally advising them of  special conditions and
restrictions in effect on the section of  track that the train
is about to enter. The Caution Order may have instructions
on   speed restrictions and other special procedures to be
followed on account of  damage to the tracks, flooding, work
on the permanent way or on the electrical equipment, accidents

Shri O.P. Grewal Sr. DSTE/Tele/DLI/NR
Shri R. A. Gupta Dy. CDE/Veh./DLW
Shri R. K. Singh Dy. CMgM/Sales/DLW
Shri M. L. Gosh Dy. CME/ Plg./ALD/NCR
Shri M. D. Sahoo Dy. COM/S/GRC/SER
Shri S. K. Kar     XEN/Con/GRC/SER

This project of MDP-01/11 has been successfully
implemented by New Delhi Division of Northern
Railway and has been awarded best project award
of MDP course 2011. This was Prepared by following
officers.
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(or reminders of spots where accidents recently
occurred), work on or damage to OHE equipment,
or unusual situations.

A caution order can also be issued to advise the
driver and guard of  the presence of  manually operated
or motor trolleys, tower wagon, inspection car or
other such maintenance or emergency vehicles that
have entered the block section ahead. The caution
order usually specifies the location of the affected
section of  track; the temporary speed limits in effect,
the locations of  caution indicators and termination
indicators, etc.

A caution order is generally issued by the
stationmaster of  a station adjacent to the block
section, which is affected. In addition, divisional
caution orders are also issued by station masters
of  certain specified stations on the route, known
as notice stations.

A caution order is specifically addressed to the driver
and guard of  a particular train identified on it. Separate
caution orders are issued for each train passing
through on to the affected section. At many of
the larger stations nowadays the caution orders are
printed out but at smaller stations, handwritten notes
still prevail.

A nil caution order is issued by a notice station
to inform the driver and guard of  a train that there
are no special caution instructions or temporary speed
restrictions in effect between that station and the
next notice station. A reminder caution order may
be issued by a notice station to reiterate caution
orders already issued by other stations or authorities.

Our group felt the need for introducing single point
management of  all caution issued in the division
to be done by providing centralized server in which
the feeding of  all cautions will be done by central
control to reduce the mistake of  wrong feeding
due to error in telephonic/verbal communication.
This will also provide past data record for analysis
of  the management for further improvement and
effective monitoring.  Further, this will also save

time for receiving and feeding of  information of
SM/Lobby Supervisor, which can be used in other
activities.

2. PRESENT SYSTEM
Presently caution orders are being offered in writing
to nearest station master by the supervisor of
maintenance team i.e. Engg., Signal & Electrical
(TRD) deptt. indicating the speed restriction, locations
along with reason, the concerned SM then passes
on the caution to section controller and adjacent
station with exchange of  private number. These
cautions are being conveyed to notice stations
telephonically in the form of  message from the central
control office by exchange of  Private Number. The
cautions received from central control are being locally
fed in PC system by the Station Master(SM)/ Lobby
supervisors. Thereafter the cautions are issued to
Loco Pilot & Guard of  all Up/Dn. Trains from
various notice stations. The cautions are being taken
telephonically from the central control and there
are chances of  mistake to add / delete some important
speed restriction or wrong feeding of location due
to manual feeding at notice stations.

P P 

    EEnP 

P P 

P P 

P - Private number  

Caution offered 
by maintenance 
deptt. 

Nearest Stn. 
Master 

Section 
controller 

All notice 
station 

Adjacent 
station 

All concerned Feeding in local 
PC & printing 

To loco pilot & 
guard 

Problems being faced :-
i) The cautions are being taken telephonically from

the central control and are first written in
message book by the Dy.SS/SM/ Lobby
supervisor on duty then fed in local PC.
Therefore, there are chances of  wrong recording
due to improper-communication and its
codification while receiving of  verbal/telephonic
messages.

ii) The feeding in computer is being done at notice
stations (where caution Orders are being issued).
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SM/ Lobby supervisors are remain busy in train
operation/managing of  crew and devote
inadequate time in adding/ deleting the cautions.
They are feeling it as an extra burden on them.

 iii) For analysis-centralised availability of  past data
of  cautions with location wise, cause wise,
section wise and speed wise details are not
possible.

iv) There are delays in notifying the latest caution
order imposed or any amendments arising in
the existing caution orders.

3. DATA COLLECTION
The project team visited the Delhi Division and
observed that there are 16 notice stations from where
caution order are being issued. Details of notice
station with average caution order issued per day
by each notice station to Mail/Exp/Passenger/Goods
train are as under-
S Notice station Caution S Notice Caution
No. issued to  No. station issued to

train /day train /day
1 New Delhi 292 09 Meerut City 18

2 Delhi 190 10 Panipat 36

3 Hazarat Nizamuddin 94 11 Kurukshetra 18

4 Tuglakabad Delhi 46 12 Jind 19

5 Delhi Saria Rohilla 26 13 Jakhal 26

6 Shakur Basti 56 14 Shamli 18

7 Anand Vihar 23 15 Rohtak 21

8 Ghaziabad 42 16 Khukrana 06

Similarly our team members also visited Varanasi
station of  NR/NER and Vadodara station of
W.Rly.The details of  average caution order issued
by these station to Mail/Exp/Passenger/Goods train
are as under-
S No. Notice station Caution issued to

train /day

 1 Varanasi (NR) 130

 2 Varanasi (NER) 33

 3 Vadodara (WR) 132

The Station Master / Lobby Supervisor on the above
stations have also expressed the following problems-

As huge nos. of  cautions are being issued from
these stations and simultaneously they have to

feed / delete the caution as per telephonic
message of  control, therefore there is a
possibility of  miscommunication or wrong
recording of  messages.
Dy.SS /LS are facing a lot of  problems in feeding
the caution in local PC, as max. time is  being
consumed for the same.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
To overcome the above problems and to reduce
mistake, it is proposed that single point management
of  all cautions issued in the division to be done
by providing centralised server in divisional control
office and feeding of all cautions should be done
at central control. The computers provided at caution
issuing nodal stations to be networked with central
server. This will facilitate the following-

Chances of  mistake may be minimised due to
single entry point, as it does not involve any
telephonic/ verbal communication.
Similarity of  all caution order format and font
shall be maintained.
Location wise, cause wise, section wise and speed
wise past data records shall be available to
management for analysis and monitoring
purpose.
Saving of  time for receiving & feeding of
information, will reduce the workload of  SM/
lobby supervisor, which can be used in other
activity.
Promptness in notifying the latest caution order
imposed or any amendments arising in the
existing caution order.

The proposed system of  monitoring was designed
in such a way that it is simple and objective.
Monitoring system should target key parameters,
which has direct contact with the Dy.SS /Lobby
supervisor. The system should be implementable
at control office of  a division without affecting
schedule activities and operations.
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5.  WORKING OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
The central server in hot stand by arrangement shall
be provided in Divisional Control Office with power
supply backup arrangement. This central server will
be connected to PC of caution issuing notice stations
by using modem and Ethernet controller through
Railway protected data circuit or DOT hired data
circuit (wherever railway channel not available). Client
PC is provided in safety/Dy. control for feeding/
deleting of  the caution orders.

The division is divided into sections and caution
issuing notice stations shall be nominated as per
the section. The name of  all station exists in this
section, the causes prevailing on date, speed restriction
(10,15,20,30,……100 kmph) are fed in server
software in defined format.

Project Report
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6. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The implementation of  computerized caution order
system is proposed to be implemented first in  Delhi
Division, which have 16 notice stations  and 27
sections as detailed under :-
List of notice station :-

S.No. Notice station S.No. Notice station

 01 New Delhi  09 Meerut City

 02 Delhi  10 Panipat

 03 Hazarat Nizamuddin  11 Kurukshetra

 04 Tuglakabad Delhi  12 Jind

 05 Delhi Saria Rohilla  13 Jakhal

 06 Shakur Basti  14 Shamli

 07 Anand Vihar  15 Rohtak

 08 Ghaziabad  16 Khukrana

List of notice section :-
S.No. Name of section

1 New Delhi-Delhi-Ghaziabad- Chipyana Buzurg

2 Palwal-Tuglakabad Delhi

3 Hazrat Nizamuddin to Hazrat Nizamuddin

4 Delhi-Delhi Sarai Rohilla-Rewari

5 Garhi Harsaru-Farukh Nagar

6 New Delhi DelhiBathinda

7 Delhi-New Delhi-Sonepat-Karnal Ambala

8 Delhi-New Delhi-Merut City-Saharanpur

9 Delhi-Shamli-Saharanpur

10 Kurukshetra-Narwana

11 Panipat-Rohtak (Non Controlled)

12 Jind-Panipat-Jind (Non Controlled)

13 Rohtak-Bhiwani (NWR)

14 Ghazibad-Hapur-Bulandshar (MB Division)

15 Ghazibad-Aligarh (NCR)

16 Delhi-Gaziabad-Hapur-Muradabad

17 New Delhi-Ghaziabad-Hapur-Muradabad

18 Anand Vihar-Ghaziabad-Hapur-Muradabad

19 Nizamuddin-Palwal-Mathura-Agra-Jhansi

20 Nizamuddin-Palwal-Mathura- Gangapur City

21 New Delhi-Ghaziabad-TundlaKanpur

22 Delhi-Ghaziabad-Tundla-Kanpur

23 Anand Vihar-Tundla-Ghaziad-Tundla-Kanpur

24 Delhi Sarai Rohilla-Ambala-Ludhiana-Amritsar

25 New Delhi-Palwal-Agra-Jhansi

26 New Delhi-Palwal-Mathura-Gangapur City-Kota

27 Amritsar-Atari

6.1 Methodology Proposed
SOFTWARE
1) Main software, database of  caution order and

logs of  events will be in server.
2) Data entry client for entry of  caution massage

shall access the main server & update the caution
massage as and when required, and will press
a confirmation button to update the server.

3) Caution printing client will be used for printing
the caution order in given format

4) Data will be sent by the server to caution printing
client. This data will be sent immediately after
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any updation/ correction is done in the caution
database by the data entry client.

5) When ever the updation is received in caution
printing client a popup along with audio alarm
will come on the screen which will have to
be acknowledged by the client.

6) Whenever updation message is delivered to the
caution printing client the report of  delivery
should popup on data entry client.

7) Main connectivity between servers and caution
order printing client will be on railway network
with back up on MTNL/BSNL broadband

8) There will be a mechanism to regularly check
the health of  link. In case of  main or back
up link failure a massage will popup on the
respective caution printing client. All link failure
massage will pop-up on data entry client.

9) In case of  Link failure between data entry client
and server, a SOS alarm will be generated.

10) There should be option to save draft of  caution
order.

11)  In case of  link failure, it shall be possible
for caution order printing client to do manual
addition of  caution message and print the same.
Once the link is restored the manually entered
caution order will be automatically uploaded
on the main server

12) There will be two categories of  caution orders,
one permanent and other temporary. In the
caution order printing form at caution order
printing client only temporary caution orders
will be printed.

13) It shall be possible to send the latest position
of caution orders through e-mail to the
predefined address list through internet/railnet.

LOGS
All caution imposed, caution cancelled, all caution
massage sent to station, all   reports of  delivery
of caution updatation to station and link failure
logs.

REPORTS
It shall be possible to generate the reports of  above
- mentioned logs. Following will  be the main reports:
1. Section wise position of caution orders imposed

in selected time.
2. Client wise link failure position.
3. Section wise position of  emergency caution

orders imposed.
4. Number of  caution orders overdue on a given

day.
5. Section-wise position of caution orders

sanctioned and overdue time for each caution
order in selected time range in tabular as well
as graphical form.

6. Date-wise or section-wise position of  the delayed
caution order entry into the system i.e.
when the time difference between the imposition
of  caution order and its entry into  computer
is more than 60 minutes in tabular and graphical
form.

7. Section-wise position of  ER (Engg. Recovery)
sanctioned and ER consumed for a selected
time in tabular and graphical form.

FORMS
Following type of  Form will be generated
1. Caution Data entry form consisting of

following fields
Section (drop down)
Start kilometre
End kilometre
Station from
Station to
Station Yard
Direction (drop down   ?)
Imposed speed limit
Reason (drop down   ?)
Type of  caution (Drop down-Temporary/
Permanent;  default value shall  be “Temporary”)
Date of imposition
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Time of imposition
Due date for removal of  caution
Actual date of Cancellation of caution
Actual time of cancellation of caution

2. Station wise caution order printing forms. The
caution order printing form will have option
to select the section of  which the caution is
to be printed and same shall be printed as one
caution order.

MESSAGING

It shall be possible to send the messages from data
entry operator to any of  the caution order printing
client and vice-versa. The message can be a text
message with facility of  copy paste from any words
file or it can be sent as an attachment.
6.2 Estimated cost
The estimated cost have been calculated based for
centrally computerised caution order system taking
into consideration of  16 notice stations of  Delhi
Division with central server in hot stand by
arrangement in divisional control office.
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S. Detscription unit Qty. Rate /Unit Total cost

N. of the work in Rs. in Rs.

1 Supply,installation,testing & commisssioning of server Nos. 02 57700 115400

2 Supply,installation,testing & commissioning Nos. 03 131600 394800
of central ethernet Gateway

3 Supply,installation,testing & commissioning Nos. 18 13000 234000
of high speed modem with E1 interface

4 Supply,installation,testing & commissioning Nos. 18 16000 288000
of high speed modem with Ethernet interface

5 Supply,installation,testing & commissioning of PC Nos. 18 33700 606600

6 Supply,installation,testing & No. 01 65800 65800
commissioning of UPS(online) 2 KVA

7 Supply,installation,testing & commissioning Nos. 16 37100 593600
of UPS (online) 1 KVA

8 Supply & installation of 24-port Ethernet switch Nos. 02 37800 75600

9 Supply,installation,testing& commissioning Nos. 18 7920 142560
of DOT Matrix Printer 80 column

10 Supply, installation of 42 U-Rack No. 01 27900 27900
with fan & accessories

11 Supply, installation of computer Nos. 17 4800 81600
table with printer rack

12 Supply of Patch cord UTP 2mtr Nos. 16 300 4800
make D-Link, AMP or DAX

13 Supply & installation of I/O single Nos. 17 27900 5950
E-Cat 6 with SMB

14 Supply,installation,testing& commissioning Nos. 17 850 14450
of Power strip(6 nos. 5amp universal socket)
with Power on indication, fuse&surge protection

15. Supply & fixing of 25 mm Mtrs. 100 42 4200
PVC conduit Pipe/casing capping

16 Laying of above cable Mtrs. 112 2 224

17 AMC of item (1) to (6) for three years Year 03 60000 180000

                                         TOTAL 2835484

Note : - The above rates are based on LAR/DGS&D rate contract and exhaustive market survey.
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6.3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1. Specification of  Server

(item no 1 of  estimate) : -
It will have the following features: -
The Server HP/Compaq/IBM make having Intel
Pentium Xeon processor, 2.3 GHz, 800 MHz or
higher FSB, 17" TFT Color monitor, 1 GB RAM,
10/100/1000 NIC embedded, 160 GB hard disc
capacity, USB - 6 ports, 2 serial ports, 48 X CD
Read write Drive, Mouse, Key Board, Windows OS
with any other software required for application
software, Norton or McAfee antivirus software
licensed for 3 years. It should be able to get data
from client PC of  central control as well as distributing
data to all notice station.

2. Specification of  Central Ethernet
Gateway (item no 2 of  estimate) : -

The equipment shall be ‘Egate-20’ of  RAD Data
Communications or its equivalent.

S.No
(i)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10
11

12

DESCRIPTION
FEATURES
Should support channelized Ethernet gateway,
extending Ethernet services over TDM access
network

Should support flexible Ethernet aggregation of Fast
Ethernet to eight fully channelized/ unchannelized
E1.

Should support 248 remote LANs over fractional
E1
Should have high utilization of WAN interface at
wire speed.

Should be Four-level QoS according to 802.1p,
DSCP & IP precedence.

Should support transparent Ethernet services in
Point-to-point & point -to-multipoint by utilizing
VLAN tagging, stacking & switching.
Should support Inband & outband management.
Should support secure management separating user
& management traffic into different VLAN
Should support Comprehensive diagnostic and
statistics collection tools for E1 & Etherenet
Should be 1U high.
Should support service scalability, small footprint
& low power consumption.
Should support full access solution from the service
provider central site to customer premises.

13

(ii)
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

(iii)

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28

(IV)

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
36

37
38

(V)

39

Should interoprate with last mile Ethernet G.SHDSL
modem including the management in a point to
multipoint mode
BRIDGE
Should function as bridge in SDH/SONET
environment.
Should support bridge filter and forwards traffic at
wire speed enabling full utilization of WAN circuit.
Should support VLAN tagging & double
tagging (Q-in-Q) enabling transparent LAN
services.
Should forward frames according to VLAN
tags & MAC address.

Each port should function as bridge & filter
any number of VLANs.
Should support 2048 MAC addresses.
VLAN tagging, stacking and striping at
ingress and egress enable transporting user
traffic transparently while keeping all user
VLAN settings intact.

E1 INTERFACE
Should have 8 E1 ports.
Should comply with G.703.
Should support HDB3 line coding
Should support 2.048 Mpbs data rate.
Should support both Framed & Unframed.
Should support balanced & unbalanced via
optional adaptor cable.
The connector should be RJ45
Should support local and remote loop backs
FAST ETHERNET INTERFACE
Should support 4 fast Ethernet ports.

Should support native HDLC-like framing  for
encapsulating Ethernet traffic over E1 circuits.
Should support 10/100Mbps auto negotiation,
full/half duplex, flow control
Should comply to IEEE 802.3, 802.3U, 802.1p
& 802.1Q.
The connector should be RJ45
Should support maximum frame size of 1536
bytes
Quality of service
QoS Support : 802.1p, DSCP, IP precedence
QoS Mechanism : Stric
No of Ques: 4

Should provide differentiated services on the
same link according to Ethernet or IP
marking. Classification is based on 802.1p, IP
Precedence, DSCP or per port, while the
traffic is forwarded by four strict priority
queues.

MANAGEMENT
Should support Local out-of-band management
via ASCII terminal / Telnet.
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40

41

42

43

(VI)

44

45

(VII)
46

47

48

(VIII)
49

(IX)

50
51

52

53

(X)

54
(XI)
55

56

Should support Remote out-of-band
management via 10/100baseT port.
Should support Remote inband management
via Gigabit Ethernet port, Telnet, Web
Browser or SNMP based element management
system.

Should support software upgradation &
configuration files should be uploaded/
downloaded via TFTP or XMODEM.
Should have separate VLAN tunnel to secure
mangement traffic from user traffic.

DIAGNOSTICS

Should support ping & trace route for IP
connectivity checks.
Should support Statistics and alarms for the
E1 & Ethernet interfaces.

CONTROL PORT
Should support RS-232/V.24 DCE
asynchronous interface.
Should support 9.2, 19.2, 115.2 kpbs data
rate
Should support 9-pin, D type female
connector.
INDICATORS
Should support Power, Ready, Alarm, Loss of
signal, Ethernet link indicators

POWER
AC: 100 to 240 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz
DC: -48 VDC
Should not consume more than 9W
The same unit should support both AC & DC
power supply.

RACK MOUNT

Should support 19" Rack Mountable
ENVIRONMENT
Temperature : 0 to 50 deg C or 32 to 122
deg F
Humidity : Up to 90% non condensing

3. Specification of High speed Modem with
E1 interface (item no 3 of  estimate) : -
The equipment shall be ‘ASMi-52’ of  RAD
Data Communications or its equivalent.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

(II)

24

25

26

27

S h o u l d  p rov i d e  E m b e d d e d  O p e r a t i o n
Channel(EOC) for controlling and monitoring the
Remote unit

Should support any one of the data interfaces like
V.35,  X.21,  RS-530,  G.703/  G.704 E1, Co-
directional G.703, Built in Ethernet bridge with
V-LAN support

Should support  management via V.24/RS232
terminal, 10/100BaseT out of band management,
Dial in, Dial out and In band via Dedicated E1
timeslot.

Should have Telnet and Web browser for configuration
and diagnostics.

Should have Internal BERT option for diagnostics.

BERT Should support the following patterns 2E15-1,
Mark, Space &  Alternate.

Should support SNMP agent.

S h o u l d  h a v e  1 0 / 1 0 0 B a s e T  O u t  o f  b a n d
management port  for Standalone to Standalone
management.

Should operate with INT & EXT clock.

Should provide extensive diagnostics, including
loopbacks, SHDSL and E1 performance monitoring for
last seven days.

Should support up to Eight SHDSL repeaters for
increased transmission distance

Should Support analogue, remote, digital loopbacks as
per V.54 Standard

Should have DIP Switches for Loopbacks

Should have Line protection circuits against Lightning
and Power surges and should follow ITU K.21 and
UL 1950 Standards
Should have indicators  for  Power,  Data ,
Synchronization of the Line, E1, AIS, Alarm and
Test

Control Port baud rate should have  from 9.6 to 115.2
kbps

Should have TEC interface approval

E1 and Ethernet combination modem should
interoperate including management with a central
Ethernet over E1 gateway in a point to multipoint
applications

Ethernet traffic of the leased line modem and Central
Ethernet over n x E1 modem should seamlessly
interoperate

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LINE INTERFACE

Should work in 2/4 wire unconditioned dedicated
line
Should support up to 10Km for 64Kbps and 5Km for
20483Kbps over 0.51mm copper cable.

Should support 135 Ohms Line Impedance
Line Interface should follow ITU-T 991.2 and ETSI
101 524 Standards

S.No

(i)

1

2

3

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Should operate in full duplex mode over 2-wire and
4-wire which is an ordering option

Should support multiple data rates between 64 to 4608
Kbps

The Line Coding should be TC-PAM extending the
operation range up to 10 Km on 0.51mm copper cable
for 64Kbps.
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28

(III)

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

(IV)

38

39

(V)

40

(VI)

41

42

The line connector should be RJ45

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DTE INTERFACE

X.21 interface should have 15pin, D-Type female
connector

V.35 interface should support 34-pin, female
connector.

RS-530 interface should support 25-pin, D-type female
connector
Ethernet and E1 should support RJ45 Connector

Co-directional G.703 interface should support 4 pin for
TX and RX pairs.

E1 interface should support HDB3 line coding

The E1 interface should support Balanced (120 Ohms)
or Unbalanced (75 Ohms) Interface

The Bridge Ethernet interface should support 10/
100Mbps with VLAN support

The following DTE combinations should be made
available as an ordering option

• Serial Port (V.35, X.21, RS-530) + LAN

• E1 + LAN

• E1 + serial port (V.35, X.21, RS-530).

DATA RATE

Should support 64 - 2304 kbps on 2-wire

Should support 128- 4608 kbps on 4 wire

POWER

The unit should have inbuilt support to work in
both 230VAC and -48VDC from a single socket
in the product and it should not be an ordering
option.

ENVIRONMENT

Standard temperature: 0° to  50°C Extended temperature:
-20° to 70°C

Humidity : up to 90% non-condensing

4. Specification of High speed Modem
with Ethernet interface (item no  4 of
estimate) : -
The equipment shall be ‘ASMi-52’ of  RAD
Data Communications or its equivalent.

Should have high utilization of WAN interface at
wire speed.
Should be Four-level QoS according to 802.1p,
DSCP & IP precedence.
Should support transparent Ethernet services in
Point-to-point & point to multipoint by utilizing
VLAN tagging, stacking & switching.

Should support In band & out band management.
Should support secure management separating user
& management traffic into different VLAN

Should support Comprehensive diagnostic and
statistics collection tools for E1 & Ethernet
Should be 1U high.
Should support service scalability, small footprint
& low power consumption.
Should support full access solution from the service
porvider central site to customer premises.
Should interoperate with last mile Ethernet
G.SHDSL modem including the management
BRIDGE

Should function as bridge in SDH/SONET
environment.
Should support bridge filter and forwards traffic at
wire speed enabling full utilization of WAN circuit.
Should support VLAN tagging & double tagging
(Q-in-Q) enabling transparent LAN services.
Should forward frames according to VLAN tags
& MAC address.
Each port should function as bridge & filter any
number of VLANs.

Should support 2048 MAC addresses.

E1 INTERFACE

Should have 8 E1 ports.

Should comply with G.703.
Should support HDB3 line coding
Should support 2.048 Mpbs data rate.
Should support both Framed & Unframed.
Should support balanced & unbalanced via optional
adaptor cable.

The connector should be RJ45

Should support local and remote loop backs

FAST ETHERNET INTERFACE

Should support 4 fast Ethernet ports.
Should support HDLC-like framing  for
encapsulating Ethernet traffic over E1 circuits.
Should support 10/100Mbps auto negotiation, full/
half duplex, flow control
Should comply to IEEE 802.3, 802.3U, 802.1p &
802.1Q.

The connector should be RJ45

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

(II)

14

15

16

17

18

19

(III)

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

(IV)

28

29

30

31

32

S.No

(I)

1

2

3

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES
Should support channelized Ethernet gateway,
extending Ethernet services over TDM access
network
Should support flexible Ethernet aggregation of Fast
Ethernet to eight fully channelized/ unchannelized
E1.

Should support 248 remote LANs over fractional
E1
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Should support maximum frame size of 1536 bytes

MANAGEMENT
Should support Local out-of-band management via
ASCII terminal / Telnet.
Should support Remote out-of-band management
via 10/100baseT port.
Should support Remote in band management via
Gigabit Ethernet port, Telnet, Web Browser or SNMP
based element management system.
Should support  software up gradation &
configuration files should be uploaded/downloaded
via TFTP or XMODEM.

Should have separate VLAN tunnel to secure
management traffic from user traffic.

DIAGNOSTICS
Should support ping & trace route for IP connectivity
checks.

Should support Statistics and alarms for the E1
& Ethernet interfaces.

CONTROL PORT
Should support RS-232/V.24 DCE asynchronous
interface.

Should support 9.2, 19.2, 115.2 kpbs data rate

Should support 9-pin, D type female connector.

INDICATORS
Should support Power, Ready, Alarm, Loss of signal,
Ethernet link indicators

POWER
AC: 100 to 240 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz

DC: -48 VDC

Should not consume more than 9W

The same unit should support both AC & DC power
supply and it should support Redundant Power
Supply also.
RACK MOUNT
Should support 19" Rack Mountable

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature: 0 to 50 deg C or 32 to

122 deg F
Humidity : Up to 90% non condensing

33

(V)

34

35

36

37

38

(VI)

39

40

(VII)

41

42

43

(VIII)

44

(IX)

45

46

47

48

(X)

49

(XI)

50

51

Licensed OS (suitable for working with
server) preinstalled and also on CD Media
and also the required software to run the
application.

Internet/Multimedia PS/2 Keyboard &  3
Button Optical USB Mouse

18.5 inch TFT

22X DVD Writer

1 audio in
1 audio out
1 microphone in
1 RJ-45
4 USB 2.0, min.

Integrated 10/100 Base T min.

1 Standard PCI SLOT min.

1 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 VGA Port min.

All Device Drivers required with the
supplied accessories

Vendor to provide documentary proof.

Norton or McAfee antivirus software
licensed for 3 years

OEM Warranty 1 year min.

Operating

System

Input devices

Monitor

DVD Writer

I/O Ports

Network
interface

Expansion Slot

External Ports

Drivers on
Media

OS Certification

Antivirus

Warranty

5. Specification of PC (item no 5
of estimate) : -

CPU

Storage

Memory

Motherboard

Graphics

Pentium Core2 Duo 2.5 GHz, 2MB

320 GB SATA HDD

2 GB DDR2 RAM

Intel G31 chipset based Micro-
ATX MBD

Intel GMA 3100 onboard
graphics subsystem

Make HP or HCL or Dell
6. Specification of  24 port layer 2 switch (item

no 8 of estimate)
Equipment should be of  Cisco Catalyst 2960
or Nortel or Foundry make

 1 (a) Specification of 24-10/100Tx port Layer 2
Manageable Switch

24 nos of 10/100 Base T Ethernet ports.

Should have 16 Gbps of switch fabric.

Minimum of 3.5 Mpps forwarding rate using 64 byte packet.

The Switch should support QoS classification of incoming

packets for QoS flows based on Layer 2-4 fields.

Support Rate-limiting based on source/destination MAC

address.

The switch should support Port Security, MAC Address

Notification, IGMP Filtering and Dynamic VLAN.

It should be possible to have the VLAN configuration done

centrally. To achieve it, the switch should have the feature

that enables the addition, deletion, and modification of

VLANs automatically when another switch is configured

without any requirement of configuring the each switches

individually.

Per port broadcast, multicast and unicast storm control to

prevent faulty end stations from degrading overall system

performance.
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IEEE compliant for 802.1Q VLAN, 802.1p, 802.1d STP,

802.1s, 802.1w, 802.1x user authentication.

Support for port based security to prevent unauthorized

stations from accessing the switch by restricting the number

of MAC addresses allowed to access the port as well as

by statically configuring the MAC address.

Support  Link Aggregation for  increasing Backbone

bandwidth.

Management - Should have built-in SNMPv1, SNMPv2 and

SNMPv3. Web based and Command Line Interface for

Management.

The switch should support an embedded Remote Monitoring

(RMON) software agent supports four RMON groups (history,

s tat is t ics , a larms,  and events)  for  enhanced traffic

management monitoring, and analysis.

Should support NTP and UDLD.

Should support access lists at layer 2 to layer 4.

Support for port based security to prevent unauthorised

stations from accessing the switch by restricting the number

of MAC addresses allowed to access the port as well as

by statically configuring the MAC address.

Weighted Round Robin (WRR) queuing algorithm to ensure

that low-priority queues are not starved.

Should support AAA & RADIUS protocol.

Should support four queues per egress port.

Support for switch clustering to quicken management via

single IP address for up to 16 switches.

Should support Strict-priority queue configuration via Strict

Priority Scheduling in order to ensure that time-sensitive

applications such as voice always follow an expedited path

through the switch fabric.

Should support export of hardware and software information

to a central NMS on request including real-time device

display, occupied/free slots/ports, image versions, etc.

7. Technical Specifications of  DOT Matrix
Printer (Item No.9 of estimate)

It should be Epson -LQ 300+II or TVS or
WIPRO Make equivalent model.

8. Technical specifications for 19"  42 U Rack
(item no 10 of estimate)

It should have the following features :
Equipment rack 42U, 800WX800DX2040 H,
with front tinted toughened glass door, VHP
tapes, fully louvered removable side panels, Rear
MS door. The doors, side panels, top panels
are made from 1.2 mm thick sheets, cable entry
from the top & bottom panels.
Racks to be with AC Power accs: i.e ACDB
with 5/ 15 amps 5 nos sockets, with individual
on/off  switches The ACDB should be UL
approved, ETL Listed with the Following
features:
MOV protection

Recoverable Overpower Protection: To eliminate
the risk of  overpower, and to recover the power
source without changing the Fuse, which can
be used repetitively
The Patented Universal Socket design: The 5-
plug – hole socket should able to receive the

Number of Columns 80 
Number of Pins 9
Print Speed 225
(Draft 10cpi) (cps)

Print Speed 270
(Draft 12 cpi) (cps)
Letter Quality 56
(10 cpi) (cps)
Letter Quality 67
(12 cpi) (cps)

Text Bi-directional 
Life Expectancy 400 
(Million Characters)
Ribbon Cartridge (Type) Fabric Ribbon Cartridge 
Life Expectancy 3 Million Characters
for Ribbon Cartridge

Ribbon Cartridge (Colours) B/M/C/Y 
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20 odd kinds of  Plugs used in the Various
Countries of  the world
Patented safety Protective gate unit: The unique
Function of  double on & off  prevents of  danger
of mis-plug-in in a single plug hole & electric
shock for any one
High Grade Plastic shell has a high Flame
retardant & insulating property; the metal fitting
pieces are made of high quality material.
Therefore, the are Pliable & Elastic
It is with in built: Lightning surge Protector,
overload Circuit Breaker & Rational Distance
between 2 sockets.
FANS – the racks should be fitted with a
Minimum of  4 fans – the fans should be of
International quality – Size 120x120x38 mm,
Ball bearing Type , 220 V AC, 90 CFM.
The manufacturer/ supplier should Provide an
Load test report with the racks for any of  his
racks. Racks frame should be capable. of
carrying/ withstanding a total weight of  not
less than 400 kgs.

1. BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM
Chances of  mistake are minimised due to single
entry point, as it does not involve any telephonic/
verbal communication.
Similarity of  all caution order format and font
shall be maintained.
Location wise, cause wise, section wise and speed
wise past data record shall be available to
management for analysis and monitoring
purpose.
Saving of  time for receiving & feeding of
information, will reduce the workload of  SM/
lobby supervisor, which can be used in other
activity.
Record of  data shall be available at centralized
location and it can be shared with DRM/

ADRMs/all branch officers & with Head
Quarter office for monitoring and its analysis
– which will be a good tool for management.
Promptness in notifying the latest Caution
Orders, imposed or any amendments arising
in the existing caution order.
It will enhance safety in train operation as correct
location and speed restrictions (available in
central control office) are relayed to caution
issuing notice stations. This will also reduce
train operation time due to non-repetition of
old/deleted cautions (which have removed
between 20 hrs to 6.00 hrs are kept in vogue
till next day and are being issued to all night
trains).
Chances of mis-happening will be reduced due
to correct & updated speed restriction and
location.
Increase confidence level of  drivers & reliability
of the system.

2. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
In the current economic and business environment,
it has become inevitable to keep on constantly
improving the safety & punctuality. Simplified and
prompt information system & its apex monitoring
at divisional central control office will ensure healthy
and higher levels of  safety & enhance punctuality
that will ultimately end in benefiting the user &
organisation.

The proposed system does entail approx. 28.35 lacs
expenditure to implement the proposed centralised
computerised Caution Order in Delhi division.
However there is no additional human resource is
required and is easily implementable within the
existing guidelines. Objectivity in analysing the
Caution order will make monitoring comprehensible
to all levels of  hierarchy in the limited time available.
This will keep the system on toes for improving
safety levels.

***********
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{d{dYm

IwX H$s amh

{dO` Hw$_ma qgh*

* lr {dO` Hw$_ma qgh aobdo ñQ>m\$
H$m°boO _| àmo\o$ga (dm{UÁ` à~§YZ) Ho$
nX na H$m`©aV h¡>Ÿ&

h¡amZ, naoemZ IaJmoe
{haU H$mo XoI _Mb CR>m;
AmO CgZo dmo XoIm
{OgH$s Cgo V_ÝZm Wr Ÿ&

O§Jb _| H¡$X {haU
{H$VZm ~S>m Wm, X_H$ ahm Wm;
CZHo$ qgJ Wo `m
{ga H$m VmO,
\w$Vu BVZr {H$ AmoPb hmo OmE
M§X båhm± _| - g~go AmJo ;
nm±dm| _| Iwa,
~XZ no gw§Xa ZŠH$mer
H$hm± go nm`m hmoJm ò {haU;
H$å~»V BVZm A_ra H$`m| h¡

dmng AnZo _m±X _|
ZtX Z AmB© IaJmoe H$mo;
{XZ-amV Bgr _| H$Q>Vo JE
{H$ {haU H¡$go ~Zm OmE Ÿ&
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{ga na noS> H$s Qh{Z`m±,
n¡am| _| nËWam| Ho$ Qw>H$S>o ~m±Y
~XZ na bJmH$a Yã~o a±Jm| Ho$
Am{hñVm-Am{hñVm dh
{haU ~ZZo Mbm Ÿ&
ganQ> Xm¡a H$m
Aä`mg H$aVm {H$ dmo Aìdb AmE ;
VZH$a MbVm {H$ bmoJ S>ao.

g_Pm`m AnZm| Zo
ò R>rH$ Zht,

na `hm± H$m¡Z gwZVm Ÿ&
WH$ J`m dmo Am{Ia ;
~r_ma IaJmoe boQ> J`m
Xa»V Ho$ ZrMo, O_t na

MtQ>r`m| H$s H$Vma H$mo {ZhmaVm MwnMmn ;
N>moQ>r H$mbr MtQ>r`m± H$_Omoa,
n¡a nS>o Vmo Hw$Mb OmE ;
bmB©Z _| Mb ahr Wr _wgbgb
_w±h _| IwX go ^r ~S>o ~moP CR>mE Ÿ&
IaJmoe _wñHw$am`m, Vag Im`m
~oMmar MtQ>r`m± Ÿ&
{\$a {MëbmH$a ~mobm -
H$`m H$a ahr hmo, Vw_ Egr H$`m| hmo ?
Vw_ H$~ ~S>r ~ZmoJt, VoO Zht Xm¡S>Zm

MtQ>r`m± Zht gwZr, Zht XoIr
MbVr ahr MwnMmn,
AnZr YwZ _|
IwX H$s amh na Ÿ&

* * * * * * * * * * * *

{d{dYm
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{d{dYm

ì §̀½`
H$mo{hZya H$s dmngr

a{dÝÐ Hw$_ma*

* lr a{dÝÐ Hw$_ma _w»` H$m{_©H$ A{YH$mar (à)
_Ü` aobdo _w»`mb`, _w§~B©  _| H$m`©aV h¡

_oao ^maV _hmZ _| `H$m`H$ ZmH$[aH$m| H$s Xoe ^{º$ OmJ CR>r.
Z Ho$db _mJ CR>r ~pëH$ \$S>H$ ahr h¡ Ÿ& g~ Amoa go nwH$ma
_M CR>r h¡ Ÿ& ho A§J«oOm| Ÿ& h_mam H$mo{hZya dmng bm¡Q>m Xmo.
H$mo{hZya h_mao Xoe H$s Yamoha h¡ Ÿ& Bgo h_| dmng H$amo Ÿ& h_mar
Yamoha h_| Xo Xmo ~m~m. Jar~m| H$s gwZmo dmo Vwåhmar gwZoJm. Vw_
EH$ H$mo{hZya XmoJo dmo Xg bmI XoJm Ÿ& H$mo{hZya Ho$ {~Zm h_
Jm¡ad{hZ h¢ Ÿ& h_mam Jm¡ad h_| Xo Xo R>mHw$a.. ~»ere ßbrO,
gmoMZo dmbr ~mV ò h¡ {H$ AJa H$ht IwXm Z »dmgVm A§J«oOm|
H$mo h_ na Vag Am J`m Am¡a CÝhmoZo X`mde H$mo{hZya dmng
H$a {X`m Vmo ? Vmo ... Vmo H$`m hmoJm ? g~go nhbo Vmo ZoVmAm|
Am¡a A{YH$m[a`m| _| Bgr ~mV _ma-H$mQ> _M Om òJr {H$ Bgo
boZo H$m¡Z OmEJm. {dXoe_§Ìr `m àYmZ _§Ìr.. ajm _§Ìr `m ImZ
_§Ìr Ÿ& {\$a A{YH$mar AnZr AnZr gr{Z`m[aQ>r H$m amoZm boH$a
Hy$X nS>|Jo Ÿ& _w»` g{Md.. g{Md... `m {\$a g§̀ wº$ g{Md Am¡a
{H$VZo {H$VZo Om |̀Jo Ÿ& _{hbmE± OmE±Jr `m {\$a CÝh| AmajU
{~b nmg hmoZo H$m B§VOma H$aZm nS>oJm Ÿ& H$hZo H$mo Vmo S>m`_§S>
BO dw_Z H$m ~oñQ> \«¢$S> Ÿ& gmW _| nw{bg OmEJr `m {_{bQ>ar
Ÿ& BVZm AmgmZ Zhr h¢ {H$ Q>hbVo hþE JE Am¡a H$mo{hZya CR>m
bm ò `m {\$a Hy$[a`a go hmo_ emoqnJ H$s Vah _±Jm {b`m>Ÿ&

Bg na H¡${~ZoQ> _| JhZ {dMma-{d_e© hþAm Am¡a 53 gXñ`r`
EH$ {_br {eï>_§S>b Ho$ OmZo H$s ~mV V` nm`r J`r Ÿ& Š`m|
{H$ AmOH$b BH$moZ_r Mb ahr h¡ Bg{b`o 153 H$mo H$mQ>-
nrQ> H$a _mÌ 53 H$aZm nS>m Ÿ& amOZr{VH$ Xbm| Ho$ à{V{ZYr,
M¡å~a Amo\$ H$mo_g©, gh`moJr KQ>H$ Xb, {dnj Ho$ ZoVm, _{hbmE±,
{nN>S>|, AJS>o em{_b {H$E JE Ÿ& Hw$N> YmdH$ Am¡a {IbmS>r
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gyMr _| gpå_{bV hmoZo go ah JE Omo Mmam| Amoa Im_m»dmh
emoa _MmVo Ky_ aho h¢ Am¡a AZmn-eZmn ^mB©-^VrOmdmX
H$m AmamoJ bJm aho h¢ Ÿ& ò V` nm`m J`m h¡ {H$
EH$ MmQ>©S>© âbmBQ> go nyam H$m nyam bíH$a _hrZo ^a
H$mo OmEJm. bJo hmWm| dhm± Ho$ VWm ỳamon Ho$ AÝ`
eham| Ho$ å ỳ{P`_ H$s gwajm ì`dñWm H$m Om`Om ^r
boJm Vm{H$ `hm± gaH$ma H$mo [anmoQ>© gm¢nr Om gHo$ Ÿ&
[anmoQ>© {bIZo Ho$ Amdí`H$ à{ejU hoVw EH$ Z`m Xb
OmZo H$s V¡̀ mar H$s em°qnJ _| ì`ñV h¡ Ÿ& Bg_| do
g~ _mZZr` gXñ` h¢ Omo nhbr _yb gyMr (153)
go YHo$b {X ò JE Wo Ÿ&

H¡${~ZoQ> H$s AJbr ~¡R>H$ _| bJ^J {ga \w$Q>m¡ã~b
H$s hr Zm¡~V Am J`r {H$ H$m¡Z go {XZ H$mo{hZya
^maV H$s gaO_t na CVao gÎmm nj Ho$ nmQ>u AÜ`j
Ho$ OÝ_{Xdg na `m {dnj Ho$ ZoVm H$s ~agr
na Ÿ& Q>r.dr. na H$B© {XZm| VH$ Á`mo{V{f`m±, Ý`y_amobmo{OñQ>
Am¡a Q>oamo H$mS>©dmbo Y_mb _MmVo aho gmW hr VH©$
emór XwhmB© XoVo aho {H$ {H$gr ^r {XZ {H$gr ^r
KS>r H$mo{hZya CVmam Om gH$Vm h¡ Ÿ& Z ^r AmE
Vmo dm§Xm Zhr Ÿ& Š`m \$H©$ nS>Vm h¡ Ÿ&

H$å`y{ZñQ> H$m H$hZm Wm {H$ H$mo{hZya gm_§VdmXr Am¡a
~wOwAm gmoM H$m àVrH$ h¡ Ÿ& Bgo bmZo {H$ gmoMZm
hr _OXya {damoYr {dMma h¡ Ÿ& h_ Vmo ewê$ g| H$h
hr aho h¢ {H$ `h gaH$ma _OXya {damoYr h¡ Ÿ& `H$sZ
Zht Vmo Z_yZm XoI br{O`o `o H$m°_ZdoëW Joåg na

CëQ>m-grYm IMm© Am¡a ~T>Vr hþB© _h±JmB© Ÿ& ~hþOZ
g_mO H$m `h H$hZm h¡ {H$ `o gaH$ma _ZwdmXr h¡
`o Vmo h_ g~H$mo nVm Wm A~ Vmo `h H$mo{hZyadmXr
^r hmo J`r h¡ Ÿ& H$mo{hZya ImZ go {H$gZo {ZH$mbm
Jar~ emo{fV ImZH${_©`m| Zo Bg{b`o Bg na CZH$s
nmQ>u H$m nhbm hH$ h¡ Ÿ& _hmamï´> _| EH$ AbJ Vah
H$m {ddmX C\$mb na Wm Ÿ& gmar C_« {edmOr _hmamO
_wJbm| go bmohm boVo aho Am¡a H$mo{hZya H$moB© naàm§Vr`
bo OmE do ghZ Zht H$a|Jo Am¡a H$mo{hZya h_| Zhr
{_bm Vmo naàm§{V`mo H$mo Xm¡S>m-Xm¡S>m H$a nrQ>|Jo Ÿ&

EH$ AbJ MMm© `o Mb nS>r h¡ {H$ H$mo{hZya aIm
H$hm± OmEJm. ha{JO ha{JO {Xëbr _| Zhr Ÿ& dhr
go Vmo Jm`~ hwAm Wm Ÿ& bwQ>oam| H$mo {\$a dhr Xo Xmo.
Zm{Xaemh O¡go "~mha Jm±d' Ho$ Vmo ~mX _| Am`|Jo Cg
go nhbo A§Xa Ho$ bmoJm| Zo hr bo CS>Zm h¡ Ÿ& {\$a
~¡R>mVo ahZm EH$ Ho$ ~mX EH$ Om±M g{_{V.

h_mao `hm± Ob {ddmX, ~m§Y {ddmX, gr_m {ddmX,
àXyfU Iob {ddmX, BVZo gmao {ddmXm| Ho$ MbVo gaH$ma
`h J§^raVm go gmoM ahr h¡ H$mo{hZya Ohm± h¡ dht
AÀN>m h¡ Ÿ& `hm± bmH$a Š`m| ~oH$ma _| \$OrhV H$amB©
OmE Ÿ& d¡go ^r `hm± \$OrhVm| `m \$OrhV H$aZodmbmo
H$s H$moB© H$_r h¡ Š`m ? hm± Mmho Vmo {dnj Bgo
^maVr` g§ñH¥${V Am ¡a Jm ¡adembr B{Vhmg H$s
XwhmB© X| H$a AJbo MwZmd Ho$ {bE OwJmS> H$a gH$Vr
h¡ Ÿ&

{d{dYm
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BE THE MASTER

Satendar Yadav*

* Shri Satendar Yadav is
IRSS Probationer

Make yourself  the power,
Make yourself  the tower.
To get the scenting flowers
Do the hard work for innumerable hours.

All men have got one life,
All have earned in a single strife.
The life is real, only real things happen.
To prove yourself  hard work is the only weapon.

Nobody can be the master in everything,
For the success you have to choose a particular thing.
To fulfill your cherished dream,
You have to be the cream in your stream.
You have to become master in your field.
For that you have to give hundred percent of  your yield.
But for that you have to wear the hard work hat,
You have to come out of  the difficulties net.

Think always positive, not the negative,
Become constructive not the destructive.
Always be dogged, never be fogged,
Remove all the doubts that are clogged.

Think but real thing is action
Without it everything is just fiction.
To get the things in your favour
Never break, always be very regular
As regularity is the name of  the game
It is the thing which you have to tame.

Work like as it is impossible to fail,
This spirit can make powerful the frail.
Life is real; it is what you make it.
It depends on how serious you take it.
So think, plan and act.
It is only the success fact.

Vividha
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Vividha

A Happy Mother's Day

Aasang Dixit*

* Aasang Dixit is graduate in
Electronics & Communication
Engineering from NIT Surat.

Why don’t we come across news of  men getting raped and
brutally violated by women? Why don’t we read about men
committing suicide for dowry? Why don’t we read about
the dwindling ratio of  men vis-à-vis women? Why don’t we
read about men being burned alive?

There has been widespread outrage across the country against
the act of  hooliganism performed by six men on a moving
bus in Delhi recently. Umpteen people have written numerous
articles about it over the days. I consciously stopped myself
from falling into this category of  “learned policemen” who
stand in the middle of the incident and ask others to do
this and that.

But I’ve been longing to write for about a year, on the most
precious gift God Almighty has bestowed upon humanity
- Mothers. The wait ends for me today as I think the root
of  this recent episode crisscrosses with the way mothers
are treated in the Indian household.

I’ve been deeply concerned about the plight of  Indian mothers
ever since I became conscious enough to notice it. A girl
may be born in a rich family or a poor one, may get educated
in the best of  the institutions or stay illiterate, may get married
to a savage or a saint, she’s essentially expected to be a
mother to the whole family as and when needed. It is impressive
and highly understated, the tremendous balance these mothers
maintain in performing this necessary task.  I said necessary
because Nature hasn’t given a man the ability to give birth
to children and nurture them. Infact, men do not seem to
have the motherly feelings of  care that a woman has by
birth. But what do these God-like mothers get in return?

Cooking, for one, is still seen upon by the majority as a
woman’s area of  concern. Anything to do with home, bringing
up children, sacrificing career, providing good food etc., all



fall under the domain of  the mother. She is expected
to cook like a Taj chef  as well as look learned and
beautiful in social gatherings. After her marriage,
she’s expected to be respectful of  the new family
even if  it entails taking active part when her parents
and siblings are being cursed. While on occasions
of  quarrel, she is expected to be the wise interlocutor
between her children, between husband and son,
husband and daughter, husband and family and she
is also supposed to shut her mouth in obedience
when asked to do so. Casting a swift glance across
the Indian male mindset for choosing a spouse would
reveal that a majority still zero in on the quintessential
Indian bahu – the Indian housewife, err the
“homemaker”. The homemaker is defined in India
as a woman who can join and leave a job (whichever
suits her husband’s needs), teach kids during their
early childhood, cook delicious meals for tiffin,
breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinner…the expectations
are actually endless!

In essence, women in this country do not enjoy much
freedom. If  you are someone who is reading this article,
then you perhaps belong to a stratum of  society where
girls are sent to schools and colleges and in some cases
allowed to pursue higher studies too. These girls earn,
spend, live and enjoy life in pretty much the same way
as a boy would. But the percentage of  such households
is infinitesimally small.

A mother is the first woman that a child comes
across in his life. The way she is treated by the
members of the family sets the standards for him
to follow throughout his life. He would, as a matter
of  sheer habit, measure every girl by the same
yardstick that has been in use in his own household.

The rapists of  the Delhi brave heart were brought
up in an Indian household. They didn’t rape her
because she was wearing something objectionable.
They didn’t rape her because she was dancing on
Honey Singh’s songs. They raped her because she
dared to muster up the courage to fight them! They
raped her because they wanted to teach her a lesson
for being bold enough to raise her voice and biting
them! They surely did not expect a woman to do that.

We may rewrite laws to make them stricter, castrate
the rapists or award them capital punishment and
protest endlessly, but none of  this would change
the social fabric of  this country. As sad and agonizing
as it may sound, but a woman would again get violated
if  she ever dares to taste the forbidden fruit of
freedom in this country. And this would happen
repeatedly until there’s a change in mindset.

It was close to some thousand days back when I
had decided to pen down my thoughts on Indian
Football. I wasn’t penning down; I was pouring my
angst in a civilized manner. It doesn’t help any cause
when one writes about events unless it manages
to stimulate change in the thought process of  the
reader. I never thought I would revisit this place
again to write about something. But as was the case
with the earlier post, this is the only place I know
where I can ejaculate my anger.

If  we really want to stop women from getting raped,
we ought to start respecting the most deserving
woman in our household – the Mother. They sacrifice
their whole life and unfortunately, it goes totally
unnoticed. Our country should treat them with
utmost dignity for they are the reason why all of
us are here.

Happy Mother’s Day !!
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aobdo ñQ>m\$ H$mboO
(àñVw{V)

lra§J_ h[aXmg* h¢ àñVwV, h_ AH$[MZ
boH$a AnZr ~mV ;
A{V AmZ§{XV h¡ ha OZ,
OmZ `hm± H$m B{Vhmg,

jU-à{VjU grIm ahm Omo
AX ŷVVm H$m AZyR>m nmR> Ÿ&

OmZ H$a hmoVm h¡ hf©,
{H$g Vah EH$ g§ñWm-
H$aZo H$mo CËH$f©,
h¡ BVZr à{V~Õ !

n{j`m| H$m H$bad,
d¥j H$amVo erVb H$m Ahgmg,
XwJ© H$m ÔT>V_ A§XmO,
{Zü` hr -‹
ha MrO h¡ `hm±, Hw$N> Img Ÿ&

Iob-Iob _| ~ZVm h¡ `hm±,
àJmT>Vm H$m {dœmg Ÿ&
{Z…g§Xoh `hm± hmoJm ha {H$gr H$mo -
nyU©Vm H$m Am^mg Ÿ&

hfm}{ëbV h¡ _Z,
H$a Bg àm§JU H$m gmjmËH$ma !!!* lra§J_ h[aVg-^m.ao.H$m.go. Ho$ n[adrjmYrZ h¡
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n[adV©Z

lra§J_ h[aXmg 

lr e¡boÝÐ H${nb C._.ao. Bbmhm~mX _|
gr.nr.Q>r.E_. Ho$ nX na H$m ©̀aV h¡.

n[adV©Z gË` h¡ - àH¥${V H$m, Cg_| em{_b ha gÎmm H$m
`h ^m½` h¡ - _mZd Ho$ AmZo dmbo H$b H$m
g§̂ mdZmE| h¢ Agr_,
BgHo$ hmoZo H$s ; Z hmoZo H$s

`ËZ H$aVm Am`m h¡ _mZd µ; ewê$ go,
{_b gHo$ Vm{H$ g¥{ï> H$mo ZyVZVm,
Q>H$amVm Am`m h¡ ; MQ²>Q>mZm| go,
P§PmdmVm| go CgZo {b`m h¡ bmohm,
Bgr {O{O{dfm Zo Vmo -
Bgo Xr h¡ CËH¥$ï>Vm Ÿ&

AmO ^r ; gä`Vm Ho$ Bg _hm_moS> na,
dh Zht ê$Ho$Jm, Zht WHo$Jm,
Cgr Zo XoZr h¡ g¥{ï> H$mo ; J{VO COm©
^Q>H$ hþAm hr gH$Vm h¡ - dh
bo{H$Z ŷboJm Zht amñVm

gj_Vm h¡ Cg_| BVZr -
H$a gHo$ EH$ ZB© ewéAmV

Š`m|{H$ ; n[adV©Z Vmo V` h¡ -
àH¥${V H$m, Cg_| em{_b ha gÎmm H$m Ÿ&&&Ÿ* lra§J_ h[aVg-^m.ao.H$m.go. Ho$ n[adrjmYrZ h¡
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{d{dYm

^maVr` aob

gË òÝÐ `mXd*

lr e¡boÝÐ H${nb C._.ao. Bbmhm~mX _|
gr.nr.Q>r.E_. Ho$ nX na H$m ©̀aV h¡.

^maVr` aob h¡ g~H$s gmWr Omo g~H$mo h¡ `mÌm H$amVr,
`mVm`mV OJV _| OZ-OZ go gmW h¡ BgH$m,
O¡go {X`m Am¡a ~mVrŸ&

gmao ^maV H$mo OmoS> aIm h¡ Omho H$í_ra hmo `m H$Ý`mHw$_mar,
{d{^ÝZVm _| EH$Vm H$m àVrH$ h¡ ^maVr` aob h_mar &

Xoe Ho$ gdm©{YH$ bmoJmo H$mo amoOJma àXmZ `mh H$aVr h¡,
Xoe Ho$ bmoJm| H$s gwb^ `mÌm H$m dmXm òm ha nb H$aVr h¡ Ÿ&

^maV Xoe Ho$ Bg ŷ̂ mJ na `h g~go ~S>m {d^mJ h¡ &
ZB© ZB© VH$ZrH$m| go bWnW, ~wPmVm ò
`mVm`mV _| Agw{dYm H$s AmJ h¡ Ÿ&

{dÚmWu, ~wOwJm], {dH$bm§Jmo, _{hbmAmo,
Jar~mo H$m aIVr ò »`mb h¡,
Jm±d eha Am¡a Xoe Ho$ ha H$moZo go {~N>m BgH$m Omb h¡ Ÿ&

{~Zm ^maVr` aob Ho$ `mVm`mV OJV H$s H$ënZm ^r _wpíH$b h¡,
Bg{bE hr Vmo {H$gr Z {H$gr ê$n _o ^maVr` OZ OZ H$m
OwS>m Bggo {Xb h¡Ÿ&

CÚmoJm| H$mo g_mZm nhþ±Mm ò, bmoJmo H$mo nhþ±Mm ò JÝVì` ñWmZ,
dmh ^maVr` aob h_mam gm¡̂ m½` {H$ h_
Voam {hñgm h¡ Omo ~Zm ò ^maV H$mo _hmZ Ÿ&

* lr gË òÝÐ `mXd ^m. ao. §̂. go. Ho$
n[adrjmYrZ A{YH$mar h¡ Ÿ& ;
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